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ABSTRACT
Semblance—or parody—is, of course, the operative word when
considering a text that strives to be subversive of both form (the “antirealism” of minor literature) and social function. Regarding the latter, as
stated before, my goal in the text is the reverse of the traditional moral
fable’s: implanting a desire in readers to experience firsthand the world of
risk as a means to live in a more vital way, outside the text, whether through
gambling or another form of chance-taking. Uncertainty is troubling,
unsettling, but it is also mysterious and enlivening—this is what gamblers,
acolytes at the altar of luck, understand in the final analysis.
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CRITICAL INTRODUCTION
There are few persons, even among the calmest thinkers, who
have not occasionally been startled into a vague yet thrilling
half-credence in the supernatural, by coincidences of so
seemingly marvellous a character that, as mere coincidences,
the intellect has been unable to receive them. Such sentiments
… are seldom thoroughly stifled unless by reference to the
doctrine of chance, or, as it is technically termed, the Calculus of
Probabilities. Now this Calculus is, in its essence, purely
mathematical; and thus we have the anomaly of the most rigidly
exact in science applied to the shadow and spirituality of the
most intangible in speculation. (Poe 198-9, emphases his)
There’s no room for doubt now: intelligence must apprehend
chance if it’s to limit itself to its own domain … [C]hance is an
object of human ecstasy, because it’s the opposite of a response
to the desire to know. (Bataille 45, emphasis mine)

Quietude & Flow
For the practiced gamblers rendered in Queen of Spades, chance can
feel profoundly and convincingly intuitive. At particular times, characters
believe they can sense its fluidity, its rhythms and ebbs, its flow, as Barbara
does when she is sweating her Election bet in Book Two. A crude way to
measure and assess the movement of chance is offered to the characters in
the text through casino gambling: Blackjack, Craps, Roulette, etc. serve as
primitive forms of digitization, in which one’s experience of chance’s flow is
distilled into a series of unmistakable, discordant notes: win, lose, win, lose,
win, win, lose, lose, lose, etc. It is perhaps one of the critical social functions
of these hallowed (yet obscene) institutions—many of which, such as the
Aviation Club de France in Paris, are as ancient and revered as civic
monuments—to enable so-called “acolytes of the green felt” to practice and
develop their senses of feel and intuition, psychic territory which for the most
part remains vast and untapped outside a casino’s walls.
Most of the characters rendered in the text, even the minor “regulars”
that populate the Royal Casino on a daily basis, can hear these jarring notes
of luck. To willingly ignore them seems folly—but few are able to detect the
rich texture of melody underneath. The history of gambling, however, is
punctuated by the breathless accounts of those who could harness this
sensitivity, often deploying it to prodigious financial advantage. To this day,
perhaps the most legendary of all players remains the Comte de Saint
Germain (d. 1784), a “queer old man,” Pushkin writes, “about whom so many
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marvelous stories are told” (229). The Count’s success at the game of Faro—
he was reputed to have won over ten million roubles in his lifetime—was
ascribed to mystical means, with one contemporary admirer describing him
as “certainly the greatest Oriental Adept Europe has seen” (qtd. by CooperOakley 1). Over time, modern offspring of the Count roam the world seeking
the biggest game, including players such as Betty Carey, Bobby “The Owl”
Baldwin, Johnny Chan, and Archie Karas—professional gamblers who
embarked on long, extensive heaters, sometimes lasting several years, during
which they were rarely seen losing a hand.
In a novel full of gamblers, Barbara is the chief among them who is
able to experience chance as flow. In Book 2, she arrives at an understanding
that there must necessarily exist transitional moments, points of inflection
like the high and low tides of the ocean, that can potentially signal to her
that her luck is in the process of changing. The sensation is peculiar to the
individual—some feel a tingling in the spine, others goose pimples on the
back of the neck. For her, it is a sudden calmness, a physical clarity of vision,
when everything appears vividly three-dimensional. Typically, these signals
are faint, and often misread, ignored, or missed entirely by the impatient and
oblivious.
Despite what many gamblers believe, one can only be lucky or unlucky
insofar as context: Bataille describes the false concept of “personal luck” as
being merely a blend of “conceit and anguish” (43). Are we winning or losing
more than usual, more than the person sitting beside me, more than anyone
here tonight? The winning players in the text have learned to pay very close,
careful attention to their present surroundings—to their own situating in the
flow of chance—as Chan begins to learn when he is at Snoqualmie Downs
with Dumonde. The first basic principle of gambling advanced in the text is
that chance imparts change quietly. Chan first must learn patience and calm
in order to be sensitive to these dynamic patterns, both at the track, and in
his life.

The Black Part of the Flame
To think of the acorn it is necessary to become the tree. … Gurus
… expect you to contemplate the acorn ten years at a stretch,
and if, in that time, you are no wiser about the nut, you are not
very bright, and that may be the only certainty with which you
will come away … —for no man can find a greater truth than his
kidney will allow. (Barnes 90)
The text takes as its model for calm, concentration, and focus, one of
the most celebrated fictional gamblers in the literature, Henry Sugar, a
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character who was alleged by Dahl to have acquired the ability of seeing the
next card off the top of a deck.
In his novelette, The Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar, Dahl describes
a Sugar that reaches middle age a rich, dissipated member of England’s high
society, drifting through life with no purpose until he discovers a mysterious
text in a friend’s library. The unpublished text, hidden for decades and
forgotten, introduces a miracle man who “sees without his eyes” (111), along
with explicit instructions describing the long and intensive practice necessary
in order to attain this power (i.e., one must focus on a candle flame positioned
eye-level at an exact distance of sixteen inches). For Sugar, the secret book
and its instructions become sacred doctrine, and he sequesters himself from
society for the several years it takes to perfect his practice, spending every
day staring into the heart of a flame, the “tiny magic area of absolute
blackness” (138).
At first, Sugar’s obsession is driven by a base desire to fleece the great
casinos of the world—Monte Carlo, the Riviera, etc.—but the intense,
meditative features of the practice itself, with its aspects of religious devotion
and self-mortification, transform him so profoundly that by the time he
actually acquires the ability to “see without his eyes,” Sugar finds he no
longer has the same motive. Afterwards, he decides to spend the rest of his
life using the proceeds from his winnings at the Baccarat table to build the
finest orphanages in the world.
The simplicity of this tale belies the symbolic power of Sugar’s
obsessive practice. It requires its devotees to physically and psychologically
isolate themselves from society, as other famous literary examples such as
Poe’s Auguste Dupin and Huysman’s Jean des Esseinte so aptly demonstrate.
The longer one’s practice, the more the socially constructed self is shorn
away, convention by convention, bill by bill, as in Sugar’s famous epiphany
when he showers the street below his hotel window with his winnings. This
painstaking, careful process of de-contamination returns for Sugar more than
an indefensible gambling power. In the story, Sugar receives his calling—the
most precious existential gift.

The Exceptional Players
About one out of every five gamblers are whom Goodman calls players,
an appellation he confers with great respect. Despite wildly varying styles—
some play many hands and some only a few—these gamblers consistently
press at every opportunity. They will often acquire reputations for going on
rushes (being “streaky”), because their betting style never spurns good
fortune. Even at the $5 tables, players may go on impressive rushes in a
single session. During my first week as a dealer at Highway 9, one of our
regulars began the evening playing the $5 per hand, and over the course of
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three hours, drastically increasing her wagers, managed to accumulate over
$27,000 by night’s end. Since I was so green, I was under the impression I
would see something akin to this again—but I never did.
Beyond the pressing players are those whose skill and verve suggest
something more sophisticated, even preternatural. These gamblers have the
knack, it seems, for knowing what comes next, what Goodman describes as a
kind of “sixth sense” (37). Their expertise may be restricted to just a single
game or two—though they may play many more, to no great effect. These
players’ skills lie in their capacity for uncertainty—a negative capability—a
psychic turning inward and tuning outward at the same time. The signals of
chance are faint, and these ephemeral stimuli are usually discarded by our
psyche because they do not belong in the rational realm. They are, in
Bataille’s terms, “waste products” and “excess” (273). But intuitive players
seem to be able to escape this mind-trap, and can appropriate these signals to
their advantage—or at least they can when they are hot.
The finest and rarest class of gamblers, the mystics, has as its
exemplar par excellence the Comte de Saint Germain, whom has already
been mentioned. The scarcity of these players marks them as myths—I have
never come across one. But if I may risk a comment about the Countess, a
player I imagine to be in the Comte’s company—she is patient, profoundly so,
and given to wager only very large sums of money. According to the text, she
bets on average only once or twice per week! Additionally, she is always
described as serenely watchful, and only on rare occasions could even the
slightest hint of emotion be detected. And when the moment to wager
arrives, she acts decisively, pushing a stack of $25,000 plaques into the
betting circle cleanly and quietly.
The Countess bases her play on a system that is represented in the
chapter “The Thirteen Thousandth Year” as being purely mathematical. To
paraphrase Poe’s opening epigraph, she indeed appeared to apply “the most
rigidly exact in science” to “the shadow … of the most intangible in
speculation” (199).

Goodness
In the text, there is the suggestion of an intimate relationship between
goodness of soul, goodness of intention, and good luck. For example, in
Pushkin, the Comte de Saint Germain was supposedly unwilling to reveal his
gambling secrets unless they were used only once, and for an approved
purpose—winning money back from someone who had cheated you.
Similarly, in the God of Gamblers series of films, a bevy of special powers
ranging from the teachable (hearing the orientation of dice, detecting cards
by feel) to the magical (seeing through cards, changing cards) are all based in
some way on the goodness of the characters in which these powers are
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inscribed. Powers that can be learned and mastered are taught on the
condition that, after expenses, all profit from gambling must go towards
charity. Any violation of this creed would bring dishonor upon the mentor,
and shame and abjection upon the student. If the power is magical, the
consequence of abuse is even more dramatic: ultimate loss of the power itself,
until the character can regain his or her moral standing through some
demonstration of love. Similarly, although Henry Sugar does not lose his
power when he is merely using it to fleece casinos, he only experiences true
absolution after he decides he will use his winnings for good. Interestingly,
Sugar learns his power from the writings of a traveling magician who himself
had acquired the ability through false pretenses, by secretly spying on a guru
and observing his meditative practices.
We know chance does not reflect karmic righteousness—it is oblivious
as a river, inundating all. When we say we “feel lucky,” we are really sensing
(or hoping) that we are easing into this flow at the proper moment in which to
take advantage of it. But the text demonstrates that concepts such as
goodness and psychic cleanliness can affect a gambler’s ability to sense these
inflections. Psychologically speaking, this is almost certainly so. Most
technical playing manuals, such as Brunson’s magisterial Super System,
contain some sort of warning not to gamble when one is troubled in mind, or
directing negative energy toward others in spirit—these mental and
emotional distractions can only cloud or obfuscate our sense of awareness
that something is changing in our immediate and present surroundings.
While negative energies feel heavy, murky, and daunting to contend
with, as Chimsky must do in Book 1, positive energies enliven the characters,
and make them feel light and vivid. For example, Barbara clears her
conscience when she and Dimsberg come to an understanding near the end of
Book 3, before she embarks on her historic night. Similarly, Chan must
dispel his negative feelings toward Dumonde before he can begin his
relationship with the Countess.

Gambling Style
Above all, style is somehow the beginning of writing: however
timidly, by committing itself to great risks of recuperation, it
sketches the reign of the signifier. (Barthes 76, emphasis mine)
In a text that examines gambling so closely, it was critically important
that each character should have their own gambling style—one congruent
with their particular nature. In our world, like events seem to be drawn to
one another—Jung recognized the richness of these potentially mysterious
connections, and described them as examples of a latent synchronicity
underlying all things. Significantly, these connections are not causally
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related, as are events that take place within our realm of logical
understanding (i.e., I turn the knob and a door opens). Rather, synchronous
connections are, as Jung suggested, highly idiosyncratic “meaningful
coincidences,” with different connections occurring to different people.
Those who are highly sensitive to such connections, as Chan is
depicted in the text, are often considered disordered by mental health
practitioners—yet his level of attentiveness (for that is what it is) serves his
quest for good fortune especially well. On the other hand, at least when it
comes to the tables, superstition is rendered in the text as patently useless.
In the latter, general rules are formed, codified, and become fossilized: about
the number thirteen, about black cats, about cracked mirrors, and so forth
(or, in Chimsky’s case, not moving from a particular “lucky spot” on the
couch). Superstitions are, like the severed rabbit’s foot, dead, a mere artifact
of no great interest to either its current or previous owners.
The text offers readers a simple piece of advice: may your gambling
style be congruent with your self. In the novel, seekers of good fortune—ones
who are quiet, or who watch and listen, who remember, who remain
present—are quite often superstitious, but their superstitions are their own.
In my own experience, have seen many times at the Roulette wheel persons
who play only Even numbers, or persons who play only Odd. Others play
their birthdates and those of their loved ones—some only play Zero or Double
Zero. Those who are successful are connected to their superstitions in a way
that is alive. It is important to bear in mind when considering the text that
the signifier expresses its meaning through the player. The Odd player
prefers the askance, the out-of-place, the missing, the mysterious. They may
throw the dice in Craps with their left hand. The Even player prefers unity,
order, symmetry—a straight path through. Then there are those who play
the Zeros—who play against the rest of the table. These are the
misanthropes, the anti-social, or the perverse.
We are usually not consciously aware of the relationship between self
and style. But it is striking to consider that disconnect between the two could
lead to poor play—each influences the other to an extraordinary degree. To
this end, readers may find it helpful to meditate over a list of potential
signifiers before embarking upon any gambling session. My favorites (and
therefore, those of my characters) include: Cleanliness, Calm, Precision, Care,
Attention, Refinement, Concentration, Focus, Texture, Richness, Congruence,
Sharpness, Faith, Dignity, Anticipation, Joy, Connection, Harmony, Holiness,
Love, Mystery, Hope, Despair, Beauty, Sadness, Night, Solitude, Clarity,
Danger, Risk, Resolve, Forgiveness, Compassion, Goodwill, Absolution,
Grace, and Redemption. Consider which concepts resonate, and open
unintended doors in the imagination—begin your play from there.
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The Dreaming Organ
Because I dealt poker at Highway 9, I would often discuss with other
dealers the factors that set apart the excellent poker player from the average.
Poker differs from other casino games in one important regard: the players
play against one another, and not the house. In my limited experience, I
could already see that certain people were far more skillful than others at
maximizing wins and minimizing losses, including winning in inventive ways
when lesser players in the same position would have lost. Poker is the most
psychological of all gambling games, and requires the most exercise of
imagination and insight into another’s perspective.
Imagination, then—or the capacity for it—proves the trump card in
both excellent poker and excellent writing. In this regard, as Henry Sugar
serves as a model for careful practice, Thomas de Quincey serves as one for
the cultivation of this magnificent human faculty. In his majestic treatise on
the subject, Suspiria de Profundis, de Quincey argues for a long, strenuous
regimen of social isolation and inward reflection in order to promote “the
dreaming organ,” what he describes variously as “the one great tube through
which man communicates with the shadowy” and “the magnificent apparatus
which forces the infinite into the chambers of a human brain, and throws
dark reflections from eternities below all life upon the mirrors of the sleeping
mind” (90).
“He whose talk is of oxen,” de Quincey famously writes, “will probably
dream of oxen.” According to him, social isolation is necessary due to the
dulling and dissipating aspects of everyday life, which “yokes so vast a
majority to a daily experience incompatible with much elevation of thought.”
In de Quincey’s time, he speaks of the contaminating influence of
“daguerrotypes, &c.;” in the time frame of Queen of Spades, there is television
and pop music, the latter which intrudes on Barbara’s thoughts in an
important scene in Book 2. Opposed to these forces that demystify human
experience are what de Quincey calls the “counter-forces … in the direction of
religion or profound philosophy” (89), the instantiations of our inborn, vague
hunger toward what lies beyond the pale of day-to-day life, exercised in the
individual through the reflective lens enabled by intense and ritualistic
solitude, and accessed most directly through dreaming.
De Quincey goes to great lengths to impart to the reader his lavish
dream visions and their rich, symbolic meaning. One striking and famous
example is “Levana and Our Ladies of Sorrow,” in which De Quincey
describes how the vision communicated to him its transcendent, extra-human
meaning through its imagery: “[The Sorrows] utter their pleasure, not by
sounds that perish, or by words that go astray, but by signs in heaven—by
changes on earth—by pulses in secret rivers—heraldries painted on
darkness—and hieroglyphics written on the tablets of the brain” (156).
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Both the case studies of Sugar and De Quincey demonstrate that only
through the processes of obsessive practice and deep silence can we be
transformed beyond a mere social creature, beyond the merely human
animal. The intensive, repetitive, and deeply personal rituals that arise out
of this meditative intersection sublimates our human desires and thoughts
into a single, focused point: outward toward the black part of the flame,
inward toward the vast chambers of our imagination.
We laud individuals who most closely embody their obsessions, who
have become their obsessions, in a significant way: De Quincey, Joan of Arc,
the Comte de Saint Germain. The visionary, the martyr, the mystic. Yet, we
feel inadequate, too harried, too entangled in our need for social obligation, to
ever quiet ourselves and focus on one thing and one thing only—the basic
principle of obsession. Gambling cracks open this passageway—I submit
there is no greater harmony than when one’s motives are aligned with
nature’s, as during an intense and exhilarating winning streak—and what is
revealed through this fissure is not a bright light nor a void, but a deep, rich
darkness, a glimpse into the unknowable, noumenal world.
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PROLOGUE—COMPULSIONS
That evening, as she had for a year-and-a-half now, Barbara went to
her eight p.m. meeting and sat in her usual metal folding chair, the one
across from Dimsberg, her hands quietly placed in her lap. Typically, she
tried to participate, to at least offer a kind word of encouragement to her
compatriots, but this meeting, she found herself listening with only half an
ear to their litany, and when it was her opportunity to testify, she averted
her eyes and declined with a cautious smile. Instead, she found herself
spending the hour discreetly examining the other members—their bony
countenances, their grey, spectral features, their arms and hands mottled
with discolored spots—noticing how none of them seemed to be getting any
better, physically speaking at least, as if the effort of staying clean were
draining the life out of their bodies. Was the same thing happening to hers?
Barbara had to suppress a sudden desire to feel the furrows on her
own face.
After the meeting ended—finally!—she rose from her chair, preparing
to depart as quickly as was polite, but Dimsberg was already there, obtruding
upon her field of vision.
“Are you feeling all right, Barbara?” he asked. “You seemed kind of
quiet, even distant, tonight.”
She hated hearing her voice responding—obligingly, automatically.
“Thanks for asking, Dimsberg. I’ve been swamped at work. I have to hire a
bunch of temps this week, and I’ve barely started.”
“I’d be happy to make some calls on your behalf,” Dimsberg offered. He
brushed her shoulder with his hand. Barbara recoiled inwardly, but
maintained her smile.
“Thanks, Dimsberg—but you know, this is something only I can take
care of.”
“Say, Barbara. Maybe we can chat sometime—about your progress
outside of the group…”
Gratefully, at that moment, their social chair Eliza King stepped in,
and began asking Dimsberg about the arrangements for an upcoming potluck at the Community Center. Dimsberg appeared annoyed, but fielded the
question nonetheless, which afforded Barbara another opportunity of leaving.
“See you tomorrow,” he said hopefully, with his gruesome smile.
“Good-bye,” she said.
As she drove home from the meeting, the radio off, Barbara ran her
fingers over her forehead, feeling the tension slowly ease from her temples.
After several moments, she sighed and lit a cigarette using the car lighter: it
was the same mournful atmosphere at the Community Center every night,
and it had been wearing a little thin for months now. Wasn’t all the suffering
a bit too much?
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But it wasn’t just the other members. Not exactly.
It wasn’t even Dimsberg—their “chapter leader”—though she disliked
him most, with his obsequious manner, always apologizing for interrupting
and then interrupting. Always touching her, when that was the last thing
she wanted.
No, what was beginning to gnaw at Barbara—what she could only
repress for so long—was the urge for action.
At this realization, she shuddered, and had to light a second cigarette.
She did not want to go through all that again, what made her join Dimsberg
and his doleful crew in the first place. Two winters ago, she’d lost her
television, and then her car, and then nearly her job after a manic two-week
spree. At her high point, she’d been up over ten thousand, but after all was
said and done, she’d ended twelve-thousand five-hundred in the hole. Worst
of all, one awful morning, she was called in at work and told she was being
demoted due to her strange, disordered behavior—“Are you on drugs?” one of
her supervisors had pointedly asked.
Barbara had gone to her first meeting of Gambling Help because it
seemed the sensible thing to do. There, everyone had spoken so kindly to her,
assuring her they knew exactly what she was going through. Especially
Dimsberg. Painstakingly, she had reestablished her position in life based on
their support: she bought a used car from one member, and another had
given her an old television, one that still required her to get up from the
couch to switch on. And then, on another awful morning, behind the same
closed doors, she had prostrated herself before her supervisors, volunteering
for the thorny and thankless Election Project no one else would touch. She
was given her old job back, albeit on a probationary basis.
Now, with the project looming and her sobriety still intact, Barbara
resolved to be stronger. Her life was better without gambling—wasn’t it?
But the urge continued to unsettle her, and when she arrived home, she had
to play several rounds of Solitaire on the coffee table—winning the last one—
before she felt relaxed enough for bed.
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THE ROYAL CASINO
Part of human life escapes from work and reaches freedom. This is the part
of play that is controlled by reason, but, within reason’s limits, determines
the brief possibilities of a leap beyond those limits. Play, which is as
fascinating as catastrophe, allows you to positively glimpse the giddy
seductiveness of chance.
—Georges Bataille
Located a stone’s throw off the interstate leading west out of Seattle, about
fifty miles before it turns into a treacherous passage through the Cascades,
there appears around a bend the magnificent sight of the Royal Casino. The
wearied traveler is filled with the hope of good fortune, and there is nothing
about the spacious parking lot, immaculate grounds, or sumptuous High
Limit Salon—one of the only rooms in the world in which hands of Faro are
still being dealt today—that serve to dissuade these impressions.
—The Complete Guide to American Gambling Houses 1984
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The Audition
Auditioning new dealers was one aspect of his job as pit manager that
still interested Stephen Mannheim after thirty-odd years in the trade. Off
the beaten path of the Vegas, California, and Atlantic City casinos, the Royal
attracted to its doors the most odd sorts of characters seeking gainful
employment, drawn to the Pacific Northwest by the quiet beauty inherent to
the region. There was something in the trees, it was oft repeated, and
Mannheim, who had lived within these pines and shadows all his life, had
never considered there was anywhere else he should be.
That night, he had clocked in at eleven p.m. as usual, and received
word from the swing shift supervisor that a man named Arturo Chan had
arrived to interview for the newly-open dealing position on the graveyard
shift. Three days ago, Mannheim had lost one of his best dealers, a woman
named Crystal, to a rival casino in Snoqualmie, and the existing dealers had
had to work five downs out of six rather than their usual three out of four to
cover her absence. Mannheim had taken his time filling the opening, but he
knew if he delayed any longer, word would reach Gabriela, and she was the
last person Mannheim wanted to disappoint. Although the rumors
circulating amongst his loyal crew—that their boss was distracted, that
something was wrong—were not entirely unfounded, Mannheim realized they
could be dispelled with a single decisive act, and when he sat down with
Chan in the employee lounge to discuss Chan’s credentials, he was already
looking at this new character with an eye toward hiring him.
Chan was clad in the traditional white tuxedo shirt and black pants of
the auditioning dealer, and as they shook hands, Mannheim noticed Chan’s
fingernails were cut short and were exceptionally clean. Mannheim liked his
solemn manner immediately, as he’d had problems in the past with more
effusive dealers, ones who might berate a customer, or quit without any
provocation whatsoever. In his starched, pointy collar, Chan looked
positively severe. As he sat silently, Mannheim scrutinized a long list of
Chan’s previous dealing appointments—they ranged from coast to coast for a
period of twelve years, requiring two full pages to delineate.
“You have quite a bit of experience,” Mannheim said. He chose at
random a casino in West Virginia. “Oh, I see you worked at Blackridge six
years ago. Is Farnsworth still the manager there?”
Chan regarded him and shook his head. “Sorry, sir. I knew of no
Farnsworth.”
“I see. He must’ve left before you got there.” Farnsworth had been the
name of Mannheim’s cat. It was a little trick, Mannheim knew, but he’d
caught enough prospective dealers in a lie that it was a useful little trick.
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Chan continued: “My manager was Mr. Dumonde. His number is
available under the references section.”
Mannheim flipped the page and scanned it without reading. Then he
looked at Chan. “The one thing that concerns me about your background is
that you’ve moved around so much.”
Chan nodded. “I have. But I’ve worked a minimum of six months at
every location, with the sole exception of Four Queens in Tunica, which closed
due to a hurricane. In each instance, I’ve given at least three weeks’ notice,
and never missed a shift.”
“So how long are you planning on staying this time?” Mannheim asked.
Chan paused and carefully placed his palms on the table. “My
previous appointments were temporary—but I believe the Royal is different,
sir.”
“We think so,” Mannheim said, smiling. “What can you deal?”
“Blackjack, Pai Gow, Caribbean Stud, Two and Three Card Poker—the
usual. The only games I cannot deal,” Chan said, “are Craps and Roulette.”
“What about Faro? We offer that in the High Limit room here.”
“Nor Faro,” Chan added apologetically. “I’ve never had the
opportunity.”
“That’s fine,” Mannheim said. “In the pit, we only spread Blackjack,
Pai Gow, and Three Card.” He stood up from the table. “Well, shall we?”
The two men exited the lounge and Mannheim led Chan across the
dark patterned carpet—ingeniously designed to camouflage any chip that fell
upon it—to the pit, which in that nether hour between swing and graveyard
shifts was calm and subdued. They walked behind the velvet ropes into the
center of the pit, where the assistant graveyard manager, Dayna, stood with
her arms crossed. One of the High Limit dealers, Chimsky, was also there,
chatting to Dayna about an upcoming boxing match he considered an
extraordinary betting opportunity, a “mortal lock.” Mannheim knew
Chimsky and disliked him—technically, Mannheim was his superior, but
Chimsky lorded over everyone in the pit the fact that he worked in the High
Limit Salon.
Mannheim tapped one of his dealers on the shoulder and indicated to
her that she should step aside for a few hands. Chan positioned himself in
the spot, and the two customers at the table, old Royal regulars, regarded the
new dealer suspiciously.
“Hello,” Chan said. “I hope you are well.”
“We will be if you deal us some winners,” one of the customers said.
“Leanne’s killing us tonight.”
With the flick of an agile wrist, Chan was off. Mannheim and Chimsky
stood and watched the audition, which consisted of three hands. The first
thing Mannheim looked for was confidence in knowledge of the game, the
rules and the payouts in particular. The second was speed and efficiency—
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the more hands dealt per down, the better for the house. And finally, there
was that aspect of dealing that cannot be defined—style for lack of a better
word. Chan was unremarkable in the first two departments, but his
idiosyncratic flair in sliding a card from the shoe, flipping it over using just
the edge of the card, the overall effect created by his spider-like fingers as
they traveled across the felt, mesmerized Mannheim. He understood why
Chan had had so many previous dealing appointments: the man was an
exceptional dealer.
“So what do you think?” Mannheim whispered. He knew Chimsky,
who prided himself on being the best at the Royal, could always be counted
on for a brutal but fair assessment.
“He’s not very fast, is he?” Chimsky said. “He’s solid enough for the
pit, though. He’s better than half the people here already.” Chimsky said the
last softly enough that exactly none of the dealers of whom he spoke could
hear.
Mannheim nodded. There was something in Chan’s serious manner, in
his subtle dealing style, that bespoke some secret intensity. He reminded
Mannheim of himself at a younger age, a slow burning fuse ready to be lit—
but by what? Mannheim had never discovered his own spark, and now it was
too late for him. But afterwards, in the lounge, after he informed Chan he
was hired—news the man received with utter equanimity—Mannheim told
Chan that he hoped he would discover what he was looking for at the Royal.
“Find yourself a nice place to live,” Mannheim said. He recommended
a building with furnished rooms several miles away, in downtown
Snoqualmie. “Get acclimated to our little corner of the world. Come in
tomorrow night and we’ll get you started. Oh, and let me know the size for
your vest.”
After Chan departed, Mannheim—pleasantly diverted by the
audition—returned to the pit to begin his nightly ritual, kibitzing with his
dealers and regular customers. His mood was light as he listened to their
tales of woe: bad beats in Blackjack, an unlucky DUI, a tooth that had
mysteriously gone missing. Mannheim was laughing at this last story when
he began to feel a wetness in his right ear—from the inside. He put a hand to
the spot and when he examined his fingers, there was blood on them.
Mortified, Mannheim excused himself and rushed to the employee bathroom,
all the while applying pressure to his ear, but to little effect—he could feel
blood dripping down the front of his hand, staining the sleeve of his jacket.
In the bathroom, he leaned his head against the wall of the stall, and
stuffed the afflicted canal with tissue. As he waited on gravity to stem the
flow, Mannheim could not help but recall Doctor Sarmiento’s warning that
disturbing symptoms would arise as his condition worsened: internal
bleeding, amnesia, fainting spells. Even unusual odors and hallucinations.
For a moment, Mannheim wished that the trickle wouldn’t stop, that it would
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in fact surge, and he would bleed to death right then and there on the floor of
the Royal, and be done with it all. But of course, after ten minutes, it did
stop.
Mannheim carefully cleaned out his ear, both the lobe and inside,
washed his sleeve, and then made his way back to the pit, feeling slightly
disoriented, his equilibrium off. There, he watched as the rest of the evening
at the Royal unspooled around him, hardly taking any notice now of what
Dayna, Leanne, and the others were saying. There was a note of doom in his
voice whenever he confirmed the buy-in amounts shouted by his staff, or
explained to a customer why they were no longer allowed any alcohol. In the
back of his mind was the knowledge that there was a very good chance that
Chan would be the last dealer he would ever audition, that he would ever
hire at the Royal, for Mannheim was dying, and only he and Doctor
Sarmiento knew this.

Chan’s First Night
At the appointed time, Chan returned to the Royal, freshly groomed.
From the cage, he received his name tag—“Arturo Chan, Pit Dealer”—and a
red vest, size small. It shaped his torso nicely, and he could tell Mannheim
was pleased by his neat appearance. He tapped in at a Blackjack table,
replacing a rotund, curly-haired dealer named Bao who dashed off to smoke.
There were two players at the table, a mother and daughter who each had
fifteen dollars out, but seeing the dealer change, reduced their bet sizes to
five dollars, the minimum.
“Good luck,” Chan said, passing his right hand over the table with a
flourish. He dealt them both pat hands—the mother a Twenty and the
daughter a Nineteen—and then promptly dealt himself a Blackjack, with the
Jack and then the Ace of Spades. “Story of my life,” the mother muttered as
Chan swept their bets. They each pushed out five more dollars. This time,
Chan dealt the mother a 6-4 for Ten and the daughter a 5-6 for Eleven—and
himself a Seven. They doubled down and Chan stonewalled their hands with
a Three and a Four, respectively. “It never fails!” the mother exclaimed,
glaring at him. When Chan revealed that his second card was another
Seven, giving him Fourteen, their spirits rose for a moment—only to be
dashed when Chan dealt himself a third Seven to make 21. Disgusted, the
pair left for greener pastures.
Mannheim, who had been watching, chuckled. “I think this casino is
going to like the way you deal.”
It took twenty minutes before Chan received another customer. A
young couple sat down, holding hands. He offered them the deck to cut and
the woman took the yellow cut card and plunged it in the middle. Chan
deftly made the cut and inserted the entire thing into the shoe. Out of the
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first three hands, they won twice when Chan busted and pushed when they
all drew Eighteen. The table gradually filled, seat by seat, so by the time
Chan got to the cut card, there was only one empty chair. Chan was finding
a good, steady groove, and occasionally he won a toke or two for himself from
the young couple, who had taken a liking to him and were occasionally
placing one dollar wagers on his behalf.
It was in this kind of dealer’s trance, during his third down of the
evening, that Chan looked up from the hand he was dealing—a new player
was taking an inordinately long time deciding to hit or stand—and noticed a
small procession was negotiating its way through the pit, toward the exit. It
was a group of valets escorting an extremely old woman. Chan was struck by
her appearance—she wore a long, dark gown, and her fine white hair was
pulled back high on her forehead by a gold circlet. In several spots, the skin
on her face was nearly translucent, revealing a patchwork of veinery
underneath, like the delicate marbling in a block of cheese.
“Sir, my card please,” the new player at the table was saying. Chan
realized he’d been distracted from the play of the hand. He quickly dealt the
player an Eight to make Twenty, and busted himself with a King. But
moments later, while he was making the payouts, his attention was again
drawn from the table, this time by the sound of someone shrieking in delight.
“Yes!” a woman near the entrance was shouting. “Yes! Yes!” She
sounded like the mother that Chan had dealt to earlier that evening. Her
slot machine was going off, relinquishing its jackpot in an orgy of bells and
sirens. And a most curious sight—Chan could see that just beyond the
machine and its happy winner was the old woman, leading the procession of
valets up the ramp that led out of the casino, taking no notice of the
commotion at all.
“Hey dealer! Are you going to pay us or what?”
Flustered, Chan apologized. He finished the payouts and swept the
hands, and as he slid the cards into the discard tray, he was glad to see that
Mannheim hadn’t seemed to notice his dawdling. For the rest of the down,
Chan resolved to focus.
At the end of his fifth consecutive down, Mannheim tapped him on the
shoulder and told Chan to go on break. “Keep up the good work,” he said.
Chan wandered to the employee lounge, where two fellow pit dealers
pulled a chair for him to join them. Leanne and Bao were friendly and
gregarious, and after fifteen minutes of chatting about their respective
dealing pasts, Chan asked them about the old woman he had seen leaving the
casino. They were only too happy to respond. He learned that no one knew
her real name, and that she was referred to by all the regulars and the staff
as the Countess.
Every evening, Leanne said, she could be found playing Faro in the
High Limit Salon. She arrived at ten p.m. in a long, silver Rolls Royce
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limousine, and would gamble for three hours—no, it was four, said Bao.
Until two a.m. precisely. All the while, her chauffeur, a young man who
never spoke a word, stood stiffly by her side.
“She’s sort of the queen of the Royal,” Bao explained.
As they continued chatting about the old woman, a shadow fell across
their table and a loud voice interjected: “I couldn’t help overhearing your
conversation.” Chan turned and recognized the heavyset, bearded dealer who
had been present during his audition—Chimsky. He was standing before
them in his purple vest, drinking a cup of coffee. “You three may be
interested in hearing how she fared in her gambling this evening.”
Leanne sighed. “Go ahead, Chimsky. You’re going to tell us anyway.”
Chimsky smiled and sat down in the seat next to Chan’s. “Tonight, she
watched eight decks pass without placing a bet,” he began. “Three whole
hours. Then, with no warning, I see her quietly push out one green plaque
onto the Deuce.” Chan knew the green plaques at the Royal were worth
twenty-five thousand dollars apiece. He leaned closer.
“Three Deuces had already come out during the deal,” Chimsky said.
“And there were only four cards left in the deck. One was her Deuce—the
Deuce of Spades. I waited for the table to quiet. Then I seized the card and
flung it onto the table—and there it lay face-up—the Deuce of Spades!”
For the only time that evening, Chimsky told them, a slight curl of a
smile had escaped the Countess’s lips. She waited calmly while Chimsky slid
her winnings across the table—another green plaque to match the one she
had wagered. She had not played another hand, although she watched until
two a.m., as she always did. Then she had risen, ordered her car, and
departed.
“Are you saying,” Chan asked—it was the first time he had spoken to
Chimsky—“that she places only one bet over the course of an entire evening?”
“Not quite.” Chimsky turned towards him. “Many nights she watches
and does not ever place a single bet. But very rarely, she will place two in a
row. The last time was three years ago, and she won over one hundred
thousand dollars.”
“I remember that night,” said Bao. “It was all the talk for about a
week.”
“So she plays a system,” Chan said.
Chimsky laughed. “Of course. But I haven’t been able to figure hers
out. Once, I recorded every hand she played on my deal for a month, about a
dozen total. I couldn’t detect the slightest pattern.”
“But who is she? How can she can afford to bet such large amounts?”
Chimsky shook his head. “No one even knows where she lives—!” He
looked like he was about to say more. “Ah, but look at the clock. The Faro
table calls.”
(white space)
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At the conclusion of his shift—the last four hours of which were
unremarkable—Chan returned to the cheap, furnished room he had rented
based on Mannheim’s recommendation, and tried to sleep. However, even
with the windows papered over, there remained slits through which light
penetrated and vexed his eyes, no matter which way he turned. Eventually,
he arose and took a long shower instead, then made a pot of coffee and
returned with a mug to the living room. Where a television normally would
have sat stood an old trunk paneled in dark wood—Chan gazed upon it with
some satisfaction, and ran his hand over its leading edge.
When he lifted the lid of the trunk, the hinge activated a mechanism
that elevated an inner shelf to the level of his waist. Upon the shelf were the
books Chan had been collecting since early adulthood, antiquarian tomes on
the history and art of gambling: the first edition of Yardley’s The Education
of a Poker Player, Rocheford’s Les Caprices du Hasard, the classic Gambling
Systems of the World by Martingale. Chan withdrew the Martingale and
perused it for half an hour, seeking some mention of the system the old
woman employed, but he found none that fit Chimsky’s description. This
reinforced for Chan what he already suspected—that the Countess’s system
was singularly hers.
He returned the Martingale to its place, passed a finger over the
Rocheford, and selected instead a particularly slim volume in a mustardgreen dust jacket, upon which was depicted in an art deco style gamblers in
formal dress surrounding a vast table imprinted with cards. Chan carried
the book, which was entitled A Player’s Guide to Faro, to the couch where his
coffee awaited. That morning, he’d asked Mannheim about the steps
required to eventually be promoted to the High Limit Salon, and Mannheim
had said that there were no shortcuts—Chan would have to work his way up
the seniority list, which could take years, and that in the meantime, the first
thing he should do was familiarize himself with the rules of Faro.

The 13 Rules of Faro
Players: Any number, although six is the comfortable maximum. House
officials are a dealer and a manager, who supervises betting and serves as
the case-keeper.
1. The house acts as the banker, and the stakes involved may be limited at
the house’s discretion.
2. Players purchase chips from the dealer to facilitate making bets. Their
value is denoted by different colors, or numerals stamped on them.
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3. The dealer sits before a table covered with a green or a blue felt cloth, on
which are painted the thirteen cards of one suit, usually Spades.
4. The dealer shuffles and cuts the pack, then places the cards face down
inside a metal box called a shoe. The shoe has an opening at the top, large
enough for the full face of the uppermost card to be seen. At one end of the
box, near the top, is a horizontal slit, wide enough to permit the passage of a
single card. The top card is always kept opposite the slit by four springs in
the bottom of the box forcing the pack upwards.
5. Having decided which cards on the Faro board they wish to bet on, the
players bet by placing their chips on the cards selected.
6. The first card in a deck is known as the soda, and is not used, but
discarded to the left of the shoe. The second card is the loser, and is placed
between the shoe and the soda in front of the dealer. The third card is the
winner for that turn. There is a winner and a loser for every turn, the loser
being placed to the left of the shoe, and the winner to the right.
7. Loser cards win for the house, and all stakes resting on the corresponding
card on the board are taken by the house.
8. Winner cards win for the players the amount of any bet placed on the
corresponding card on the board.
9. Each pair of cards is known as a turn. There are 25 turns in one deck of
Faro. Including the soda and the hock (the last card in the deck), there are
52 cards total. At the end of each turn bets are settled, and new ones made
for the next turn.
10. Whenever the winning and losing cards in a turn are the same rank (e.g.,
two Kings, two Sixes, etc.), this is known as a split, and the house takes half
the chips staked on them. This is the house's percentage, and can be expected
to occur about three times in two deals.
11. When the pack is exhausted, a fresh deal is made and the playing
continues as before.
12. When there is only one turn left in the pack (two cards plus the hock),
players may call the last turn, that is, guess the order in which the last three
cards will appear. If the three cards are different, and the player guesses
correctly, the bet returns four times the stake. If there are two cards the
same, the bet returns twice the stake.
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13. In case of a misdeal, all active bets are returned.

Chimsky Makes a Bet
For many years, ever since he was a small child, Chimsky had followed
the sport of boxing. In that time he’d witnessed the rise and fall of many
champions—Carlos Monzon, Roberto Duran, and of course the finest of them
all, Sugar Ray Robinson—but this new fighter, Anton Golovkin from the
Ukraine, was truly striking. No middleweight that Chimsky had ever seen,
not even Hagler, carried as much power in his fists as the frightening
Golovkin. During his recent ascension to the middleweight championship,
the Ukrainian had strewn in his wake a string of challengers, all stiffened by
his concussive right to the temple or thudding left to the liver. Golovkin was
43 and 0 with 40 knockouts, and the three who survived the distance with
him had done so at a heavy price to their own careers, having never fought
again.
Therefore, Chimsky considered it a mortal lock that any bout that
included Golovkin would not go to a decision. In fact, Golovkin had knocked
out his last fifteen opponents, and Chimsky had made money wagering on
more than a dozen of these contests. If only he could have restricted his
betting to Golovkin! But of course, there were many other bets during this
span of time—in many other sports—that were not nearly as reliable for his
gambling bankroll.
But now, in just three days’ time, Golovkin was entering the ring
again. His opponent was alleged to be his most challenging yet, although
Chimsky did not think so: the stylish former champion Claudio Sanchez, who
was returning after a two-year retirement in order to reclaim the laurels he
still believed rightfully his. The rumors on the street were that Sanchez was
broke and needed the money. Despite his skill, Chimsky could not imagine
any scenario where the crafty former champion, now forty-one years of age,
could defend himself against the marauding beast called Golovkin.
The opening line was generous, with the Ukrainian only a 5-to-4
favorite. Normally, Chimsky would’ve bet five, even ten thousand on such an
attractive number, but his recent losses had escalated in a frightening way,
and his bookmaker, Henry Fong, was no longer accepting his bets until some
of the debt was paid off. The last time they had spoken, Fong informed
Chimsky that he was on the hook for forty-seven thousand dollars.
It was a horrible feeling, knowing the fight could extricate him from
this hole, but having no means to bet on it. Chimsky went so far as to ask
some of the other dealers at the Royal if they were interested in staking him,
but they all declined, and avoided him thereafter. With only two days left
before the fight, Chimsky grew desperate. He decided he would risk phoning
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Barbara and see if she would be willing to extend a hand. They’d spoken
sparingly, ever since she’d joined the Snoqualmie chapter of Gambling Help,
more than a year-and-a-half ago now.
One of their rules, she’d told him early on, was she should refrain from
associating with anyone who worked in a casino.
Their main connection, however—before, during, and even after their
marriage—had always been an interest in gambling, and Chimsky hoped the
passage of time had brought Barbara to her senses. Before work on
Thursday evening, Chimsky composed himself and dialed her number,
listening to it ring six times before she answered.
“What is it, Chim?” She sounded tired.
“Hi, Barbara,” he said. “It’s good to hear your voice. How are you?”
“I’m fine. Everything’s fine. Why are you calling?”
“I just wanted to see how you were doing, Barbara—I miss you. Are
you still going to that—that thing you were going to?”
“It’s called Gambling Help, Chimsky. And yes, I am. In fact, you’re
making me late for a meeting right now.”
“Can’t you skip it? Let’s catch up.”
“I have to go every day, Chimsky. That’s how it works. You have to be
constantly vigilant. And I’m late.”
“Wait,” Chimsky said. “I’ll make it quick.”
Barbara sighed. “Okay. What?”
“I need ten thousand dollars,” Chimsky said. “Or even five would
help.”
“Ha! You’re out of your mind, Chim. Even if I had that money, the
last person I would lend it to is you.”
“What if my life is in danger?”
“Not that I should care, but is it?”
“I’m on the hook, Barbara. For forty-seven grand.”
A long period of silence ensued, during which Chimsky grew hopeful
Barbara was changing her mind. Then she spoke again, very slowly and
evenly. “Chimsky, I’m about to walk out this door right now to go to a
meeting. I’m trying to get my shit together, and you call out of the blue with
all your bullshit, just like before, and I get caught up in it. But not this time.
I’m getting better, Chimsky, and I hope someday you realize that you have an
illness. Goodbye.”
“Wait!” Chimsky said. “Don’t you even want to know what the bet is?”
He heard her phone slamming against its cradle, and then the dial
tone.
(white space)
The next afternoon, Chimsky left his rooms at the Orleans Hotel and
drove to the Royal, where he picked up his biweekly check from the cashier’s
cage. He was paid a minimal wage, the amount a mere pittance against his
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debt, but he had to placate Fong somehow. Afterwards, he drove to another
hotel across the street from the Orleans, its sister property known as the
Oliver. He took an elevator up to the top floor, the seventeenth, walked to
the end of the hall, and knocked on the door of 1717, one of the corner suites.
An enormous man with long blonde hair, in a tank top and shorts,
answered the door. “Yeah?” he asked.
“Hey Quincy,” Chimsky said. “Can you tell Mr. Fong I’m here to see
him?”
“Wait here.”
After several moments, Quincy returned and ushered him in, Chimsky
following him down a short corridor that opened out into a large living area.
There was an entire bank of televisions—a half-dozen—stacked one on top of
each other against a wall. Facing them was a long, circular white couch that
surrounded a low coffee table, on which were two different-colored
telephones. One was ringing, and the other was in the hand of a very tall,
very thin man in a tracksuit, who was sitting on the couch and writing
something down in a ledger.
“Cowboys by three-and-a-half,” Mr. Fong was saying into the phone.
“Ten on the side and ten on the total, right? Okay. See you next week.” He
hung up and ignored the other telephone. “Personal line,” he explained to
Chimsky. “You’re looking spry today.”
Chimsky handed over his paycheck. He watched while Fong looked it
over, flipped to a page in his ledger, and made a notation. Quincy was in the
kitchen, using a blender.
“He’s making smoothies,” Fong said to Chimsky. “Do you want one?”
“Sure,” Chimsky said.
“Hey Quincy!” Fong shouted. “Chimsky wants one too!”
“You got it,” came the voice from the kitchen.
Fong showed Chimsky his calculations, the new total Chimsky owed
minus his paycheck, plus the interest of another week: $46,375.
“That looks right,” Chimsky said. “Mr. Fong, I actually have
something I’d like to discuss with you.”
“What is it?”
“The big fight tomorrow night.”
“Golovkin versus Sanchez—it’s a good one. Who do you like? I say
Sanchez but Quincy says Golovkin by K.O.”
“That’s what I want to talk about,” Chimsky said. “Can you extend me
credit for the fight? I want to bet on Golovkin.”
Fong laughed. “I thought we discussed this, Chimsky. No more bets
for you until you pay down the number.” He pointed at the ledger. “Get it
down to less than twenty and we can talk.”
Chimsky pulled from his pocket a scrap of paper which contained an
itemized list he’d made that morning. He passed it over to Fong. “These are
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my assets,” Chimsky said. “You can see I’ve got a car, a Saab, which is only a
few years old, worth twelve thousand. Then household effects: I’ve got a new
Zenith television, worth two thousand. A nice stereo, another thousand. A
sushi maker. A pasta maker.”
Quincy returned with three smoothies in tall glasses on a tray.
Chimsky took his and drank half of it in short order. It was pineapple
flavored, and delicious.
“Quincy,” Fong was saying. “Do you think we need Chimsky’s sushi
maker?”
“It’s hard to say,” Quincy said. “But it can’t hurt.”
“Those items I’ve listed add up to over twenty grand,” Chimsky said.
“It’s all yours if I don’t win this bet.”
“It’s already all mine,” Fong said. “You owe me forty-seven grand.”
“Plus my paychecks for the rest of the year,” Chimsky said. “All I need
is credit for one more bet, so I can start getting myself out of this hole.”
“By paying me back with my own money,” Fong said.
“Yes,” Chimsky said. “By doubling it and then paying you back with
it.”
“And what if Golovkin loses? What then?”
“You can have everything.”
“I told you I already own everything you have,” Fong said.
“You can own part of me then,” Chimsky said. “I can run errands for
you, make you dinner, that sort of thing. Until you feel the debt is paid off.”
“We may have to break your arms,” Fong said, nodding at Quincy.
Then he laughed. “I’m just kidding, Chimsky.” He finished his smoothie and
wiped his lips. “How much are you talking about exactly?”
“Fifty grand,” Chimsky said. “If I win the bet, I’ll win forty grand.
That’ll leave me six, seven grand in debt, and I can just work that off.”
“And if you lose, you’ll owe me almost a hundred,” Fong said.
“Yes. But Golovkin’s not losing.”
Fong laughed. “What do you think, Quincy? Should we lend Chimsky
another fifty grand?”
Quincy shrugged. “I think Golovkin’s gonna win too,” he said.
“You’re going to have to excuse us for a moment.”
“Sure,” said Chimsky. When he realized Fong meant him, he went
back out into the hotel hallway, and closed the door to the suite behind him.
He stood there for several minutes, and then he sat down on the carpet to
await Fong’s decision. Finally, Quincy opened the door. Chimsky went back
inside and stood beside the couch exactly where he’d previously been.
Fong was regarding him carefully. “Are you sure you want this,
Chimsky? You understand the consequences.”
“Yes,” said Chimsky.
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“It’s done then.” Fong made a notation in the ledger. “Fifty grand on
Golovkin it is.”
“Thank you, Mr. Fong,” Chimsky said. “I knew I could count on you.”
He offered his hand to be shaken, but Fong did not move.
“Remember Chimsky—if Golovkin loses, you won’t have a place to rest
your ass. In fact, you won’t even have an ass.”
As Fong returned to his phones, Quincy silently showed Chimsky to
the door.

The Referral
A month previous, at the end of a long series of scans and tests, his
neurologist Doctor Sarmiento told Mannheim his brain was riddled with
lesions—“think of them as little, expanding holes,” she had said. “They’ve
been growing for some time.” Mannheim had been in a state of utter shock,
and hardly comprehended the specific medical details she explained to him,
other than her guess that he was only even odds to survive until the end of
the year.
“What should I do?” he’d asked. “I’m scared.”
“Don’t you have family? Anyone close?”
“No.”
Doctor Sarmiento, a quick-witted, plain-speaking woman who
occasionally gambled at the Royal, placed a heavy hand on Mannheim’s
shoulder. “In that case, you should perhaps consider doing more of whatever
you like. Damn the costs—don’t leave anything on the table.”
When she saw his look, she quickly added: “That’s what I would do, in
any case.” She handed him a business card for a friend of hers, Doctor
Eccleston, a “spiritual counselor,” and said other patients in similar
situations had found this sort of guidance helpful.
Then Mannheim had been allowed the room to himself for as long as
he needed.
Afterwards, he had stayed away from the Royal for two days, ignoring
the messages accumulating on his machine from his staff. Mannheim was
determined to take all at once the entire bottle of sleeping pills Doctor
Sarmiento had agreed to prescribe him. But the longer he waited, the less
likely that outcome became.
Finally, the general manager herself, Gabriela, had called. She said
that whatever was going on in Mannheim’s life, she didn’t care as long as he
came back to work immediately, that evening. No questions asked. Moved,
Mannheim had reported for his shift that night, and every night since. It was
the most natural thing to do, passing his remaining evenings among his
dealers, in whose light company Mannheim found himself easily adopting a
philosophical attitude toward his fate: he was doomed, but wasn’t everyone?
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Still, when he was by himself, it was impossible to forget.
Doctor Sarmiento said she believed it would feel for Mannheim like he
was passing out. But of course, how could she know?
The morning after Chan’s audition, Mannheim had clocked out near
dawn, and driven to a twenty-four hour hardware store. He bought a long,
heavy length of rope. The cashier asked him if he were feeling alright, and
Mannheim pretended not to hear. After returning home, he climbed up the
ladder to his attic and tied the rope—which he had fashioned into a noose—
around the rafter beam looking out over the trapdoor that led down into the
house. Mannheim placed the noose around his neck, cinched it so he could
hardly breathe, and sat on the edge of the open trapdoor, his legs swinging in
the open space between floors. All Mannheim had to do was allow his body to
fall into that space. He wanted to be thinking a wondrous thought when he
did so, in that final snap of consciousness. But in that moment, he could
draw only the faintest outlines of events from his memory. Mannheim
became frightened—why couldn’t he think of anything—any experience at
all—worthy of this final moment?
Hadn’t he ever been a child, laughing for the sake of it? Hadn’t he ever
fallen in love?
Sitting on his attic floor, regarding beneath him a house that suddenly
baffled him, Mannheim lost his nerve.
(white space)
Later that day, when Mannheim pulled up to the address on the
business card Doctor Sarmiento had given him, he discovered a district of
Snoqualmie he hardly ventured into, lined with tattoo parlors, art studios,
and coffee shops. After having a falafel sandwich at a corner diner—
Mannheim ate out as often as possible now—he walked the unfamiliar
streets for the next twenty minutes, marveling at the array of services offered
on the storefront signs: tarot card and palm readings, crystal ball, the rolling
of bones, etc.
The street on which Doctor Eccleston’s office lay, Mannheim
discovered, was in fact an alley off the main boulevard of the district.
Mannheim peered in the windows as he passed, until he reached the last
shop in the alley—Doctor Eccleston, PhD, Spiritual Counselor, the sign read,
under a detailed rendering of a human brain, Walk-Ins Welcome. A bell
jangled as he entered, and Mannheim found himself in a small, dark waiting
room, the lights off and the curtains drawn. At first, he thought the place
closed, but then he saw there was light coming from underneath the inner
door to the office.
Mannheim sank into a woolly armchair to wait. In the darkness, he
began to doze when a voice from the corner—he had not even noticed there
was anyone else in the room—startled him into full wakefulness.
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“I can tell why you’re here, sir,” the voice said. A young boy was sitting
in the far corner, behind a plant, swinging his legs. Mannheim could see he
was wearing some sort of school outfit. “Doctor Eccleston says I’m gifted.”
“Ahem, hello. And who might you be?” Mannheim asked.
“My real name is Theodore. But the kids at school call me Theo
because that’s twenty times cooler. Which do you like?”
“I think Theo is a perfectly fine name. My name is Stephen.”
The boy slid off his chair, approached Mannheim, and settled himself
into the chair next to him. “My stepdad wants me out of the house in the
afternoons when he’s trying to sleep. He works nights, you see.” He
narrowed his eyes at Mannheim. “You work nights too.”
“How do you know?”
“Everyone who comes here in the afternoon says they work nights.
Unless they’re wearing a suit. Then they’re on lunch break.”
“I see.”
“Doctor Eccleston is teaching me how to read palms right now. She
said I have to start with the basics. What I want to learn is channel dead
people through a Ouija board. That’s what empaths do, you know. Doctor
Eccleston says I can learn to vacate my body and let a spirit in for ten
minutes, before I swoop back in.” The child demonstrated with his hand the
dive of a hawk seizing fish out of a lake.
“Interesting,” Mannheim said. “I’m not exactly sure that’s what I’m
looking for—”
“Give me your left hand,” Theo commanded. “I’ll show you.”
Mannheim did as he was told, and soon the boy was investigating his palm,
pressing his nails into the soft areas. “That’s what I thought. You have an
abbreviated life line, sir.”
Mannheim nodded grimly as Theo continued to probe his hand.
“Oooh!” he exclaimed. “I’m not 100% sure—but you have a rare
pattern in your palm! Doctor Eccleston calls it a simian crease.”
“What does that mean?”
“Look,” the child said. He held up Mannheim’s hand to show him.
“Your heart and your life line converge right here.” Mannheim was directed
to an area between his thumb and forefinger, right where he would’ve held
the handle of a carving knife. “It means you’re a lucky person.”
“That’s news to me,” Mannheim said. He recalled sitting on the floor of
his attic, the weight of the rope around his neck. “I don’t feel like I’m lucky.”
“Well, you are. Your palm says so. Something amazing is going to
happen to you before you die.”
“And how do you know that?”
“Because,” Theo said, with the slightest hint of exasperation. “A
medium can tell things, and then you read the palm to confirm you’re right.”
“I see. So how much are you charging me for this reading, Theo?”
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He expected the child to say five, ten, or even twenty dollars, but the
boy said he was gifted, and that a reading from him should cost one hundred
dollars. Chastened, Mannheim withdrew the bill from his wallet and handed
it over, which Theo accepted without hesitation and slipped into a pocket
inside his school outfit.
Having paid the child so handsomely, Mannheim now discovered that
he wanted more from the child. “So do you have any advice for me?” he asked
when it seemed like none was about to be offered.
The boy thought for a moment. “Maybe you should stay awake as
much as possible. Watch for this amazing thing to happen. Then you can
die.”
“What makes you think I have control over when I die?” Mannheim
asked.
“You don’t?”
It was at this moment that the inner door opened. Both Mannheim
and the child looked up and saw the imposing silhouette of Doctor Eccleston
darkening the doorway. She was attired in tinted glasses and a long white
lab coat.
“Theo!” she boomed. “I told you that you must never turn off the lights
when clients are here!”
The boy hurried and flipped a switch behind one of the drapes,
instantly bathing the room in a harsh, fluorescent light. Mannheim was
surprised to see that Theo seemed smaller—not younger, but undersized for
his age, which could not have been more than ten. The room appeared now
as just another waiting room, the shadows having hidden its more prosaic
elements: the dropped ceiling, the drab carpet, the bell attached to the front
door to indicate the presence of visitors.
Once the child had retired to his corner, Doctor Eccleston inclined her
head politely toward Mannheim, held her office door open with one arm and
with the other beckoned him to enter.

Spur of the Moment
The phone rang Saturday evening in Chimsky’s rooms at the
Orleans—he had taken the night off in order to sweat his bet—and its loud
tolling unsettled him, and made him tighten the robe around his grey belly.
He stared at the phone until the rings died out. Then, very carefully, he
placed the receiver onto its side on the end table, and tried to refocus on the
events that were unfolding on the immense television that encompassed an
entire corner of his living room.
Things were not going so well out in Las Vegas for Chimsky. When
he’d placed his bet, Chimsky had been absolutely sure of the outcome of the
big fight. But now, with one round to go and the fight clearly headed toward
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a decision, his judgment was so clouded by his fear of losing that he had no
idea what the scorecards would eventually reveal: whether Golovkin—and
therefore Chimsky—had won, or whether Golovkin had lost, in which case
Chimsky was fucked.
In the twelfth round, Chimsky could swear that Golovkin had gained
the ascendancy, closing along the ropes with a battery of thudding blows
against Sanchez’s horribly disfigured left eye. But Chimsky could see that
Golovkin himself sported a face colored with bruises and a swollen cheek.
The decision could go either way, Chimsky thought, a sentiment which was
confirmed when the ring announcer proclaimed that the first judge scored
Golovkin slightly ahead, 115-113, while the second preferred Sanchez by the
same margin. Chimsky held his breath.
“Say Golovkin,” he pleaded.
An hour later, there was a sharp knock on the door. Chimsky found
himself still sitting on the couch, although at some point he’d turned off the
television. As the knock transformed into pounding, Chimsky rose and
padded heavily down the hallway. When he opened the door, Mr. Fong stood
there, holding a clipboard, ready for the accounting. He was accompanied by
Quincy and another enormous man, red-haired, both dressed in movers’
smocks. “I told you, Chimsky,” Fong said. “You don’t know shit about
boxing.”
Chimsky silently ushered them in.
Fong looked around the rooms while in the kitchen, Chimsky made
Quincy and the other man—his name was Simon—cups of tea, hoping it
would serve to soothe Fong’s henchmen before whatever was about to
transpire. They chatted quietly, and were polite enough, Chimsky noticed, to
not mention the fight at all. Fong came back after twenty minutes and began
directing his men on what to remove from the apartment. They started with
the enormous television and the couch on which Chimsky had so recently sat.
Next went his king-sized waterbed and the framed lithograph by Kandinsky
that had hung over it. Eventually, sitting on a folding chair, Chimsky looked
around and saw that everything of value had been taken from the premises.
With the removal of the final item—the late Rajah’s three-tiered cat tower—
Fong calculated the grand total and showed his arithmetic to Chimsky:
“Your loan was for the amount of $50,000, which I have added to your
previous debt of $46,375. I have taken the liberty of withdrawing the balance
in your checking account, $537, as well as taking possession of your car,
furniture, and household effects for $20,000, which I think we can all agree is
an extremely generous valuation. The remaining balance of $75,838 is what
you owe us. Now, we need to speak about your plan for payment of this
amount and its associated interest.”
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As if on cue, Quincy and Simon reentered the kitchen and took up a
position behind Chimsky. He could feel their presence on the back of his
neck.
“Start talking, Chimsky,” Fong said.
“Well,” Chimsky said. “I work in the High Limit Salon at the Royal—
but you know that already. I get toked an average of $2 per hand and I can
deal 15 hands per down, so that’s $30 per down. In a normal eight-hour shift,
I deal twelve or thirteen downs. So that adds up to about $400 per day, cash,
not even counting my paycheck.”
Fong did some quick figuring in his ledger. “That means it would take
you over forty weeks to repay the loan. That isn’t acceptable.”
Quincy and Simon closed on Chimsky, who was still sitting on the
folding chair, and dragged him off it, upsetting it. They stretched his right
arm over the marble island in the kitchen as if it were a chopping block.
“I could work six days a week,” Chimsky offered. “Or seven. I could
work doubles.”
“That’s not good enough,” Fong said.
Simon began twisting Chimsky’s arm counter-clockwise while Quincy
held him down, and his arm felt like it was going to come out of the socket.
The pain was excruciating, and caused Chimsky to burst into tears at its
intensity: “For God’s sake, stop!” he cried. “You didn’t let me finish!”
Simon stopped twisting his arm, but held it in position so the agony,
still severe, had at the very least leveled off.
“Well?” Fong said.
Through the fog of paib, Chimsky seized on the hand he had dealt the
Countess just a week previous, the one she’d won with the Deuce of Spades.
“I can deal you a huge winner!” he blurted suddenly.
“What?”
“I can deal you a huge winning hand! Hands even. As many as you
want.”
“How?”
“I’ve been practicing.”
“You’ve been practicing,” Fong repeated.
“I can manipulate the shuffle,” Chimsky said. “Set the deck for you.”
Fong paused, allowing Chimsky to plunge on.
“Come to the Royal a week from tonight. Sit at my table. Buy in for
twenty-five, thirty grand. Watch a few hands and then start playing, maybe
five hundred or a thousand a hand. I’ll deal these hands straight from the
shoe. Then after playing for a while, you can say you’re about to leave. On
the next shuffle, I’ll set the deck. Bet normally until it gets to the last three
cards. Then say that you want to call the last turn, and that you want to bet
everything you have in front of you. I’ll deal you a winner. You’ll win four
times your bet!”
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Fong looked dubiously at Chimsky prostrate before him. “I don’t
believe you.”
“I told you,” Chimsky said. “I’ve been practicing for years—for twenty
years! In front of a mirror so I can’t tell what I’m doing with my own eyes!
Please!”
Fong signaled Simon and Quincy to let go of his arm, and Chimsky
collapsed to the floor. His shoulder was on fire and Chimsky rubbed it
vigorously, groaning in pain.
“Show me,” Fong said. “Get your shoe.”
“My arm,” Chimsky said. “I can’t even move it right now.”
Fong laughed. “Don’t be shy, Chimsky. We all want to see.”
“It’s my dealing arm!” Chimsky cried. “I think your apes dislocated it!”
“Hey now,” said Quincy.
“He may be right, Mr. Fong—we did do a number on it,” said Simon.
Fong laughed again and shook his head. “All right, Chimsky, you’ve
made your case.” He dismissed his men, telling them to finish packing the
van. Then, when they were alone, Fong leaned down, close enough for
Chimsky to smell aftershave and the faint scent of pineapple. “I admit your
little idea intrigues me. One week from today, we’ll return exactly two hours
before your shift is scheduled to begin, and you can demonstrate for us what
you’re describing.” Fong smiled and squeezed Chimsky’s afflicted shoulder,
causing him to cry out. “See you next week.”
After their departure, Chimsky lay on the floor moaning, catching his
breath. Slowly, he raised himself up on the counter and stared at the bare
surroundings. They’d left nothing at all, except for Rajah, stuffed and
mounted on a stand in the corner, regarding him with cold, emerald eyes.
Chimsky knew he was as doomed as the cat. The fact was he’d been dealing
for twenty-three years, and he knew no one that could set a deck the way he’d
described, undetected, including himself.
There was no choice but to run. Chimsky waited a half-hour, working
up his nerve, and then took the service elevator down to the parking garage,
to see if they’d taken his car yet. When the doors opened, Chimsky was
relieved to see his Saab coupe was where he’d left it that morning. But only
when he walked up to the car did he notice that somebody was already
occupying its front seat.
It was Simon, the enormous red-haired man who had twisted his arm.
Also, the one who had carried out his coffee table, which weighed two
hundred pounds.
After exchanging a silent wave with him, Chimsky returned to the
elevator and reevaluated the situation. So—all he had was one week to
master the impossible. Or at least, Chimsky suddenly thought, at least well
enough so that it would escape the notice of anyone at the Royal. As the
elevator rose, Chimsky felt a bit of his resolve return. He knew that
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surveillance still used cameras from the 1970s—the footage was black-andwhite and grainy, with no sound, and was recorded on tapes that had been
used hundreds, even thousands of times, erased every Sunday. There was a
chance it would be impossible to tell from such poor resolution the minute
acts of legerdemain required when the critical hands occurred.
Chimsky re-entered his apartment, which now contained just poor
Rajah and the old wall-to-wall carpet from the Orleans. The air was noisy
and cold without furniture to block its passage and shivering, Chimsky shut
it off. After drinking two glasses of water to rehydrate his frayed nerves,
Chimsky went to the hall closet and removed from the top shelf a roll of deep
blue felt, his practice shoe, and a cardboard box full of voided sets of Royal
playing cards. Carefully, he unrolled the felt on the countertop and flattened
it with his elbow. The counter was about the same height as the Faro table
when he sat on two phone books and the folding chair.
Chimsky took out a deck and fanned it over the felt face-up, then facedown. As he scrambled the deck and squared it for shuffling, he tried to focus
his mind on the location of the Ace, the Deuce, and the Trey of Spades.
Painstakingly, on each of the three riffle shuffles, he manipulated one of
these cards onto the bottom of the deck so that eventually, all three lay next
to one another. Then, very carefully so as to maintain the integrity of their
sequence, Chimsky strip cut the deck. It was clumsy but he finally managed
to move the three cards to the precise middle, twenty-six cards deep,
although his actions were so obvious even a child would have noticed. He
then placed the deck next to his yellow plastic cut card and performed a onehand cut directly to the location of the three-card sequence, so the Ace, the
Deuce, and the Trey were now the top three cards in the deck. Then he
turned the deck over and slid it face-down into the shoe. He dealt the entire
shoe out: the first time, it came out Deuce, Ace, Trey. Then they came out in
reverse order: Trey, Deuce, Ace. The third and fourth times, there was
another card shuffled into the sequence accidentally. But by the time
Chimsky had done this a dozen times, the sequence was coming out right,
although his actions were only slightly smoother. After several hours, when
the deck he was using became too worn, he tossed it back into the box, took
out another deck, fanned it out on the felt, reshuffled it, recut it, slid it back
into the shoe, and started again.

Homework
Chan clocked in at midnight, so in the following week, he only ever set
eyes upon the Countess as she was being escorted from the casino and
returned to her car. It wasn’t a procession he could possibly have missed.
With a growing sense of anticipation, Chan awaited the approach of two a.m.
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every evening, and when he saw her, a desire to watch the Countess gamble
came over Chan—he especially wanted to deal hands to her.
One night, the start of his break coinciding with her leaving, Chan
followed her entourage outside to where her long, silver car sat gleaming
underneath the casino awning. Before she stepped in, the Countess handed
each of the valets a black $100 chip, and they bowed their heads in turn.
Then, for a moment it seemed she had noticed Chan’s scrutiny—her sharp
eye had settled upon him, burning with an eerie vigor.
Chan had blushed, turned quickly, and reentered the casino. The look
possessed a meaning that eluded him at the time, but later, lying restless in
bed, he felt he knew what she asked of him: Can you?
(white space)
On his next day off, Chan drove to the Snoqualmie Public Library, a
modern, three-story edifice with a glassed-in atrium that occupied an entire
block of downtown. Chan had heard that libraries in the Pacific Northwest
were revered institutions, yet he was still impressed by the building’s
immense size, and the number and diversity of patrons he found inside, each
deep in their own study. In a low whisper, the librarian at the information
desk directed Chan to the second floor, where the archives of the local
newspaper, The Snoqualmie Intelligencer, could be found. Chan carried with
him up the wide marble steps a satchel that contained a spiral-bound ledger,
a pencil sharpener, and two sharpened pencils. His plan was to discover for
himself an account of the night from three years ago, the one Chimsky had
mentioned, when the Countess placed two consecutive bets at Faro and won
over a hundred thousand dollars. There was something about Chimsky’s
story that Chan did not entirely trust, borne of the general suspicion under
which he held everyone that worked in his field. There were many other
tales he’d heard in the past that had proven fictitious under examination,
and as Chan pulled from the shelf three large, leather-bound volumes of
archives from the time period of the alleged incident, he was prepared for any
outcome from his research.
The individual carrels were full in that mid-day hour, so Chan set his
books down at a table with only one other user, a young man in his teens,
pale-faced, with dark liner around the eyes and spiky rigid hair dyed a jet
black. A gold ring dangled from a pair of flared nostrils, and he glared at
Chan, then moved his body so as to shield whatever he was reading. The
boy’s black leather jacket reeked of cigarettes and mildew, and as Chan
looked him over, he surmised that each and any of these aforementioned
qualities could have contributed to the fact that no one else sat at their table,
despite the others being three- and four-full.
Chan, however, was used to dealing with (and to) undesirables, and he
paid little heed to his neighbor’s paranoia. Instead, he opened on the table
before him the first volume of archives and began to scan it page-by-page for
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some mention of the Countess’s big night. It was a slow, arduous task. As
Chan looked over each news story—about the school board, the city planning
commission meetings, a rise in petty crime—the sparse, bare picture he’d
held in his mind about Snoqualmie, the town in which he now lived, slowly
grew inflected with texture, more colorful impressions. The mayor was some
sort of crackpot, apparently, having designated a particular day of the month
when all municipal workers could bring their cats to work. Another story
described a high school charity fundraiser gone awry—in the midst of
performing a difficult dance move, a troupe of students had fallen from the
stage and injured themselves, one critically. Later on, the injured student,
wheelchair bound, had made a triumphant return to the high school gym at
the halftime of an important district basketball game and received a standing
ovation. At the close of the volume, Chan read in its entirety a story about a
group of scientists who were claiming that the age of the tallest evergreens in
Snoqualmie had been previously misjudged, and that they were actually
much older, by tens of thousands of years. But his ledger remained empty—
there was still no mention of the Royal Casino, nor the Countess.
As he set aside the first volume and replaced it with the second, Chan
looked up and saw that the young man at his table was casting furtive
glances about while scribbling something down on a sheet of paper. Their
eyes met for a brief moment, and Chan, caught in the act of staring, managed
a feeble greeting: “Hello there.” The young man snorted, slammed shut the
book in front of him—a medieval history book, it appeared from the cover.
Chan watched as his neighbor rose from the table, carrying off with him the
book and the notes he’d been taking. At a wastebasket next to the stairs, the
young man stopped, tore off the top sheet from his notes, crumpled it, and
fired it into the bin with theatrical force. He then disappeared down the
stairs, the sound of his heavy boots receding until it was quiet once more.
Amused, Chan returned to the volume in front of him. As before, he
skimmed each page, bypassing an entire series of investigative reports on
zoning decisions that had aroused the ire of the citizenry. Instead, he read
about a retired local man who won a statewide lottery and remodeled the
basement of his home to resemble a 1950s diner; a few pages further, a pair
of newlyweds had vanished on their honeymoon near Snoqualmie Falls—
several days later, their ransacked backpacks and a dismembered foot with a
hiking boot still on it was discovered. Forensic experts attributed the
unfortunate couple’s demise to one or more grizzlies, and The Intelligencer
ran a weekend edition that contained a pullout with numbered instructions
on how to behave when confronted with the wild animals in the region. (You
were never supposed to run, Chan learned—either fight back or play dead.)
Chan was about to close the second volume when a small Local News item
near the end, on December 22, caught his eye:
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SCHOOL DISTRICT RECEIVES GENEROUS GIFT FROM
MYSTERIOUS BENEFACTOR
Confirming previous reports, Public School Superintendent Cassandra
Giles officially announced on Thursday that the Snoqualmie School District
was recently the recipient of what she described as an “extraordinarily
generous” donation from a private party. The amount remains undisclosed,
as does the identity of the benefactor—“it was a condition of the gift,” Giles
said, “that the donating party remain anonymous.”
Giles further stated that it was the wish of the benefactor that the
funds be spent on the district’s math programs as a way to commemorate
Winter Solstice. “We need new textbooks, a computer, everything,” Giles
said. “This gift will allow us to do that.” She also announced that one-third
of the funds would be set aside to award scholarships to three local students,
aged seventeen and below, who could prove Fermat’s Last Theorem in the
least number of lines.
Chan thought the Countess could be capable of such an award—so
precise yet lavish was the prize. One-third of how much? he wondered. On
his ledger, he wrote down the name of the Intelligencer reporter, James
Handoko. Then he moved on to the third and last volume.
By its end, an hour later, the name of the reporter was still the only
mark Chan had made in the ledger. The bright afternoon had turned into
chilly dusk, and he hardly had a lead. Chan stood and collected his
belongings, replaced the three volumes on the shelf, and then headed toward
the stairs. At their head, he paused at the wastebasket and, after glancing
around, he reached into the bin and extracted the crumpled sheet laying on
top. Flattening it on the cover of his ledger, Chan was surprised to see that
instead of inscribing notes as he’d thought, the young spiky-haired man had
been drawing: in a delicate hand, finely shaded in pencil, was a portrait of a
grotesque face in an ancient, regal collar—it was a royal portrait, there could
be no doubt about that, for underneath, the boy had written in a jagged block
script: Charles II of Spain—Cursed.
(white space)
The next morning, after another fitful night, Chan phoned the
Intelligencer. “I’d like to speak with a reporter named James Handoko,” he
said to the switchboard operator.
“The only Handoko here works in Archives,” he was told. “Please
hold.” Chan was transferred and after several moments, a female voice
answered. “Archives. Can I help you?”
“I’m trying to reach Mr. James Handoko.”
“Who is this?”
“My name is Arturo Chan. I have a question regarding a story he
wrote about three years ago.”
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“Mr. Chan,” the voice said, hesitating. “I regret I must disappoint you,
but the person you are trying to reach, James Handoko, is dead. He passed
away last March. I’m his daughter, Faye.”
“Oh! I’m sorry—”
“It took us all by surprise. Is there anything I can help you with?”
“I apologize for asking. But is it possible he left behind a notebook?
The story ran on December 22, 1980. I wonder if there’s more information
than was published.”
“Why do you ask? Is this a personal matter?”
“Not for your father, Ms. Handoko—but for me.”
The voice paused. “What is this about?”
“It concerns someone extraordinary,” Chan said, speaking slowly.
“Your father may have crossed paths with her that day.”
“Who?”
“I don’t know much about her. She’s difficult to explain—over the
phone.”
“This isn’t some sort of joke, is it?”
“No, Ms. Handoko—I assure you it’s not.”
After a moment of silence, the voice finally informed him of a café
called Scribes, located in Old Snoqualmie, only a mile from Chan’s
apartment. A reporter’s hangout. “I’ll be there, Mr. Chan,” the voice said,
“during happy hour, at half past five today. Don’t look for me. I’ll come find
you.” Chan wrote the information on the ledger.
“Thank you,” he said.
That afternoon was the first rainfall Chan had experienced in the
Pacific Northwest—a persistent warm drizzle. Out on the streets of Old
Snoqualmie, he saw he was the only one with an umbrella—everyone seemed
perfectly comfortable walking in the rain, even stopping to hold conversations
on the sidewalk as they got wet. The umbrella marked him, and Chan was
thankful when he reached the awning of Scribes and was able to place it
inside the door under a coat rack.
The café was crowded and loud at that hour, and Chan caught
snatches of reporter jargon he didn’t understand. He ordered a glass of hot
water, which drew dubious looks from everyone within earshot—the clerk
returned with a cup on a saucer, and said there was no charge. Chan left two
dollars on the counter and inched his way through the crowd to a high-top
table in the corner, where he settled down to await Handoko’s daughter.
Presently, a small, dapper woman broke off from the line at the
counter and approached him, carrying a drink. “Mr. Chan, I presume?” She
held out her left hand. “I’m Faye Handoko. Let me guess—you’re a dealer.”
“Yes,” Chan said, smiling, as they shook hands. “How did you know?”
“The way you’re dressed.” Faye settled onto the stool opposite his. She
eyed him carefully. “Where do you work? I don’t believe you told me.”
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“The Royal,” Chan said. “It’s just off the highway.”
“I know the place. Nice spot. How long have you been there?”
“Less than a month. I’m new in town.”
“Welcome to Snoqualmie.” Faye raised her glass, and drank something
dark out of it. Chan sipped his water. “So,” she said after a moment. “I
pulled my dad’s story from the day you mentioned. It piqued my curiosity.
What do you want to know about it?”
“I’d like to learn more about the mysterious benefactor,” Chan said. “I
believe she may gamble where I work.”
Faye’s eyes narrowed. “Mr. Chan, please don’t tell me you’re stalking
one of your customers.”
“No,” Chan said. “It’s not that. I’m interested in learning the way she
gambles. I’ve never seen or heard of anyone who plays the way she does.”
Chan paused. “Do you gamble, Ms. Handoko?”
“Yes,” Faye said. “Of course. But I usually play in Auburn—I know
too many people around here.” She lowered her voice. “When I gamble, I
don’t want any distractions.”
Chan smiled. “Then you’ll understand how unusual her play is: She
either places no bets or one bet over the course of a whole evening. I was told
by another dealer that one night three years ago, she placed two consecutive
bets and won over a hundred grand. That was the story I was looking for at
the library, when I came across your father’s.”
“And why do you think they’re connected?” Faye said.
“The donation feels like hers. The parameters of the award especially.
The way she plays is highly mathematical—a system.”
“Does she win?”
“She must. Over the long term,” Chan said. “Otherwise, why not play
more hands?”
“Maybe she’s cheap.”
“She hands out at least a thousand in tips every night she comes.
There’s always eight or nine valets falling over themselves to escort her
around the casino.”
Faye laughed. “Okay. So you need to know more about her system,
but first you need to know more about her.”
“Do you think I’m misguided?”
Faye inspected his face closely. “No,” she said, “you seem alright.
You’ve done your homework, at least.” She removed a small, black, leatherbound notebook from her satchel and placed it on the table next to her glass.
“This is my father’s notebook from 1980,” she said. “Before we open it, you
must tell me what you plan to do if you learn this system.”
“I’ll play it,” Chan said after a moment. “If I can. Wouldn’t you?”
“Yes. If you found out and told me.”
Chan said he understood. “Thanks again for doing this,” he said.
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Faye flipped through the book to the month of December and showed
Chan her father’s shorthand, a jagged, near illegible script. “December 21,
1980,” she said. “Cassandra Giles—that’s the name of the Superintendent.
He spoke with her that day. There was a private donation—anonymous—you
already know that. Amount undisclosed, but was told off the record it
exceeded one hundred thousand dollars.”
“Interesting,” Chan said. “That’s the right number.”
“Here’s something else,” Faye said. She pointed to two numbers circled
underneath the notes: a 3 and a 7. “My dad believed in seven basic rules of
investigative reporting,” she explained. “These must be rules that directly
pertain to this story.”
She flipped back to the front of the book. Chan watched her scan the
pages, quickly and without fuss. “Here they are.” She turned the notebook
so Chan could see.
Avoid political affiliation.
Be equally aggressive with friend and foe.
Know your subject (do your homework!).
Do not use tricks or pretense unless absolutely necessary.
Do not exaggerate or distort the facts unless absolutely necessary.
Do not violate the law unless you are willing to suffer the
consequences.
Never take someone’s word for their identity.
Chan read rules 3 and 7 again. Finally, he said, “I understand rule 3—
but what about 7?”
“This woman you’re interested in,” Faye said. “There must be
information connecting her somewhere. Does she have a home? A car?”
“No one knows where she lives—I’ve asked around. But her car is
unique: it’s a silver Rolls Royce Phantom limousine, 1960s era. There can’t
be many of those on the road.”
Faye nodded. “Not around here. But if it’s registered, it can be
traced.” She recorded the information in the margin of the notebook, then
closed it and returned it to her satchel. She looked at Chan. “If I have time,
I’ll look into it.”
“I really appreciate your help, Ms. Handoko.”
“Perhaps I’ll see you at the Royal sometime.” She slid her business
card across the table—Faye Handoko, Archivist. “Good luck, Mr. Chan,” she
said, rising from her seat. “Remember to call me when you discover the
secret to gambling.”
“I promise,” said Chan. They shook hands again, longer this time, and
Chan wondered whether he shouldn’t say more.
After Faye rejoined the crowd around the counter, Chan left Scribes
and walked home to his apartment, his mind swimming with the image of the
Countess’s limousine. He imagined the long, silver car parked in its spot
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near the valet stand at the Royal—it would be there that night. Her car was
the key—that’s what Handoko was reminding himself, and whoever
happened to decipher his cryptic notes. In this excitable frame of mind, it
wasn’t until several hours later, when Chan was preparing to leave for the
Royal in a downpour, that the thought finally struck him that in leaving
Scribes, he’d completely forgotten his umbrella beside the door.

The Oblong Box
During Mannheim’s first session with Doctor Eccleston, she had
brought out a small, gray tin-metal box with two dials on its face. She called
the machine her “in-taker”, and before any further word was exchanged, she
carefully connected a series of five diodes to Mannheim’s temples, wrists, and
chest. When this was done, he was made to lie back on a generously
upholstered armchair, his feet on an ottoman and the back of his neck coming
to rest against the pillow.
Doctor Eccleston sat next to him, beside an impressive desk that
appeared to have been carved from a single tree. When she spoke, her pencil
poised over clipboard, her voice was prim and measured.
“Please state your full name.”
“Stephen Mannheim.”
“Age?”
“62.”
“Occupation?”
“I’m a pit boss at the Royal Casino.” Mannheim watched as Dr.
Eccleston noted this on her clipboard. “I’m basically the graveyard shift
supervisor.”
“So what brings you here today, Mr. Mannheim?”
“I was—ah, referred by Doctor Sarmiento.”
She smiled. “And why did Doctor Sarmiento refer you?”
Mannheim cleared his throat. “During our last visit, she informed me
that I was dying. Not tomorrow, but soon.”
“I’m sorry to hear that,” Doctor Eccleston said. “Doctor Sarmiento
often asks me to consult in these kinds of terminal cases. What is your
prognosis, if I may ask?”
“Six months—or less.” Your protégé knew this already, he felt urged to
add, but resisted.
“Good,” said Doctor Eccleston. “There’s still time.”
Mannheim chuckled nervously. “To be honest, I’m not sure. The
symptoms Doctor Sarmiento describes are highly distressing—amnesia,
blackouts, hallucinations of all kinds. Suicidal thoughts.” Unbidden, the
noose returned to his mind, and Mannheim shoved it down. “I don’t—can’t—
face this alone, at least not right now. I want to become all right with it—
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everyone dies, you know?” Again he laughed mirthlessly. “But I guess I’m
not okay at this moment.”
“Is there anyone else that knows?”
“No. There’s not really anybody I can tell. Just my dealers, and I don’t
want them knowing. I don’t think I could stand that. You see,” he said with
sudden emotion, “I am a quiet, unobtrusive man. I don’t want to be made a
spectacle of.”
“I understand, Mr. Mannheim.” She seemed to write for a long time.
In the intervening silence, the machine emitted a low, steady hum. Then she
said, “These symptoms you’re speaking of—have you experienced any of them
yet?”
“Yes,” said Mannheim. “One morning, about two months ago, before I
knew I was sick—it was why I went to see Doctor Sarmiento in the first
place—I woke up in bed still dressed in my clothes from the night before, and
in my pockets were receipts for random things, drinks, food that I don’t
remember ordering or eating.” Mannheim’s fingers trembled at the
recollection. “Have you heard of such a thing?”
She nodded. “When the brain suffers trauma, it begins to
compartmentalize, closing off the affected sections from unaffected ones.
Your consciousness is becoming divided, like a portmanteau suitcase.”
“I think I understand. But I’m not sure what I’m supposed to do about
it. Doctor Sarmiento said it was likely to get worse—”
“You can keep coming here,” Doctor Eccleston said. She set down the
pencil and leaned back in her chair, steepling her fingertips. “On a weekly
basis. We’ll work toward self-actualization—merging all your parts, ordered
and otherwise, into as congruent a whole as we can make it. It will be messy
at times, but determining. Does this sound all right for you?”
Mannheim found he was reluctant to accept such a recurring
arrangement without thinking on it further. But then he remembered
Theo—he would like to speak to the child again, he thought. “Yes,” he said.
“If I can meet with Theo as well.”
“I see,” Doctor Eccleston said. “You already appear to know how
special he is, although he has hardly any training.”
“Perhaps he can benefit from my experience,” Mannheim said.
“That’s very kind of you to offer. Come back at three next Wednesday.
That will leave twenty minutes for you and Theo to chat beforehand. Does
that sound satisfactory?”
“Yes,” Mannheim said. “It does. And thank you.”
“I hope you will find this relationship very gratifying, Mr. Mannheim.”
She reached for his hand and patted it reassuringly. “We’re honored you
would trust us, placing your journey into the next world in our hands.”
Then she began unhooking the machine.
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The rest of the week passed fairly uneventfully for Mannheim, who left
Doctor Eccleston’s office still not entirely convinced he should become her
client. But the following Tuesday, the day before his next appointment, an
odd series of events conspired to resolve his thinking on the matter. He left
his house around half past twelve in the afternoon, intending to go to the
bank to withdraw $200 prior to lunching at a new place he’d heard his
dealers mentioning the night before, a Vietnamese restaurant on the west
side of town called Forte.
At the bank, he stood in line for a teller window, and when it appeared
to be his turn, Mannheim approached, withdrawal slip in hand. However,
the teller, a young man in his early twenties, instead waved forward the
woman who had been standing behind him. Stupidly, Mannheim watched as
they conducted their transaction, neither seeming to care he was standing
right next to them. When it was over, Mannheim thrust his withdrawal slip
under the gap in the window, startling the teller into seemingly seeing him
for the first time.
Mannheim withdrew $500—more money than he’d originally intended
due to his peevishness at being ignored. In this aroused state, he entered the
tasteful interior of Forte twenty minutes later, and was seated at a small
table by himself near the bar. The server arrived and took his order, and
although he usually did not drink before work, Mannheim decided he needed
one to cool down. After his server left to place the order with the bar,
however, Mannheim heard a loud voice saying behind him: “Hey Steve! Glad
to see you made it home in one piece.”
He turned and saw that the bartender, bespectacled with slick black
hair, in a white striped shirt and bow tie, was addressing him. “Vodka tonic,
lemon. I know already,” he said, smiling at Mannheim and winking.
Mannheim was dumbfounded. He had never been to this restaurant
before—he was certain of it. Nor had he ever seen this man who knew his
drink, and, even stranger, his name, although no one had called him “Steve”
for a long time, ever since he’d been in grade school.
Disturbed, he ate his plate of stir-fry quickly, his back turned the
whole time to this man who seemingly knew him, who called him by his
childhood name. He felt vaguely threatened, like an animal under scrutiny of
predators. After he was finished, Mannheim wiped his mouth carefully,
folded his napkin on the plate, and quietly rose. He glanced at the bar out of
the corner of his eye, and saw the bartender was whispering with the other
customers, two seniors in shabby, old-fashioned suits. Mannheim thought he
could easily slip out underneath their notice.
But as he neared the door, he heard the voice of the bartender again:
“Good-bye, Steve. Like I said, glad to see you made it home in one piece!”
Mannheim felt compelled to acknowledge this. He turned, intending to
wave, and saw the bartender raising the pint glass he’d been polishing in a
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salute. The two elderly customers stared unabashedly at Mannheim, smiling
and nodding in a knowing fashion.
Confronted by this discomfiting tableau, Mannheim departed quickly,
shoving the doors aside. He walked haphazardly, his hands fairly shaking,
hardly seeing where he was going. It was only when the thought of
tomorrow’s appointment with Doctor Eccleston and Theo entered his mind
that Mannheim began to feel less disoriented. What if these bizarre,
disconnected moments became regular occurrences? Doctor Eccleston and
Theo would listen, he thought. They wouldn’t brand him a lunatic,
something to be pushed and tugged at, or worse, pitied and doddered over.
They would understand how mysterious he was becoming to himself. And
Mannheim’s stride slowed, grew measured, as he thought: how curious this
all was, after all!

Off the Hook
As the rest of the week passed and the hour of Fong’s return neared,
Chimsky settled into a routine he considered a kind of personal hell. During
the afternoons, he practiced over and over the setting of the Faro deck at his
kitchen counter, until his knuckles seized and would not straighten, his
fingers throbbing and pulsing, their tips bleeding. In the evenings, Chimsky
continued to appear for his shifts at the Royal—every hand he could practice
seemed important now—conducted to and fro in his own car by Quincy and
Simon. Even when he found time to nap, the Faro deck continued to
confound Chimsky; he would dream he was setting the last three cards
perfectly, but they would come out all wrong, sometimes not even playing
cards but photographs of himself and Mr. Fong cut the same size.
Then on Friday, close to five in the morning, with only a single $500
bettor at the table, Chimsky attempted for the first time to set the deck in
live play. After the initial scramble, he botched the riffle cut and the cards
burst out of his hands everywhere. The result was a misdeal, an
embarrassing moment when he had to call over his boss, Lederhaus, to
explain that the deck had been exposed prematurely. Lederhaus, who was
aware of Chimsky’s excellent reputation, was surprised but had ordered that
all bets be pulled back, and for the shoe to be reshuffled. His boss hadn’t
been suspicious, Chimsky didn’t think. But it was a demoralizing moment
nonetheless.
Afterwards, while they were waiting at a drive-through for Chimsky’s
order—Quincy and Simon were initially horrified but had grown accustomed
to the dealer’s dawn ritual of fast food after his shift—Chimsky overheard
them chatting quietly in the front seat about a business venture they were
entering. They were both aerobics instructors by day, and from what
Chimsky could gather, they were preparing to open a very unique enterprise:
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a private club that was combination hair salon, aerobics studio, and café.
Fong was bankrolling the whole project.
“Exactly who is your clientele?” Chimsky asked from the back seat.
“We’re aiming for the young and the young at heart. People who want
to mingle,” explained Quincy, turning halfway in the passenger seat.
“What are you calling it?”
“Well, I want to call it Hair & Now. But Simon doesn’t know whether
he likes that name or not.”
“I didn’t say I didn’t,” Simon said from the driver’s seat.
“You said it might restrict our customer base. Why, because of the pun
or the ampersand?”
Chimsky smiled faintly. It sounded like an odd venture, but he wasn’t
an entrepreneur. His food entered by way of the window and Simon paid for
it, passing the steamy bag over to Chimsky. It was a pleasant little thought,
opening a business of one’s own. As Simon turned the car back onto the road
and toward the Orleans, Chimsky ate his hamburger in silence. His nerves
were completely shot from the events of the evening, and the food tasted oily
and rich on his tongue.
“You know,” Chimsky said after a long period of silence, “what Fong
expects me to do tonight is nearly impossible.”
Quincy turned to face him. “We all believe you can do it, Chimsky.
Mr. Fong doesn’t extend a deadline for just anyone.”
After they dropped him off, Chimsky tried to fall asleep, but was
unable to. He missed his old life, his old bed—and yes, Barbara—terribly.
Sighing, he arose and resumed practicing at the kitchen counter. By this
point, Chimsky knew his movements were quite precise, but his accuracy was
still only about 50%. Moreover, this was in his home, with no one watching.
He could not guarantee to Mr. Fong that he would win; Fong just as easily
could lose, and in a straight deal, he was likely to lose five out of six times.
And then—well, there was no telling what Quincy and Simon would have to
do to him.
But when Fong showed up at his door at precisely nine pm, Chimsky
found himself guaranteeing nonetheless that all was ready. Prior to their
appearance, Chimsky had preset one of the decks. Then, under their naïve
eyes, he simulated on his countertop a riffle shuffle and strip cut that was so
fast that he could tell they were falling for it. He slid the deck into the shoe
face-down and dealt out the entire deck, including the last three cards in
ascending sequence: the Deuce, the Four, and the Six of Hearts. Fong told
him to do it again, and Chimsky did so, this time reversing the final sequence
so that they came in descending order: the Six, the Four, and then the Deuce.
“I’m impressed,” Fong said. Simon and Quincy whistled their approval
and applauded.
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“This is how I imagine it,” Chimsky said. “My first down at Faro starts
at 11:30. I’ll deal straight for as long as you want to sit there. Then when
you’re ready, you’ll say, ‘Look at the time—I’ll stick around for one more
shoe.’ That will be the signal. I’ll set the next deck so that the last three
cards appear in ascending sequence. Bet however you like based off that
information.”
Fong nodded. “And you’re positive surveillance won’t notice anything.”
Chimsky was much less concerned about surveillance than he was
about the more pressing concern raised by setting a deck that he hadn’t
prepared beforehand, doing it live, on-the-fly, on the blue felt at the Royal,
with Lederhaus and all the other players watching.
“Everything will be fine,” he assured Fong.
(white space)
The Faro table was already close to full when Chimsky tapped in that
evening. The Countess sat in her special, elevated chair, her driver at her
side, hardly breathing in his grey chauffeur’s outfit. He recognized some of
the other players, regulars who were chatting with Lederhaus about the new
lamps in the room, a set of three marble braziers. Chimsky said hello, and
began to deal. Ten minutes later, he looked up from a hand he was paying
out and saw a bearded man in shorts and a purple Hawaiian shirt
approaching, accompanied by Mannheim. It was Fong.
“Lederhaus, this is Mr. Murphy,” Mannheim said. “He’s come all the
way from Florida to try his hand at our Faro table.”
There was a discussion about lines of credit, and within moments,
Chimsky was pushing Fong, now seated directly in front of him, two full
racks of black chips—$10,000 per rack. “Good luck, sir,” he said.
Fong played patiently. Chimsky dealt the first deck completely
straight, with Fong betting between one to five black chips per hand. The
other players at the table were wagering similar amounts. Only the
Countess remained watching, marking down the appearance of each card
with her eyes. When Chimsky got to the last three cards, Fong failed in his
attempt to call them in order, and was down $300 after the first deck.
Chimsky reshuffled and dealt the second deck, again straight from the box,
and as before, bets were placed, pulled back, doubled, and lost. Once more,
Fong attempted to call the last three cards and failed, and Chimsky eyed the
man’s chips and estimated that Fong had now lost approximately seven
hundred dollars in the session.
Fong made a show of it. “Perhaps Faro’s not my game after all,” he
said loudly. “I’ll play another shoe. If my luck doesn’t change, I’m switching
to Baccarat.”
Lederhaus indicated to Chimsky he was changing the set-up. Chimsky
handed the old deck over to Lederhaus, unwrapped the new one, and fanned
it face-up across the felt in an arc, confirming that all fifty-two cards were
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there. Then he collected the deck and fanned it face-down. In his mind, he
isolated three cards: the Deuce of Hearts, the Seven of Diamonds, and the
Jack of Spades. He had to make sure these three cards—the Deuce, the
Seven, the Jack—appeared in ascending order at the bottom of the deck. He
scrambled the deck face-down, and then it was time to perform the three
riffle shuffles, strip cut, and one-handed cut onto a cut card that would move
those three cards where they absolutely had to be.
Usually, Chimsky’s movements were so practiced that he would kibitz
with players while he shuffled, hardly even looking at what his hands were
doing. Now, he hoped no one would notice that he was staring intently at the
backs of the cards, so intently he could feel the collar of his shirt chafing
against the back of his neck. Lederhaus was talking to Fong and the other
players about property values in West Palm Beach compared to Seattle. But
when Chimsky glanced over to the Countess in her chair, his blood froze. The
eyebrow over her left eye was raised a shrewd quarter-inch, and the orb
beneath looked straight into him—she knew!
Chimsky tried to swallow and nearly choked. It was too late to turn
back now. The deck of cards lay face down next to the yellow plastic cut card,
and Chimsky’s fingers trembled as he faced the most delicate of the steps
necessary to complete the setting of the deck. He had to cut directly twentysix cards deep, and in his agitated state, he had no faith he could do it. He
grabbed at the deck and cut it. He then slid the entire deck face-down into
the black metal shoe. The soda was the Ace of Clubs, which he discarded.
While the players made their bets, Chimsky continued to wilt under the
direct scrutiny of the Countess, who, unlike her usual practice of hardly
deigning to acknowledge him, was examining his every move.
There are twenty-five turns in a deck of Faro, and the first twentythree transpired in unremarkable fashion. As before, Fong played each hand,
betting between $100 to $500. But then, on the twenty-fourth turn,
Chimsky’s heart sank when he saw one of his three cards—the Seven of
Diamonds—appear in the window two cards too soon. So he had miscut it!
In addition to the Deuce of Hearts and the Jack of Spades, there was now an
interloper—the King of Spades, according to Lederhaus’s case-keep.
“Call the last turn anyone?” Lederhaus asked. Chimsky wanted to
signal to Fong to abort mission, but he was powerless, stuck behind the table.
He watched Fong push his remaining chips in—about $19,000—calling out
Deuce, Jack, and King, in ascending order, as they’d discussed.
“Anyone else?” Lederhaus said. Chimsky was about to deal the first
card when the loud voice of the Countess commanded him to stop.
“I would like to call the last turn as well,” she said. She pushed across
a single green plaque off the stack in front of her—twenty-five thousand
dollars. “In the same order as the gentleman here—the Deuce, the Jack, and
then the King.”
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For the first time in the hand, Chimsky felt Lederhaus pausing,
sensing that something was not quite right. The Countess almost never
called the last turn, usually preferring to bet on a single card rather than
three. But then Lederhaus recorded the bet and told Chimsky to go ahead
and deal.
Fong looked confident, smiling even underneath his false beard. If
only he knew that Chimsky had lost control of the deck, that the last three
cards could come in any order—
“Chimsky, please proceed,” Lederhaus said again.
It was down to luck now—pure chance. Chimsky took a deep breath,
seized the top card and yanked it off. The crowd gasped—so did Chimsky—
for the card revealed was the Deuce of Hearts.
“Yes!” Fong exclaimed.
The other players oohed and aahed, but the Countess continued to
regard Chimsky boldly, hardly glancing at the Faro box at all. Chimsky
looked down at his hands—they did not feel like his own. He flexed his
fingers and allowed them to hover over the opening in the metal box. The
next card had to be the Jack of Spades or he was finished. Chimsky closed
his eyes and said a little prayer. Then, with a sudden flourish, he snatched
the next card off the top of the deck.
Even before he opened his eyes, Chimsky could tell from Fong’s cry of
exultation that he’d done it. There on the felt for everyone to behold lay the
Jack of Spades.
It was the most glorious card Chimsky had ever seen. In the midst of
celebration, Fong high-fiving everyone at the table, the Countess’s lips pursed
as she received her congratulations. Chimsky was sure she was not going to
say anything now—she had just won a hundred thousand dollars. And Fong
had won almost eighty. As the commotion settled, Chimsky revealed for the
sake of formality the final card in the deck—the King of Spades. Then
Lederhaus told Chimsky to remove the deck and count it down, which was
customary on hands of this size. While Chimsky did so, Lederhaus called
upstairs to surveillance, who replayed the hand back and forth to confirm its
legitimacy. Because the outcome of the hand had been as much the result of
chance as of manipulation, Chimsky was not surprised when they reported
back after several minutes that everything seemed fine. The winning bets
were paid out, and Fong toked Chimsky with a messy stack of black chips,
smiling all the while.
“You’re too kind, sir,” Chimsky said as he collected his tip.
Then the Countess took one of the green plaques off the four she had
just won. Slowly, she pushed it toward Chimsky.
“Please break this for me,” she said. “And keep five for yourself.”
“Madam, are you serious?” Chimsky said. “I can’t possibly—”
“You’ve earned it,” she said, eyeing him narrowly. “Haven’t you?”
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Chimsky laughed nervously. “Your generosity is extraordinary—and
greatly appreciated, madam.”
She said nothing, only watching him as he made change. When he was
done, he realized Lederhaus had been tapping him on the shoulder for some
time. “I think that’s enough excitement for one night, Chimsky.”
The crowd groaned at his removal, and he acted as if he were being
pulled against his will, but Chimsky was glad for the involuntary E.O.—he
could not go through that again. He basked in the glow of the table’s
admiration for just a moment longer. Then, once he was clear of the Salon,
he hurried to the locker room and changed quickly, his fingers still shaking.
He wondered if he would encounter Fong or his buddies again that
evening. But as he walked out to the employee lot toward his car, he saw—
for the first time all week—its driver’s seat empty. The door was unlocked,
and the keys were in the ignition. A note stuck underneath the wiper blade
read: “Nice job, Chimsky. Consider yourself off the hook. For now.”
Chimsky’s face widened into a grin. He folded the note and put it in
his pocket. Then he took a running start, leaped into the air and whooped.
He felt ten years younger, as light as a feather, and even looked it for a
moment. His pockets flush with the six grand Fong and the Countess had
tossed him, there was no question how he would celebrate, having restrained
himself for so long. He wanted to call Barbara and tell her the good news,
ask her to join him—but would she even care? He’d phone her later. Instead,
he pulled out of the parking lot, merged on the expressway, and headed west
toward the nearest casino.

The Painted Man
Chan’s mother and father both died when he was a small child—his
mother of breast cancer when he was seven, his father in a single-car
accident just months later—and he had been raised by his maternal
grandmother at her home in Scarsdale, New York. It was his grandmother
who instilled in Chan an interest in gambling, although she went to great
lengths to prevent her young charge from being exposed to such activity. She
loved playing mahjong with her guests, who were numerous and frequent,
and after dinner, Chan would watch them retire to the study, where through
a closed door, he could hear their exclamations and the unceasing clatter of
tiles long into the night.
When Chan would ask his grandmother what was happening inside,
she told him he was too young.
Out of her regular visitors, there was one who especially intrigued and
frightened Chan, a man with long, dark hair and a painted face who
appeared only once every several months, and always alone. When he came,
dressed invariably in shirt and tie, there was no dinner. His grandmother
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would be agitated on these occasions, and she would send Chan to bed with a
bag of potato chips. Then she and the stranger would sequester themselves
in the study, where Chan could hear them arguing—the man’s voice highpitched and loud, his grandmother’s subdued and contrite. The man never
stayed long—only a half hour at most—but his grandmother would remain in
the room, not emerging until the next morning, exhausted and shaken.
Chan had learned never to ask his grandmother about these visits.
One time he had persisted, and she had struck him on his left arm with a
long-handed ladle, leaving a welt. Later, she had come into his room, where
he lay on the bed crying softly, and apologized, stroking his shoulder. “That
man is not a good man, Arturo,” she said. “Please don’t ask me again about
him.”
(white space)
Tuesday night was especially slow at the Royal—after the big hand on
Saturday night, the casino still seemed to be in a state of recovery—and when
Mannheim asked if anyone wanted an E.O., Chan had volunteered and was
granted one. He went home, showered, changed, and at five minutes to two,
he was sitting in civilian clothes behind the wheel of his hatchback, a full
tank at the ready, watching the long, silver Phantom parked near the valet
stand at the Royal. As he waited, Chan imagined where the Countess lived, a
hidden estate in the mountains, perhaps, far from the casino, lying in ruin.
Within moments, the Countess and her entourage emerged, and she
was delivered into the back seat of the Phantom. The driver got in with one
last look around, and the taillights came on. Chan felt the low thrum of the
powerful engine resonating through the floorboards and into his feet, which
began tingling. He started his hatchback and fell in line behind the
Phantom, leaving the span of a city block between them. A light rain was
falling. The young man ahead drove confidently—never braking
unnecessarily, always taking turns at the optimal speed. Chan imagined the
Countess inside, the smoothness of the ride lulling her into a post-Faro
stupor—was she drinking? As Chan kept pace, he thought to himself that he
liked the idea of some rejuvenating fluid passing across the threshold of her
ancient lips.
They drove quietly through the city and then the Phantom turned onto
the freeway heading north, which at this late hour was given over to their
two vehicles, and the occasional tractor trailer they passed easily. The young
man was pushing the Phantom, going eighty, then ninety miles an hour, the
trucks disappearing in the rear-view as quickly as they came upon them.
Chan’s hatchback strained under the pressure, the stress of the chase
causing the loose joints of the front axle to rattle and jar Chan. In this
trembling cabin, the miles began ticking by, one after the other. Chan kept
the radio off so as not to alter the spell that bound him to the streaking
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taillights of the Phantom—he was drawn into a kind of reverie by them,
swimming in front of him.
It was more than ten years ago, the previous time he had followed
someone. A man with long, grey, hair, in a disheveled shirt and tie, had
boarded a gambling boat Chan was working on. The man hadn’t recognized
Chan, because the last time they had seen one another, Chan had been
twelve. But Chan knew him immediately: it was the man who had visited his
grandmother in Scarsdale—he could not mistake the man’s painted eyes, nor
the distinct high-pitched voice as he berated the cards to do his bidding.
“Three!” he would yell, startling the other players. The man won every bet he
made at Blackjack for an hour, doubling on hard Twelves and Thirteens,
splitting Tens, hitting on a Seventeen even—the man not only seemed to
know what cards Chan held, but also what was coming next from the shoe.
He seemed to be able to stare into the deck.
Chan had never seen anything like it. Perhaps this was the secret
shared between the stranger and his grandmother behind the closed study
door. After he was finished gambling, up well over ten thousand, Chan
watched the man get into a taxi, and Chan followed it to a cheap motor lodge
on the outskirts of town. He crept in the muck alongside the man’s room—
the window was half-raised and the smell from inside, of burning oil and
incense, was overpowering. Through the filmy glass, Chan had seen the
small man, now shirtless, sitting on the floor before the mirror: in one hand
the man held a syringe. His other arm was restrained by rubber tubing the
man pulled taut with his teeth. The man injected a clear fluid into the
tattooed bicep of his left arm—the tattoo, Chan remembered, was of a bull’s
eye. All the while, the man muttered numbers, repeating them in a trance as
his hold on the syringe slackened. “Three…three…three…”
Chan discovered in this moment that there was a kind of secret he was
not interested in uncovering after all; he had staggered away, revolted.
He had never seen the painted man again.
The Countess was different though—she wasn’t like any of the other
peculiar gamblers Chan had come across in his travels, going on occasional
hot streaks among many cold ones, relying on vague mysticism and narcotic
substances to harness their luck. Her methods were far more deliberate,
scientific even. Chan didn’t know how he knew, but he was certain she was
not gambling to win money—she played as a test, as an investigation, the
same way Chan was investigating her—as a reason to live. But for all her
singularity, he could not understand why there was so little known about
her—where she lived, for example.
It wasn’t until Chan looked at the clock on the dash, and saw that it
was half past five in the morning, that it began to dawn on him why this
particular piece of information was so difficult to come by. It was for the
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most practical sort of reason: the arrow on his fuel gauge was pointing toward
just a quarter tank left.
Yet Chan felt unwilling to give up after he had pursued the Countess
so far. He drove another eighty, futile miles in the pre-dawn darkness, which
was beginning to lighten and turn grey. Only when the fuel indicator began
to clamor for his attention did he begin to acknowledge that he might have to
surrender the chase. For reasons that he could not fathom—did it have an
extra tank? Did it run on something else?—the silver Phantom did not seem
burdened by the need for fuel. Unfortunately, the same could not be said for
his rattling Datsun.
Finally, at twenty minutes past six, Chan slowed, watching the
Phantom vanish over the horizon, and pulled off the freeway into a truck stop
to refuel. The sun was beginning to rise through the Cascades in the east. It
had all the feel of being a damp and misty summer morning. After he filled
up—spending all the gratuities he had earned that night—Chan sat in his
car for a moment, feeling as if he were emerging from some impassioned
dream. Then he got back on the freeway, heading south, once more toward
the Royal, nursing the overextended engine of his car all the long drive home.

The Lottery
Barbara was late to the meeting, and she rushed to it directly from her
job at the call center. It was only after she settled down in her metal folding
chair next to the two newcomers that she noticed the socks under her slacks
were mismatched: one was navy and one black, a difference she’d been unable
to distinguish in the dark that morning. She crossed her ankles and moved
them underneath the seat, next to her purse, and tried to pay attention to
what Dimsberg was saying, but her mind was distracted by the discovery of
the socks—and Chimsky’s phone call that morning, out of the blue, asking
her to meet for a drink. Could anyone be more dense?
As she pondered what she’d ever seen in her ex-husband—it had
become Barbara’s habit to regard Chimsky as the catalyst of her issues,
although a year in the Snoqualmie Chapter of Gambling Help had
consistently reinforced in her mind that she was their source—the
newcomers sitting beside her suddenly rose, startling her.
“Excuse me,” mumbled the woman, aiming to get out of the circle by
moving her chair. A man followed—her husband? Barbara scooted aside
several inches, and the couple had broken through and were mere steps from
freedom when Dimsberg’s voice ascended to arrest their escape.
“My friends!” he said. “Stay among us a while longer. You must’ve
come for a reason—tell us your story.” He opened his arms magnanimously.
Dimsberg was not a charismatic person, his long face and teeth like a rat’s,
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but he seemed to have a way of making people do what he wanted, and the
couple returned to their seats, although they remained standing.
“What are your names, my friends?”
They said they were Sandra and Joel Rivera. Barbara joined with the
rest of the group in welcoming them. “Welcome Sandra! Welcome Joel!”
There was, of course, that perverse part of Barbara that wanted to whisper to
get the hell out before Dimsberg could get his claws into them.
“We weren’t sure, you know, if we belonged,” Sandra said hesitatingly.
“Joel and I—we don’t gamble every day. Or even every other day.”
“Sandra, one of our mantras is an addict is always an addict. Your
very presence in this room is telling.”
“Still—we aren’t sure about this.”
“Tell us why you came,” Dimsberg said. “Why don’t you let us decide?”
Other people in the circle encouraged them, and Barbara again found herself
in their number. She relished hearing first-timer stories—they satisfied to
some degree her desire for action. She admired those in the circle who’d lived
through worse than her; conversely, there were some in the circle that she
did not respect for what she felt were minor problems made major. Barbara
was curious where this new couple would fall.
It was the woman, Sandra, who spoke. She explained that she and
Joel never went to casinos, and before this past year had never gambled
outside of occasional forays into the state lottery, when the amount of the
jackpot was too large to resist. They never won anything. Still, they were
doing fine. They had enough coming in from their jobs as math teachers to
survive, and the children—there were several, Barbara couldn’t tell how
many—were out of the house. The mortgage was paid each month, et cetera.
They were nice, unassuming people. Everyone in the circle was waiting, like
Barbara, in anticipation of some more tantalizing morsel.
“Our youngest Julia was always the lucky one in the family,” Sandra
said. She placed her arm around her husband’s waist. Sitting so close to
them, Barbara could see his neck muscles tense at his wife’s touch. “She kept
track of the jackpot religiously, and would let us know whenever it hadn’t
been hit in a while. She was always winning small amounts—a hundred here
or there, sometimes even a thousand. We dabbled, but she played every
week, twice a week, like clockwork. We’d chide her about it. Just as a joke.
“One day,” she continued, “ten months ago this week—we received a
phone call from the police. There had been an accident downtown. Julia was
walking with her friends. They were celebrating—she’d just found a job.
Some maniac drove up on the sidewalk. She—Julia—was pinned underneath
the car.” She stifled a sob. “They rushed her to the hospital, but it wasn’t
any use.”
Dimsberg told Sandra to take as much time as she needed. Barbara
glared at him.
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“I don’t even remember what happened the rest of that week,” Sandra
said. Her voice grew quiet. “There were arrangements made on our behalf.
Then my husband and I buried her. Our Julia.” She broke down again.
This time, Dimsberg had the sense to keep his mouth shut.
When she resumed, Sandra’s voice was measured. “We thought we
wouldn’t be able to go on. But you know, life makes you. One day, about two
weeks after the accident, we were filling up at our normal place. Joel went
inside to pay, and when he came out he had the strangest look on his face.
Like he’d heard something wonderful and awful at the same time. Do you
want to tell them about it, honey?” He shook his head. His eyes never left
the ground. “Okay, I will then. But stop me if I get anything wrong.
“Apparently, there was a bit of a commotion in the shop. The jackpot
had been hit the previous Tuesday—a dozen people had hit it. One of the
twelve winning tickets had been purchased from that gas station! Everyone
was talking about it. But no one knew who it was, because no one had
claimed the ticket yet.
“Like I said, Joel had this strange look in his eyes when he got in the
car and told me. He said he knew who had bought that ticket—Julia—and at
first, I told him he was crazy. I didn’t want to believe it. But the more I
thought about it, the more it made sense. That was where Julia always
bought her tickets. And why wouldn’t someone claim their share of the
jackpot? No one forgets to redeem half a million dollars. Unless they
couldn’t. Unless they were dead. We never wanted to forget about what
happened to Julia—that lost ticket became a symbol to us. It was like a gift
she’d left us, Joel said. It was our responsibility to find and redeem it.”
The woman paused to take a drink of water from a bottle that
Dimsberg handed her. Barbara looked around, and everyone was waiting on
her next words with rapt attention.
“We started by searching her apartment,” Sandra said. “All her old
rooms. We became obsessed with finding that ticket. Pretty quickly, things
started to get out of hand. We bought an X-Ray Detector, an Infra-Red
Camera. We tore the furniture apart. Pried open the floorboards. We looked
everywhere a ticket could be. All of Julia’s dear clothes—we ripped open
their seams and pockets. But we found nothing. We were sitting in the
kitchen one morning, drinking coffee, and Joel was saying we’d looked
everywhere.
“Suddenly I remembered Julia lying in her coffin at the wake, in the
suit she’d been wearing the day she interviewed for her new job. It was her
only suit. Could she have bought the ticket the same day as her interview?
Could the ticket still be inside that suit? I said it was at least possible. I
looked over at Joel and he had that strange look in his eyes again. I was
afraid to ask but I already knew what he was thinking. It was the same
thing I was thinking. Forgive us, dear Lord, we’ve both gone a little crazy
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since Julia left us. Joel said her spirit was not at rest. Was it possible that
we could desecrate our own child’s grave to find that ticket? I firmly believed
she wanted us to.” Sandra looked around the circle. “I know how all this
must sound to you—!”
“You’re among friends,” Dimsberg said. “There’s no judgment here.”
The husband continued staring down, unmoving. There was only a
slight ripple along his jawline as his wife spoke, as if he were grinding his
teeth. Sandra held onto him tightly. “That night,” she began—she was
almost whispering and Barbara had to strain to hear—“Joel and I went back
to the grave. We had a bag of tools in the back of our pickup. There were two
of us shoveling, but it still took hours. Finally, we got down to the coffin. I
remember the sound of Joel’s spade scraping against the wood, and it seemed
to snap me out of my trance. Suddenly, I felt that we shouldn’t be doing
this—that what we were doing was wrong, horribly wrong.
“But Joel said we had gone too far already. I said alright, but you have
to do the rest. I turned away and I heard him grunting and prying open the
lid of the coffin with the crowbar. I heard the snap as it opened—it sounded
like the crack of doom. Joel was shrieking, and I covered my ears and shut
my eyes, and I shouted at him to grab the ticket, grab the ticket! It seemed
like hours before I finally heard the noise of the lid slamming closed. When I
opened my eyes, Joel was standing there. He could hardly speak.
“’Did you get it?’ I said. I could see in one hand he was still clutching
the crowbar—and in the other he was holding a slip of paper. It was the
ticket!”
Someone in the circle audibly gasped. Barbara realized she hadn’t
taken a breath in several moments. She had never heard a story such as
this.
“Go on,” Dimsberg said.
“We went back to the gas station the next afternoon.” The life had
drained from Sandra’s voice now. “The ticket wasn’t the winning jackpot
ticket after all. We told him to check again, and he said that he was
absolutely certain that it was not the winning ticket. Julia had only gotten
two of the numbers right—but it was still worth fifty bucks.”
The way the woman said fifty bucks made Barbara cringe—like they
were all victims of some sick joke.
Sandra closed her eyes for a moment. “Joel hardly speaks anymore,
since that night. But I know we’re on the same page. Fifty dollars is far from
enough. We play every drawing now, for Julia’s sake. We started buying
seven tickets a time, because that was the day she was born. Then we bought
seventeen every time, because that was both the month and the day she was
born. Then thirty-seven every time, factoring in her birth year and age.
Still, we haven’t won. But we know we will if we can just find the right
number to buy. Julia is worth more than fifty god-damned dollars.”
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Here, the woman fell silent.
“Hey, at least she won,” Dimsberg said. “Lucky Julia, you know?”
Quickly, Barbara rose—feeling everyone’s eyes turn to her—and left
the circle. She nearly ran.
Once outside, Barbara leaned her head against the cool brick of the
Community Center, smoking a cigarette. No one else came out. She couldn’t
believe they could all still sit there, after hearing a story like that. What she
needed was to get away from them for a moment. What she needed was a
drink, she thought, recalling Chimsky’s offer. She ground the butt to ash on
top of the trash bin, and stepped across to the pay phone beside it.
“Okay,” she said into the receiver when he answered. “One drink.
Meet me in half an hour at Rudy’s.”
(white space)
When she arrived, Chimsky was already waiting at their usual spot in
the back, a small booth for two underneath a mounted moose head, a drink in
hand. He was dressed in his dealer’s garb. He rose to meet her, extending
his arms in an awkward attempt at a hug, but she patted his arms away
gently. “No, Chimsky,” she said. “Sit down.” She pulled out her chair,
collapsed heavily on it, and sighed. He looked at her with unconcealed
delight.
“Hi Barbara—I was so thrilled when you called.”
“I see you’ve started without me.”
“I was a little nervous,” Chimsky said. “I’m really glad you called,
Barbara—but I said that already. How are you doing?”
The waiter came by, a young man with wet, spiky hair, and Barbara
asked him to fetch her a gin and tonic. After his departure, she sighed again.
“To be honest, Chimsky, it’s been hard, fitting everything in. I’m working
full-time now. And then going to the meetings.”
“Are they still making you feel terrible about yourself?” Chimsky said.
“I never liked—”
“Please,” she broke in. “Don’t start. They provide structure in my life.
I was out of control for a long time.”
“But we had a good time,” Chimsky said. “We were good for each
other.”
“Stop, Chimsky. You know that’s not true.” Her drink was placed in
front of Barbara on a tiny napkin—she thanked the server, and he nodded
and left. “Let me enjoy this, will you?” She sipped it, relishing its
smoothness. “Why don’t you tell me what’s been going on with you?”
Barbara listened to her ex-husband’s recap with only half an ear.
Rudy’s was loud at that hour, and Chimsky was describing a series of events
that she did not have the desire to understand completely. She looked him
over as he spoke, noticing how he had aged, growing thinner, more lined. He
was ten years her senior, but the difference had scarcely been noticeable
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when they’d been married—now, however, she thought he looked in his
sixties, despite being 52. No, 53. Chimsky was 53, because she was 43. He
was explaining a hand of Faro to her, a game she never played, and an old
woman who tipped him $5,000—
“Wait, did you say five grand?” Barbara asked.
“Yes.”
“How much of that is left? I’m afraid to ask.”
“At least twelve hundred,” Chimsky said. “Business has been slow at
the Royal lately, but we still have good nights. You should come by—”
“I told you I hate that place,” she said. The waiter returned and she
ordered noodles—she hadn’t eaten all day, she realized. Chimsky ordered
another whisky sour. “Do you ever play the lottery?” she asked after a
moment.
“The what?”
“The lottery. The state lottery.”
“I’ve bought a ticket or two,” Chimsky said. “Why?”
“Do you ever win?”
“Of course not,” Chimsky said. “You know how much of a scam those
tickets are—on average, they return sixty-two cents on the dollar.”
“Never mind,” Barbara said. “Someone was testifying about it tonight
in my meeting and I guess it’s on my mind. I can’t tell you about it, of
course.”
“You’ve been thinking about playing it?”
“No. But the new people were so odd and sad. She said they play
thirty-seven tickets at a time.”
“They’re wasting their money. They’d be much better off coming into
the Royal once a week and betting it all on red.”
Barbara laughed. They ordered another round of drinks, by which
time they settled into light reminiscing. She ate her noodles, which were
delicious. She hardly knew what Chimsky was saying while listening to the
music, which seemed softer now that she’d been drinking, but she found his
idle chatter not unpleasant to hear again, after things had been so brutally
quiet recently.
At midnight that night, before separating outside Rudy’s—Chimsky
wanted to escort her home, but she said no, firmly—they agreed they should
get together again sometime in the vague future. She was too unsteady to
drive, so she began to walk in the rain, only about twenty minutes through
the silent, wet streets to her apartment. Along the way, she passed a gas
station, and she went inside to warm up and get a cup of coffee. In the line at
the counter, Barbara broke her usual practice and glanced at the dazzling
array of state lottery tickets in the display case. The ingeniously designed
Changing of the Card caught her eye. A dealer was depicted with a white
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gloved hand poised over a playing card. From the left, the card was the
Seven of Diamonds. From the right, it was the Queen of Spades.
She hesitated when it came her turn in line. She could break her rules
once. No one was watching. She turned to double-check. Then she pulled a
five-dollar bill from her purse and bought her coffee, her gum, and one
Changing of the Card. She folded the ticket and slid it inside her purse, into
the side pocket, and walked home quickly, humming a faint melody
underneath her breath.
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SNOQUALMIE
Founded in 1889 and incorporated in 1903, the City of Snoqualmie was one of
the area’s most active lumber mill towns and a transportation hub for those
crossing the Cascades by rail, wagon, and motorized vehicle. During this
time, the town’s saloons became known for their notorious all-night poker
games, in which new settlers faced off against unscrupulous sharps over
property deeds, car titles, and entire inheritances’ worth of cash.
—Untold History of Snoqualmie, p. 17
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Changing Room
At the beginning of the year, Mannheim had ordered the Countess’s
black high-cushioned chair moved to her spot at the Faro table, where it
stood dark and hulking. The Countess had been adamant that she needed it
on the premises while she gambled in the High Limit Salon, for it was, as she
explained to Mannheim and Lederhaus, her equivalent of a severed rabbit’s
foot. The patterns she had expected to see in the Faro deck had not shown up
for over three years now, she told them, and she felt her charm so close might
attract a different vein of luck. It was a testament to how much she had
grown to be a fixture at the Royal that her wishes were accommodated, and
soon, the high-backed chair became nothing more than a curiosity to the
other players in the High Limit room, and a common sight to the staff, who
moved it to the corner during the daytime.
And in fact, on Saturday evening, the Countess had won the largest
hand dealt at the Royal the entire year. Mannheim heard the commotion
from the pit, and upon inquiry learned that her and the new customer from
Florida, Mr. Murphy, had together both successfully called the last turn and
won almost two hundred thousand dollars in sum total. Chimsky had been
the dealer. Mannheim had not thought much more about this coincidence,
the Countess and the stranger winning simultaneously, except to consider
the possibility that the presence of her chair had played some
incomprehensible role. Still, Mannheim had witnessed countless big hands
at the Royal over the years, and this was another one that he filed away in
his memories with the intention of quickly forgetting about it.
Therefore, he was surprised several weeks later to receive a call from
Gabriela. She wanted to see him in her office before his shift began, for a
private meeting—just the two of them. Mannheim, who had always harbored
the slightest hint of an attraction for his boss, ironed a white shirt and gray
slacks, and selected a red tie with a striking, impressionistic pattern.
When he arrived at her office, she told him to shut the door.
“You’re looking better these days, Mannheim,” she said pleasantly.
“Have you been exercising?”
“Well, I started seeing someone,” Mannheim said. He took the seat
facing her across the desk. “To help me sort out a few things.”
“You mean a therapist?”
“Someone like that.”
“Good for you. I’m a big believer in taking care of every side of
ourselves.”
Mannheim coughed nervously and nodded.
“Remember that big Faro hand from a few weeks ago?” Gabriela said.
“Do I. I was in the pit when it happened.”
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“I always thought there was something fishy about that hand, and I
think I’ve figured out why. I want you to take a look at this.” Gabriela
turned the television monitor on her desk so that they both could see. “This
is the tape from surveillance of the table that night.”
The video was in black and white, grainy, with no sound. It was a
bird’s eye view from atop the Faro table, and showed Chimsky gathering the
deck and washing it, shuffling it, and inserting it into the shoe.
“Do you notice anything unusual?” Gabriela asked.
Mannheim asked her to play it again. After another look, he said, “No,
it looks all right to me.”
“This is the deck previous to the one where the big hand was dealt,”
Gabriela said. “I timed it, and the entire shuffle takes fifteen seconds. I
timed the deck before and it took fourteen seconds, essentially the same
amount of time.”
“Okay,” Mannheim said.
“Now watch this.” Gabriela fast forwarded to a point in the tape where
Chimsky handed over an old deck to Lederhaus, who was standing behind
him. He received a new set-up in return, which he removed from the box and
fanned out over the felt. After confirming the fronts and backs, Chimsky
scrambled the cards together and performed his standard shuffle. But
Mannheim could tell that this time, something was different.
“How long did that take?” he asked.
“Twenty-three seconds, from the first wash to putting it in the shoe,”
Gabriela said. “And this was the deck where the last three cards were called
in order, not only by this stranger with the beard no one’s ever seen before,
but also by a customer who almost never bets.”
“Could it have been the new set-up?” Mannheim said. “Sometimes
they come out of the box too slick.”
“It could,” Gabriela said. “Do you think that’s the reason?”
Mannheim watched the replay again. “Well,” he admitted, “if you just
look at the deal in isolation, it seems okay. But with the other two—
something smells fishy.”
“Indeed,” Gabriela said, reclining in her seat and regarding Mannheim
carefully. “There’s no hard evidence. But something happened between the
other two decks and this one. It might just have been the new set-up. But
then again, it might not.”
“I think we should keep an eye on Chimsky,” Mannheim said. “Maybe
we should ask Lederhaus?”
“Lederhaus is seventy-five,” Gabriela said. “He’s already halfway out
the door. If something crooked did happen, anyone who’s in on it will cool out
for a while—at least three or four months—before they try it again. You’re
next in line—I’ll lay you 3-to-2 you’ll be in charge of the High Limit room by
then.”
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Mannheim had not thought about his place on the seniority list for a
while, and the news surprised him. “I understand,” he said.
“What about the Countess? Do you think she was in on it?”
“I don’t think so.” They watched the tape again. “She makes her bet
after Murphy does, right before Chimsky is about to deal. I wonder if she
picked up on something and was just taking advantage of it.”
“Right. Maybe somebody should talk to her.”
Mannheim understood that Gabriela meant himself. “I’ll see what she
says,” he said.
“Wonderful. Let me know what you find out.”
Mannheim said goodbye, rose from the chair, and left Gabriela’s office,
heading downstairs towards the changing room. Chimsky cheating? And
then there was Gabriela’s implication that Mannheim would be supervising
graveyard shift in the High Limit Salon soon, sooner even than Doctor
Sarmiento’s timetable for his demise. This was a position Mannheim had
always believed he wanted, and it seemed like a symbol, holding a new kind
of meaning for him now.
His instinct to seek professional guidance had been right, Mannheim
thought—his life had become richer since he’d started seeing Little Theo and
Doctor Eccleston. Something was happening in his life—something
remarkable according to Eccleston and Theo—and this idea delighted
Mannheim, so much so that several of the dealers he passed on the stairs
commented, as Gabriela had done, on his seemingly improved appearance
and mood.
Once in the changing room, Mannheim stood in front of his locker,
combing his hair and humming an old tune—“Can’t Take My Eyes off You.”
The Royal was in mid-shift, and no one else was around. After he finished
grooming, Mannheim returned the comb to its spot on the top shelf, and was
about to close the locker, when he stopped short. He smelled something
coming from within the locker. The scent of skin dried in the sun, Mannheim
thought. Or old, thinly shaved wood. He sniffed at his clothes and shoes—
was it coming through the locker from the other side? Mannheim shut his
own and slowly walked over to the next aisle.
He approached the locker opposite his, counting each intervening door
with a tap of the hand—1, 2, 3, 4 lockers from the end of the aisle. With each
the smell grew more powerful, and Mannheim covered his mouth—it was
pungent, murky, and made him feel short of breath. He heard voices in the
hall outside, faint and distant. Was there a wetness in his ear? The lights
were growing dimmer and Mannheim placed both hands on the locker to
steady himself. The metal felt warm. He could scarcely make out the name
on the door of the locker—CHAN—before he fell on his side, and everything
became dark.
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A Mysterious Caller
A month after his fruitless night on the interstate, Chan received a
phone call in the early evening, while he was sleeping. Emerging from a
dream set in his old Westchester high school, it took Chan a moment to
differentiate the reality of the rings from the agitated school bells of his
reverie. He pressed the receiver to his ear, catching a sharp intake of breath.
“Hello?” he asked.
There was silence—a pause as a decision was made. Then a click and
the buzz of the dial tone. Chan hung up. His first thought was that someone
had discovered what he’d done, following the Countess, and this idea
persisted in his mind as he slowly dressed for work. He’d taken a month off
from investigating her further, just in case. But had someone finally found
out?
In the pit that night, Chan felt unseen eyes upon him as he dealt,
scrutinizing his movements. He forced his hands to go slower, in order to
commit no errors. Mannheim was acting distant toward him, and this
coolness only served to increase Chan’s unease. On his first break, instead of
kibitzing with Leanne and Bao in the lounge, he wandered the periphery of
the pit, surveying each aisle of slot machines for he knew not what.
Eventually, he found himself drifting down the long entrance vestibule,
and stepping outside. The Countess’s Phantom was there in its usual spot in
the valet line, gleaming almost phosphorescent in the moonlight and the heat
from the high-wattage bulbs under the casino awning. A thin line of vapor
rose from the hood of the car. Chan ran a finger along its edge, and it came
back moist and warm.
After admiring the car a moment longer, Chan went back inside, and
for the rest of his shift, he dealt precisely, painstakingly.
Later, in the hour before dawn, he was walking out to the employee lot
when he saw someone leaning against his pock-marked Datsun, a man with
his arms folded across his chest, his legs casually crossed. As Chan neared,
the man rose from the car, and Chan recognized him. It was J.P. Dumonde.
A battered, red leather suitcase stood by his former boss.
“I see you’re still driving the same, reliable car,” Dumonde said,
smiling and revealing a pristine row of white teeth Chan did not remember
him having. The man patted the hood of the hatchback. “Same old Chan, I
take it?”
“Hello, Dumonde,” Chan said. “What are you doing here?”
“I was just passing through. The casino was in the guidebook, and you
know me. I can’t pass up a good gamble. And to my delight, who do I see
dealing at the $5 Blackjack table but none other than my old friend, Arturo
Chan?”
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“Did you call me yesterday?” Chan asked.
“Of course not,” Dumonde said. “You know I prefer the direct
approach.”
“So you’re just dropping by to say hello. Well, I’m happy to see you
too, Dumonde. We’ll have a decent meal, catch up on old times, and then
you’ll be on your way?” Dumonde stepped aside as Chan unlocked his car
door and opened it.
“Not exactly,” Dumonde said. After Chan got in the car, he stared at
Chan, his arm on the door. His breath was minty. “You might say the tables
have turned on your old friend. It’s I who need your help now, Chan.
Remember,” he added, smiling apologetically: “You are under an obligation to
me.”
“Climb in,” Chan said finally. “I know a good place for breakfast.”
Dumonde closed Chan’s door and walked around the front of the car—for a
half second, Chan imagined gunning the engine and flattening his old boss
underneath the wheels—and then Dumonde was sitting in the car beside
him, filling up the small space of the vehicle with his minty breath.
“I can’t wait,” said Dumonde, rubbing his palms together. He seemed
to relish Chan’s discomfort. “You can’t believe how hungry I got waiting for
you.”
(white space)

Chan did, in fact, owe Dumonde. Twelve years ago, when he’d first
started, Chan had allowed a customer, an old woman who reminded him of
his grandmother, to become too familiar.
When the customer had been caught stealing other players’ chips at
the table, Chan’s close relationship with the perpetrator made him look
especially bad. There was a question whether he’d been complicit in the
customer’s actions over a prolonged period. He’d done none of the pilfering,
nor had he facilitated it—but he’d witnessed it, his friend’s hand sliding a red
chip or two down a sleeve from a tall stack, where their absence would be
most unnoticed. But Chan had said nothing—he did not want to inform on
her; she was not a bad person but a horrible addict, working odd jobs at the
age of seventy, sleeping in parking lots in the back of a station wagon.
Chan’s superiors were certain he must have known—the surveillance
video showed the acts of stealing to be crudely executed, easily discerned
even on black-and-white video tape. A report was filed with the West
Virginia Gaming Commission, and Chan’s license was suspended
indefinitely—he was called in unceremoniously on a Tuesday morning and
fired. Chan had nowhere to go, now that the only thing he was qualified to do
was closed off from him—suspension in one state meant suspension in every.
Chan started appearing at the neighboring Blackridge Casino daily,
whiling away his hours at the Blackjack table as a player. His life was well
on its way toward becoming much like his unfortunate friend’s, a miserable
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progression-less grind. Dumonde, the pit boss at the Blackridge, knew Chan
and was surprised to see the clean, austere dealer from their rival casino
slowly transform before his eyes into one who flitted away his life on
arbitrary turns of the card. One night, Dumonde took Chan aside, and told
him he knew some people on the commission—knew them well enough to be
aware of professional secrets they would not want divulged. He would try to
pull some strings for him, on two conditions to which Chan readily agreed,
despite reservations about Dumonde’s oily reputation. First, 25% of his tips
at the Blackridge. Second, future considerations that could be called upon.
At any time.
When Chan headed west, he believed he would never see Dumonde
again—after all, Dumonde had a good job, with obviously many important
connections. But now, Dumonde had come calling—and as Chan drove
through Snoqualmie in silence, his old boss snoring softly in the passenger
seat beside him, he found that the wet, darkened streets were now imbued
with a new sense of dread.
(white space)

At the diner, Dumonde ordered a six-egg omelette and ate voraciously,
wielding the knife and fork to great effect and refusing Chan’s pointed looks
for an explanation as to his appearance until he was entirely done. Chan
himself had just a cup of coffee and a plain, buttered roll. Pushing the empty
plate away from him, Dumonde wiped his mouth with his napkin and folded
it neatly before fixing his eyes upon Chan.
“You wonder why I’m here. It’s simple,” said Dumonde. “I require a
temporary resumption of our arrangement.”
“What do you mean?” said Chan. “As far as I’m concerned, that’s
finished.”
“Times change, Chan. As I see it, you owe your current dealing job—
and really, any dealing job you’ve had since the Blackridge—to me. So I’m
only asking for what I’m owed: 25% of your tips at the Royal.”
“What if I say no?” Chan said. “I’ve held gaming licenses in four
different states since West Virginia. I doubt you have the power to revoke my
current one.”
Dumonde smiled and held up his hands. “You’re right, Chan. But I
know you. You’re like me—a man of your word, as they say. A man of honor.
The worst thing in our field is a welcher, and that you are not. The Chan I
know would never renege on a promise made to an old friend, one who aided
him in a time of crisis.”
“As you say, times change.”
“Have you?”
“I feel under no great obligation to you, Dumonde—not anymore. But
you’re right. You helped me out and I am willing to return the favor—within
reason. How much money do you need?”
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“More than you have.” Dumonde glanced around before resuming.
“I’m not merely drifting, Chan. You might say I’m on the run from my past.
You know how I pride myself on knowing things—information that could be
dangerous.”
“Did you finally pick the wrong person to blackmail?”
“Extortion is a delicate matter,” Dumonde said. “I’ve learned my
lesson. But I can’t take a job now because I’d have to use my name, and that
would make my whereabouts known. I just need to survive until my present
situation resolves itself.”
“I can’t afford to supply you with money indefinitely,” Chan said. “I’m
working graveyard shift—as you know. And rent is far from cheap here.”
“I can see why you like Snoqualmie.” Dumonde looked around at the
tastefully decorated diner, its wooden walls lined with ancient logging
implements. “It’s the perfect setup. Far off the beaten path. Good weather.
Good food. Maybe I should settle down here.”
Chan inwardly cringed. “As I said, I am happy to supply you with a
one-time payment,” he said. “I can give you five hundred to get started—
somewhere else.”
“Five hundred!” Dumonde scoffed. “That won’t last two weeks out
here. I need to lay low for a while, Chan. I need a way to pay rent for a few
weeks, a month. Two months at the most.”
“That’s impossible,” Chan said. “I can barely make my own rent, much
less pay yours.”
Dumonde swirled a spoon in his mug of coffee, thinking. Chan was
afraid of what he might suggest. “Well,” Dumonde said after a while, “how
about if I stay with you until I can figure out my next move?”
“No,” Chan said. “Absolutely not.”
“It would only be a month—two at the most.”
“No,” Chan said again. “I’d rather give you money than have to live
with you.”
“I appreciate the force of that remark, Chan. But I plan on staying,
whether it’s with you or not. I can be at the Royal every night, like a
festering sore. Watching you—bothering you.”
Chan thought about his paranoia earlier that night—how discomfited
and distracted he’d felt. And there was the matter of his interest in the
Countess. He wanted Dumonde far, far away from her.
“Of course,” Dumonde said, “I would consider your obligation entirely
satisfied if you would allow me to stay with you.” When Chan continued to
maintain his silence, Dumonde added: “I’m a very clean person, Chan. You’ll
hardly know I’m there. You may even grow to like having me around.”
Chan felt himself caving. “And you would promise—on your word of
honor—to never come to the Royal while I’m working there.”
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“Cross my heart,” Dumonde said, smiling and showing his dazzling
teeth.
“And not a day over two months.”
“I promise I’ll be gone by Thanksgiving,” Dumonde said, extending his
hand across the table. Against his will, Chan allowed Dumonde to shake his
hand.
The server passed and refilled Dumonde’s coffee, while Chan declined
another cup. His roll lay half-finished on the plate, and the server took it
away. Chan’s stomach churned at the idea of living with Dumonde. But he
couldn’t have Dumonde coming to the Royal! Chan wanted to deal in peace,
and this was the only way he could ensure that. When the server returned to
ask if it would be one check or two, Dumonde told him that Chan, perfect
gentleman that he was, had been kind enough to offer to pick up the whole
thing.

Hair & Now
After scratching off all the spots with the edge of a dime, the happy
outcome was indisputable. Beat the dealer’s hand, the card read, and win the
prize indicated. Under his gloved fingers, the dealer showed two Kings for a
Twenty. Barbara’s own hand revealed itself as an Ace and a Queen, for 21.
Underneath, she scraped at the prize amount until there was no silver left,
until there could be no doubt about the amount. A thousand dollars!
Barbara was so thrilled she almost called Chimsky to tell him, but she
restrained herself. She knew him well enough to know he would want to take
credit for encouraging her behavior, when it had been completely her own
decision, and a one-time thing. In her mind, the reason for the unforeseen
win was clear: she had abstained from gambling for almost two years, and
the gods of chance were rewarding her for her chastity. Tomorrow, she would
return to her seven p.m. meetings at the Community Center as if nothing had
happened, and her sober life would resume as usual.
The next morning, Barbara woke up half an hour before her alarm,
still buoyed by the knowledge of the win. She lay in bed the extra time,
stretching and luxuriating in her delicious little secret. A cool grand, from
nowhere. Afterward, she took a long, hot shower and carefully applied her
make-up in the mirror—the lips proved especially difficult because she
couldn’t help smiling—before drinking a cup of coffee and heading to work at
the call center.
It was a week until the mid-term elections. Barbara was supervising a
dozen temps in polling for the upcoming Washington state gubernatorial
race, and today was their final day of calling. When she arrived, many of her
workers were already on the phones, and a pleasant buzz of excitement filled
the room. Barbara went to her office and closed the door. For the next eight
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hours, she pored over the data coming in, in an effort to come to some sort of
conclusion she could deliver to her client. Based on her calculations, both the
incumbent and the new candidate had a good chance of winning—her
estimates were 45% for the latter, 43% for the former, and the rest
undecided. But Barbara’s instinct led her to disbelieve these numbers: she
thought the incumbent would win the election going away. In her mind, it
was a mortal lock. Her report had to be based on statistics, though, and not
hunches. Hunches were, after all, what had gotten her in trouble with
gambling in the first place.
At six pm, several of her employees stopped by her office to tell
Barbara they were going out to celebrate the end of the project, and invited
her to join them. She declined, remembering her meeting at the Community
Center, but they persisted. This would be the last time she would see many
of them. She weighed the young ebullience of her staff against the grey and
sickly flesh she would see at the Community Center—their sad, dull stares.
Where was the enjoyment of life at Gambling Help? Wasn’t that at least as
important as sobriety? She decided that yes, she could miss tonight’s
meeting.
When Barbara was at the bar, however, her thoughts kept wandering
from the conversation of her employees, whose exuberance over the latest
fashion trends (a shirt that changed color when you touched it!) was
beginning to wear on her, to the image of the thousand-dollar ticket resting
snugly in the side pocket of her purse. For an hour, she shifted in her seat,
offering only the most perfunctory remarks, and twice left on the pretense of
smoking, although the second time she just stood outside and watched the
stars emerge overhead.
On her way home, Barbara stopped at the gas station to redeem the
ticket. The cashier snapped out each crisp twenty on the counter: one, two,
three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, and so on. One thousand dollars.
The cashier slid the entire fat sheaf across to Barbara and it felt wonderfully
substantial in her hands. She folded it twice over and carefully placed the
tight roll inside her purse. She couldn’t resist touching it, squeezing it, as
she walked back to the car.
Barbara did not make it to the seven p.m. meeting at the Community
Center the next evening, either.
(white space)

She began taking the scenic route home from work to her apartment in
downtown Snoqualmie, which took twenty minutes instead of the usual
twelve. One day not long after, she noticed in passing the old Snoqualmie
Theater, which had lain dormant for over a dozen years, was now undergoing
a renovation. A banner hung over the awning proclaimed:
ARRIVING NOVEMBER 15
THE MOST INTENSE EXPERIENCE OF YOUR LIFE
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After parking the car in the lot at her building, Barbara walked the
three blocks back to the site, and peered through the windows that had
remained dark so long. They were covered from the inside by a sheer
material, like drapes made of hose, and revealed to her what looked to be an
array of plush salon chairs surrounded by sinks, trolley carts, and a tall,
imposing stack of loudspeakers.
The door jangled open beside her, startling her. An enormous bald
head covered with red facial hair emerged. “Want to take a look inside,
ma’am?”
“What is this place?”
“We’re a full service members-only salon,” the man said. “And much
more.” He stuck out a massive hand which Barbara shook. “My name is
Simon. Allow me to tell you a bit about ourselves. We’re also an aerobics
studio. We guarantee the most intense aerobics classes in town. And we also
have a private café upstairs. Do you want a tour? I promise we’re not like
any club you’ve ever seen.”
“All right,” Barbara said. “What are you called?”
“Hair & Now. Do you like it?”
Barbara did. Simon opened the door wider to allow her to pass into the
space. The floor was covered in sawdust, and the whole place smelled of fresh
pine. A thin man with a clipboard was directing another man, one even more
massive than Simon, in the construction of a counter. “Those are my
partners,” Simon said. “I’m just showing a potential customer around,” he
shouted to them.
Barbara turned and faced the entire wall of loudspeakers, blackcarpeted cabinets with deep, menacing subwoofers. “Excellent sound
intensifies the experience,” Simon said. “Studies show.” He walked her
through a carpeted entryway to the hair salon. “The salon will be open the
same hours as the rest of the building,” Simon said. “From six in the
morning until midnight, seven days a week except Christmas and
Thanksgiving.”
“Impressive,” Barbara said.
Simon asked her to follow him upstairs. She climbed the wide,
hardwood staircase, and soon found herself in a large room that overlooked
the gym. It had all the makings of a pleasant café, with shiny parquet floors,
a bakery display case, a counter behind which stood several shiny espresso
machines, and a large chalkboard for the menu, which was currently blank.
“Looks like a great place for coffee.”
“We import beans from around the world and roast them right here,”
Simon said. “For members only.”
After Barbara had finished looking around, Simon tapped the glass
wall separating the room from the gym floor below. “Soundproof,” he
explained. “Check this out.” Simon flipped a switch and the room glowed a
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warm, dark red. Barbara heard a faint noise, like the sound of a stream.
“Obviously,” Simon said, “it looks better in the dark.”
Simon handed her a flyer, pointing out “Individual Memberships.” The
“Body & Soul” package was $250 per month, or $2000 for the entire year.
Each month, this included two salon visits, twelve classes in the aerobics
studio, weekly sessions with a personal trainer—“that’s me and Quincy,”
Simon explained—and unlimited use of the café, plus classes that would
educate her on the best diet and nutrition for her hair.
“I’ll have to think about all this,” Barbara said. “It’s a little
overwhelming.”
“Of course. I’ll show you out.”
They returned downstairs, and Simon said they hoped to see her again.
After she said goodbye, Barbara exited the building and, instead of walking
across the street toward her apartment complex, she went around the block.
The autumn air was crisp, and Barbara savored it, breathing deeply.
Unbidden, a smile crept at the corner of her lips. Life was mysterious after
all, wasn’t it? She had had no plans to join a gym. Now she was actually
considering it—the idea of meeting people who were improving themselves in
a way that wasn’t completely demoralizing appealed to her.
Her steps were light as she entered her building, and she was halfway
across the lobby before Barbara saw him.
Dimsberg, of all people, was standing by the elevator.
“Oh hey, Barbara!” he said. He took off his hat. “I was just coming up
to see you.”
“What are you doing here?”
“Well, we’ve missed you the past couple days,” Dimsberg said, smiling.
“As your chapter leader, I feel like it’s my responsibility to see if there’s
anything we did that made you stop coming. Or anything we can do that will
make you come back quicker.”
“I haven’t been feeling well, Dimsberg. I’ll come back when I’m better.”
“We’re very sorry to hear that, Barbara.” The elevator doors opened,
and he held them for her. Then he followed her in. She pressed her floor and
they rode up awkwardly. He continued looking and smiling at her, and she
felt obliged to invite him in.
“Please stay for only twenty minutes,” she told him. “I need to get
some rest.”
“Thank you, Barbara. I don’t want to be a nuisance.”
In her apartment, he sat down on her couch, crossing his legs.
“Do you want a glass of water?” she asked from the kitchen. “I don’t
have anything else, unfortunately.” She moved the bottle of red wine on the
counter behind a houseplant.
“I’m fine,” Dimsberg said. “It’s you we’re worried about.” He patted
the space next to him on the couch.
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Barbara sighed and sat down, as far from his hand as she could
without being impolite.
“What’s wrong?” Dimsberg said. “We only want to help.”
“Nothing is wrong. Things couldn’t be better.”
“We’re so glad to hear that, Barbara. You’ve missed some pretty
interesting meetings.” When she failed to respond, he continued. “That new
couple—the Riveras—they’re doing really well. Last night was the first
lottery drawing they’d gone without buying a ticket in over ten months.”
“I’m glad for them,” Barbara said.
A long, painful silence ensued. Finally, Dimsberg cleared his throat.
“I apologize for asking, Barbara, but I feel I must. Are you gambling again?”
She shot him a look. “Of course not. What makes you say that?”
Dimsberg wrung his hands. “You understand I had to ask.”
“Once an addict, always an addict, right?” she said.
“Precisely.”
Another silence passed while Dimsberg drank his water. Barbara
watched his pronounced Adam’s apple go up and down as he swallowed, and
the sight sickened her. “I appreciate your concern, Dimsberg—I really do.
But I must ask you to leave now. It’s election season and I’m swamped at
work. I have to be there first thing in the morning.”
“Can I get you to promise to see us at the Community Center as soon
as you’re well?”
Barbara said, “Of course,” although she crossed her fingers behind the
cushion. “Once I’m over this bug.”
Dimsberg rose and tried to take her hand. “Be well, Barbara.”
“We shouldn’t,” she said. “I’m sick after all.”
Dimsberg doffed his hat again and finally—mercifully—exited.
Barbara waited until she heard the bell from the elevator in the hallway.
Then she peered through the fish-eye lens to make sure he was not still
standing there, looking in sorrowfully.

Two Conversations
Mannheim left the Royal one evening at half past five in the morning,
spent from a particularly trying night in the pit. There were two customers
he’d had to order security to remove, one for swearing at the dealers and the
other for making aggressive advances toward the female staff. Both were
drunk, and the latter had told him to go to hell. As he drove home,
Mannheim saw their red, angry faces superimposed on the windshield
against empty residential streets and dark houses shuttered against the cold.
Suddenly, an animal darted in front of his headlights, its white fur and long
tail illuminated for a brief moment. He swerved to avoid it, his car fishtailing
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in a wide arc, nearly ending in a ditch, facing the other way. Mannheim had
to pause to collect himself. Then he got out and inspected the tires.
It was the first time that year he could see his breath.
After satisfying himself that the car was undamaged, he returned to
the road, driving deliberately now, and eventually reached a three-way
junction. The near accident had severely jolted him, and to his dismay,
Mannheim found he could not recall which arrow on the sign to follow. He
turned left, creeping along, looking for his street. Its name remained just on
the tip of his tongue—he thought it contained at least three syllables and
began with an S or a Z. From afar, several houses looked like they might be
his, but every time he neared, he found a different name on the mailbox, a car
he did not own in its driveway.
After twenty minutes of circling, Mannheim, growing agitated, stopped
his vehicle at an intersection. He could feel he was close. He cut the engine,
opened the door, and pulled the collar of his grey coat tight around his neck.
The stillness of the night accentuated the pulse of blood in his ears.
Mannheim walked briskly in the autumn chill.
Doctor Sarmiento had told him the incidence of a person dying in his
manner were a million-to-one, and Mannheim pondered this most unlikely of
hands as he walked. Both his body and his memories were being effaced off
the physical earth, a day at a time. But there was a freshness to much of his
experience now, like old streets turned new. Did he have any regrets? He
didn’t know.
After several minutes of walking, Mannheim finally saw his house—47
Silver Lake—that was the name! He was certain he’d passed it earlier, in a
distracted state. Now Mannheim climbed the graduated series of stone steps
that led to the front door, an entrance he normally never used. He tried the
knob and the lock clicked and gave easily, the door swinging inward of its
own accord. It might’ve been unlocked for months. Shaking his head,
Mannheim stepped across the threshold and pressed the light switch several
times in succession, but nothing happened. He stepped carefully into the
kitchen, his arms out, fumbling in the drawers for a flashlight or candles, but
all they contained were old batteries, business cards, and untold numbers of
receipts he’d failed to organize.
Giving up, Mannheim dragged his body up the stairs in the dark, his
head drowsy with images: a red face, white fur, a long tail. He collapsed into
bed still wearing his gray coat and shoes, and for the first time in months,
Mannheim slept soundly and dreamlessly for fourteen solid, end-to-end
hours.
(white space)
The lights were on in the house when he awoke. His clock had
stopped, at 3:15 am. But Mannheim knew he was very late for his weekly
appointment at Doctor Eccleston’s—the sun was already well along its
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western descent in the sky. He brushed his teeth quickly. Then, by the time
he found the car—it was up on a curb, three blocks away—and finally
appeared in Eccleston’s shop, there was hardly any time left in the
appointment. Both Theo and Doctor Eccleston were sitting in the waiting
room, the younger swinging his heels. Doctor Eccleston glared at him.
“I’m so sorry,” Mannheim said. “It seems I’m having a harder time
conducting my affairs these days.”
“It’s all right. That’s why you’re seeing us after all. Unfortunately,
you’ve come very late.”
It had been Doctor Eccleston’s idea to meet together, all three of them,
for the first time. “Let’s speak inside for the time remaining,” she said. “On
practical matters.” She and Theo led Mannheim into her office, a large room
where they each sat in tall armchairs around Doctor Eccleston’s impressive
desk. The room felt cool and dim, and Mannheim began to relax.
“The reason I’ve asked us all here today,” Doctor Eccleston began, “is
that Theo and I conferred, and we believe the most effective way to guide you
in your journey is by working together. For instance, we talk about your job,
Mr. Mannheim, but you and Theo talk about your childhood—what you can
remember of it. We both want to know everything.”
Mannheim nodded. “Yes, I agree. I depend on you both. I lost my way
home last night—I couldn’t for the life of me remember which house was
mine!”
“Let’s hold hands,” Theo suggested.
Mannheim took the boy’s hand in his right, and Doctor Eccleston’s in
his left. “I feel like my reality is—how should I put this—becoming
unreliable. Sometimes, I feel like I’ve already lost my place in this world,”
Mannheim said. “Other times, I feel very present. Everything is more vivid.”
“You are undergoing a painful process, Mr. Mannheim. But the
process of dying can also be profound—in a better way.”
“And you are not totally gone yet, sir,” said Theo.
“I think I’m getting closer. When I finally found my house last night,
the lights were out and everything felt empty, like no one lived there
anymore. I became tired—so tired and heavy I could hardly move.”
“Have you ever played Sandman, sir?”
Startled, Mannheim looked at Theo, and the boy repeated the name.
“The game, Sandman. Your body gets filled with sand, and you feel so heavy
you can’t move.”
“Yes,” Mannheim said after a moment. “I think I have.”
“I think we should play Sandman.”
“Is it that important?” Doctor Eccleston asked.
“I think so,” Theo said. He squeezed Mannheim’s hand. “He wants to
play it too, don’t you, sir?”
“Yes,” he told Theo. “I believe you’re right.”
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“Very well,” Doctor Eccleston said. She released his hand. “I will
confer with Theo about this game and we will prepare to play it the next time
we meet. On that note, we both agree—your time is short, Mr. Mannheim—
we should begin meeting twice a week.”
Mannheim said he thought that was an excellent idea.
(white space)

His normal routine ruined by his late start, Mannheim did not get a
chance to eat before appearing at the Royal prior to his shift that evening.
He arrived two hours early, and it was only when he entered the bright
casino that he began to feel hungry. He ordered the special, a pimento cheese
sandwich, from the kitchen, and ate it with relish sitting by himself in the
lounge. Chimsky was there, talking to some of the pit dealers, and his
presence reminded Mannheim of Gabriela’s suspicions. Mannheim had
promised her he would speak with the Countess about the Faro hand, a task
he’d neglected for many evenings now on account of its awkwardness. But
tonight, Mannheim resolved to speak with her.
At ten, when he saw her entourage entering the casino, Mannheim left
the safety of the pit and joined the old woman’s escort, making his way to her
ear. “Madam,” he whispered into it. “A moment, please.”
She stopped, as did the whole train surrounding her. “What is it?” she
asked.
“Can we speak sometime this evening? In private?” He eyed the
driver, who was standing close beside them.
“What do you have to say to me that you must say in private?”
“I apologize, madam. It’s of a delicate nature.”
The Countess’s left eye flickered with annoyance. “Fine. Come see me
at one. I’ll take my break from the Faro table during the first change of the
shoe.”
Mannheim thanked her and bowed as her train resumed its passage.
Then he returned to the pit. At midnight, Chan’s shift came in, and
Mannheim felt heartened, watching over his regular crew for several downs.
Leanne and Bao were their usual chatty selves, and Mannheim asked them
about a weekend trip they were planning to Crater Lake. At other moments,
he watched Chan deal: the smoothness and ease with which Chan slid cards
from the shoe and revealed them imbued Mannheim’s observations with a
kind of meditative quality, and he lost himself in the minute and discrete
movements of a wrist here, a finger there.
Before he knew it, it was already one. Mannheim told Dayna to stand
watch, and crossed the casino floor, entering the High Limit Salon. The
Countess was still engaged, and Mannheim sat at one of the unused Baccarat
tables near the entrance. While he waited, he observed her in her chair,
watching the cards but not making any wagers. At 1:07, the current shoe
completed, she rose and signaled to her driver. He aided her across the
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ornate rug to where Mannheim was sitting, and then stood several feet away,
out of earshot.
“Well?” the Countess said. She remained standing. Behind her,
Lederhaus was overseeing the new set-up. “I don’t like to make the table
wait.”
“I apologize, madam. It is one of my unfortunate duties to have to
occasionally speak to customers about their gambling. There was a Faro
hand played over a month ago now, when you and another player called the
last turn and won.”
“I know the hand,” she said. “What of it?”
“It has come to our attention that there was something unusual in the
betting before the hand.“
“Are you accusing me of some impropriety?”
“No, madam. Please don’t misunderstand me. I am just interested in
whether you noticed anything about the other player. Lederhaus said that
you followed his bet—”
She stopped him short. “Is it not customary,” she said, “when a
stranger appears and makes a large bet, for it to draw one’s attention?” She
raised a finger and tapped it on the arm of his chair. “Is that not customary?”
“Certainly it is.”
“And isn’t it true that your High Limit players are allowed to wager
any amount, in any manner they see fit?”
“They are.”
“That is all I have to say on this subject,” she said. “The next shoe is
ready.” Her driver appeared, standing beside her. “Is there anything else?”
“What about Chimsky?” Mannheim said.
The name elicited a scoff from the Countess. “I do not make it a habit
to follow the affairs of your employees.” With these words, she turned around
very quietly, and walked with a shuffling gait toward the waiting table.

The Unwanted Houseguest
Twenty-one days had passed since Dumonde moved in, and each day,
Chan asked how things were progressing, how long it would take before he
would leave. Dumonde assured Chan he was doing everything in his power
to resolve his situation, and spent many mornings out of the apartment
making calls from a pay phone on the corner, next to a convenience store.
Still, there was no indication Chan’s houseguest would be gone soon. In fact,
by the second weekend, Dumonde succumbed to allergies and was laid up in
Chan’s bed for several days, sniffling. Chan tended to Dumonde as best he
could given his dislike for the man, administering heavy doses of
antihistamine along with strong black tea, while secretly stewing over how to
get rid of his former boss, short of poisoning him.
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Chan had less than seven hundred dollars in his checking account, and
every day he stayed, Dumonde was sapping these meager resources. After
seeing how Chan had been eating—“worse than a prisoner” as Dumonde
described it, often just instant noodles or rice—his old boss insisted on buying
the groceries and preparing their meals. The elaborate dishes pained Chan
greatly, yet he had to grudgingly admit after supping on steamed legumes or
fried clams that Dumonde’s way of eating was far superior. But after
Dumonde had gotten sick with allergies, they often resorted to even more
expensive take-out.
Dumonde began spending every moment of every day at home, resting
on the couch and perusing Chan’s library of gambling. “Ah!” he would say
when pulling out a particularly choice volume, like the Rocheford. “One of
my favorites. You have excellent taste, Chan.” Dumonde said that he was
writing a gambling text of his own, a memoir he wanted to call My Life in the
Pit. It would not be a tell-all, he told Chan. He would air no one’s dirty
laundry. Instead, it would be a work of fiction, and its point would be to
glamorize the world of gambling, to elevate it out of the muck.
“The more I’m away from the casino,” he told Chan one day as they ate,
“the more I miss the old milieu. It makes me sick not being around it.”
“Go ahead,” Chan told him. “There are plenty of casinos around here.
Just stay away from the Royal.”
“Why don’t we go together, Chan? You have the car, remember? It’ll
be like old times.”
“I have no interest in reliving old times.”
“We could go on a rush. We could win enough money for me to leave.”
“No,” said Chan. “And that’s final. That’s not part of our deal.”
They ate their soup in silence. Then Dumonde said: “We could do it
with a single hundred dollar stake. We’ve done it before.” He smiled
winningly. “We’re good gamblers, Chan. You know that. We don’t even have
to go to a casino. For example, I hear Roosevelt Downs is beautiful this time
of year. We’ll go on your next free day.”
“No. But if it’ll make you feel better, you can take my car on Saturday,
when I’m off.”
“A hundred dollar stake,” Dumonde said. “That’s all it ever takes.”
Chan winced at the paltry amount. He thought of the Countess who
bet twenty-five thousand—or more—on a single turn of the card. His own
smallness of means irritated him, and he pushed his bowl away. “The soup’s
fine,” he said in reply to Dumonde’s questioning look. “I’m just not hungry.”
“You’re thinking about the track,” Dumonde said. “We’ll go Saturday.
I promise we’ll have fun.”
For the next several days, Chan noticed that Dumonde was poring over
a book from the gambling library that had lain unshelved at the bottom, a
ratty paperback of Michael Goodman’s How to Win. Dumonde took notes on
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a small pad he kept in the front pocket of his shirt. “There’s a system in
here,” he explained to Chan, “for the Daily Double. Roosevelt Downs has two
of them. If we can hit them both, you can say goodbye to both me and this
apartment.”
Like many in the industry, Dumonde had formed his own philosophy
on gambling, one that proved immune to Chan’s arguments against going to
the track. “I don’t believe in long-term statistics,” he explained. “They’re for
the losers who go every day and bet every race. We’re going for one day.
Those numbers don’t apply.”
Chan tried his best to ignore Dumonde’s imploring. But on Friday
afternoon, Dumonde interrupted Chan’s nap and insisted on showing him
two pages of math he had carefully performed in his ledger. “Look Chan. If
we had followed Goodman’s system the last two days, we would’ve turned a
hundred dollars into over six thousand.”
“Can’t we talk about this later? I’m trying to get some rest.”
“Look at the math, Chan. Please. If the numbers are not legitimate, I
promise I won’t ever bring it up again.”
The new note of desperation—an uncharacteristic crack in Dumonde’s
veneer—drew Chan’s attention. “All right,” he said. He sat up in bed and
took the ordered notes. The numbers were meticulously rendered, and he
looked them over while Dumonde explained his calculations.
The next morning, grey and drizzling rain, Chan and Dumonde drove
to Roosevelt Downs in the old hatchback. Dumonde seemed delighted by the
miserable weather, and drank the entire thermos of coffee after Chan said he
wouldn’t be having any. The rain would make the track slow and muddy,
Dumonde said, causing havoc with the odds. “Heavy variance plays directly
into our hands,” he told Chan. Chan, for his part, did not care to interrogate
Dumonde’s reasoning now that they were on their way. It was possible they
could get lucky. Chan saw it happen every night, to both deserving and
undeserving alike.
There were two Daily Doubles at Roosevelt Downs: the Early Double in
the first and second race, the Late Double in the twelfth and thirteenth.
Michael Goodman’s system was simple. They would spread Chan’s hundred
dollars over every horse in the first race, doubled with a single lone winner in
the second race. If the first Double came through, Chan and Dumonde
agreed they would parlay their winnings by similarly spreading it over every
horse in the twelfth race coupled with a single lone winner in the thirteenth.
Chan had to acknowledge that the system simplified the often Byzantine
betting options available at the teller window. There were only two questions
to consider: who would win the second race and who would win the
thirteenth?
They arrived at Roosevelt Downs early and after parking the
hatchback, walked around the paddock in the drizzle. The crowd was sparse
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due to the weather. Only the desperate and the degenerate would be out on a
day like today, Chan thought. All the while Dumonde spoke energetically. “I
like Charlie’s Kidney in the second race. He’s the second favorite, and that’s
what Goodman recommends. Runs good in the muck. Comes from an
excellent lineage. Comes from a very respected stable.” Chan only half
listened. He was looking at the tote board, estimating the various payouts
they would win in each of the instances of the number six horse, Charlie’s
Kidney, winning the second race. Dumonde’s pick was currently at 7-to-1, a
very attractive number.
At ten minutes to post for the first race, Chan and Dumonde went to
the $2 bettor window and spent all five twenties Chan had earned during the
week on ten bets: every horse in the first race coupled with Charlie’s Kidney
in the second. Chan clutched the tickets to his chest as they climbed the wet,
misty grandstand. The horses were mounted and being led around the track
by their handlers while a desultory voice introduced each over the
loudspeaker. Chan and Dumonde found an empty spot in the middle of a
scattered patch of spectators, and Dumonde immediately began chatting with
their neighbors about the rain and its effect on their picks. Chan was only
mildly interested in the outcome of the first race, as they had all the horses,
but he knew they would prefer if a middling choice came in rather than one of
the favorites. Unfortunately, at the conclusion of a slow-paced mile-and-aquarter, Centaur, at 5-to-3, finished first by two-and-a-half lengths.
Chan tore up the nine tickets that did not have Centaur’s number on
them, leaving only the single live ticket. According to the board, it would pay
off at six hundred and sixty dollars if Charlie’s Kidney won the second race.
A jumpy Dumonde left to get them more coffee in the twenty minutes before
post, and Chan watched with some amusement his old boss weaving through
the crowd, talking with strangers all the while. More people were arriving
now, filing in and distributing themselves in the grandstand. Suddenly,
Chan thought he recognized one of them, a man bundled in a heavy brown
parka. The man looked like Chimsky—he felt he could hardly mistake the
High Limit dealer’s long, extroverted gait. It was the same way he walked
around the Royal, lording over the pit dealers. Thankfully, the man chose a
section far from where Chan and Dumonde sat, at least a dozen rows away.
When Dumonde reappeared with two cups of coffee soon after, Chan
gratefully accepted his, drinking it entirely in the last nervy moments as the
horses lined up in the gate for the second race. Chimsky’s presence receded
in his mind, replaced in Chan’s thoughts with the more pressing concern—if
Charlie’s Kidney did not finish first, it would be an early afternoon indeed for
him and Dumonde.
After what seemed an interminable pause, the shrill starting bell rang
out over the grandstand. The gates opened, and the field of horses jostled
down the track, laboring in the thick muck. To Chan’s dismay, Charlie’s
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Kidney was pinned on the rail as the horses rounded the first bend and
vanished into a dense fog. Dumonde was shouting incoherently beside him,
but only the voice over the loudspeaker seemed to know in what order the
field was running. Chan strained to hear mention of the number six. When
it sounded like Charlie’s Kidney was struggling to negotiate his way through,
Chan closed his eyes and focused on the number six, imagining it getting
larger and larger, the glowing digit filling his entire range of vision. His
surroundings faded away—he no longer heard the announcer, nor Dumonde
next to him: he focused only on the shape and sound of the number. It wasn’t
until he felt the small crowd rising to its feet around him that Chan opened
his eyes. Miraculously, when the horses emerged from the fog, Charlie’s
Kidney held the lead, and was widening it with every stride!
“Didn’t I tell you?” Dumonde was shouting into his ear. “Didn’t I tell
you?”
Chan trembled with excitement as the horses thundered down the
stretch. Throwing up huge chunks of mud in his wake, Charlie’s Kidney
streaked across the finish line, clear by four lengths. Dumonde clapped Chan
on the back and almost knocked him over. Chan was too excited to care.
After collecting their breaths, they walked to the teller window to cash
the ticket. They were paid $660 in twenties, and Chan held the money. Now
came the waiting: there were nine more races to sit through, almost three
hours, before the Late Double. Chan was adamant in refusing Dumonde’s
appeals to bet at least a little something—even as small as a $2 Exacta Box—
on each race just to pass the time. Instead, they used some of their winnings
to have a light lunch in the pavilion.
After eating, they were returning to the grandstand when a voice
hailed Chan from behind. “Chan! Over here!”
Chan ignored the voice, but Dumonde halted. “There’s someone
coming,” he told Chan. “A dealer if I ever saw one.”
Chan groaned. He turned and saw Chimsky, dressed in his black
dealer pants under the brown parka, walking toward them, smiling. His
manner was magnanimous, and Chan guessed that Chimsky must be
winning too.
“Hello, Chan! Imagine running into you here!” Chimsky shook Chan’s
hand with one arm and clapped him on the back with the other. “I didn’t
know you liked to play the horses. Too bad the weather isn’t cooperating.”
Chimsky was acting far more familiar with him outside the Royal than
in it, and Chan did not appreciate this. “Hello, Chimsky,” he said.
“I don’t believe I’ve met your friend.”
“My name is Jackson,” said Dumonde, extending a hand when Chan
made no move to introduce them.
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“Sam Chimsky. The pleasure is mine. Chan and I work together at
the Royal, you know.” He nudged Chan’s shoulder. “A fine dealer. One of
our most promising.”
“I see you have an excellent eye for dealing,” Dumonde said. “I
wholeheartedly agree.”
“Likewise, sir,” Chimsky replied. “Most people don’t give the dealer a
second thought.” He turned to Chan. “Having a good day at the track?”
“We’re up.”
“We just hit the Early Double,” Dumonde interjected. Chan cringed at
the needlessly offered information. “For six-hundred and sixty dollars.”
“Ah, that’s fantastic! That’s a wonderful hit. Let it ride, I say. If you
get a little bit more money, come see us in the High Limit Salon at the
Royal.”
“We really must be on our way,” Chan said.
But as he stood there, the two men continued to converse for another
half hour. Two entire races came and went as Chimsky and Dumonde
debated their preference for big or small horses in the rain. Chan was only
able to draw Dumonde’s attention by pointing out that it was now twenty
minutes to post in the twelfth race. Chimsky appeared to want to join them,
but Chan felt secretive of the system they were playing.
“There’s an item we must discuss in private,” he told Chimsky.
“Might I suggest Pinchbelly in the thirteenth,” Chimsky said, tapping
the side of his nose with an index finger. “Take my word for it.”
After they said goodbye, Dumonde and Chan returned to the
grandstand to handicap the thirteenth race. Dumonde was leaning toward
the number three horse—Josephina, a filly. “There are five horses who could
win this,” he grumbled as the minutes steadily ticked off the board.
With five minutes left, Chan demanded that they come to a decision.
“It’s now or never,” he said. “Are we betting or not? We can always leave
with the six hundred.”
“No,” Dumonde said. “We must play the system.” He eventually
selected the number eight horse, the enormous, coal-black Pinchbelly—
Chimsky’s recommendation.
Chan rushed to the window to bet their $660 spread over every horse
in the twelfth race coupled with Pinchbelly in the thirteenth. He got back to
his seat just as the twelfth race went off. It was an unremarkable contest.
The second favorite at 3-to-1, Yankee Doodle, won wire-to-wire. Chan tore up
the losing tickets. According to the tote board, their lone remaining live
ticket—the Late Double of Yankee Doodle and Pinchbelly—would pay off at
over seven thousand if it came through—$7,162 to be exact.
The two men said nothing to each other during the twenty long
minutes until post time for the thirteenth and final race. Neither wanted to
jinx the outcome by making a foolhardy remark. Much of the crowd had
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departed already, leaving behind in the damp, gloaming dusk only the
unregenerate few. Even Chimsky appeared to have left. The atmosphere
was gloomy in the grandstand, but Chan could hardly contain his nerves as
he sat on his cold hands, shivering.
The track had turned into absolute slop after twelve races. To Chan,
the delay as the horses were led around the track and loaded into the starting
gate was excruciating. Finally, all was at the ready. Chan quieted himself.
Then the bell rang and the gates exploded open. Three horses fought their
way through the melee to the front of the pack: the number seven, Gentleman
Jim, got to the rail first, followed by the number three, Josephina. The
number eight, Pinchbelly, was close behind. The fog had lifted, and Chan
could see the entire track—around the first turn, it was Gentleman Jim,
Josephina, and Pinchbelly still running 1-2-3, leading the chasing pack by
two good lengths. Their pace was measured and deliberate. At the farthest
point from the grandstand, on the other side of the track, Chan could dimly
make out their forms as they exchanged order. Josephina made her move on
the outside and seized the lead—Gentleman Jim was beginning to fade.
Pinchbelly’s stride remained restrained and relaxed. When would the jockey
unleash him?
All the while, Dumonde whispered encouragement to the jockey—
“Steady, steady, steady.”
As they entered the back turn, Josephina opened a two-length lead on
Pinchbelly and was striving to increase it. Gentleman Jim had fallen back,
and the chasing pack was closing on him and would engulf him in a matter of
seconds. There were only two furlongs left and it was a two-horse race—the
dashing Josephina, now a full three lengths ahead of Pinchbelly, still being
held in reserve.
Chan closed his eyes, and visualized the number eight, Pinchbelly’s
number, getting larger and larger, as he’d done before. He focused on the
number eight until he could see or feel nothing else. “Number eight,” he
whispered. “Number eight, number eight…”
“Go now!” Dumonde shouted next to him. “Now!”
Chan opened his eyes. With a mere furlong left, Pinchbelly’s jockey
finally let him run. The number eight horse uncoiled his massive stride,
eating up the distance between himself and the leader at an astonishing
pace. Josephina still held the advantage, but she looked nearly spent. Her
jockey was urging the gallant horse on. The lead was now down to two
lengths, then one-and-a-half, then one, then only a neck. Less than a
hundred yards remained. Pinchbelly was running beside Josephina, still
behind by a nose with hardly any track left. They thundered across the
finish line amid the flashing of camera bulbs and raucous cheers from the
sparse crowd.
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Chan and Dumonde did not look at each other. Their eyes remained
fixed on the tote board, breathlessly awaiting the results to be confirmed and
posted. It had been a photo finish, and would take time to decipher.
Meanwhile, the announcer was thanking the exiting crowd for attending
another great day of racing at Roosevelt Downs. Soon, only Chan and
Dumonde were left in their section.
Finally, the numbers flashed on the board. 3 in second—8 in first!
Pinchbelly had won in a photo finish. Chan and Dumonde began
jumping up and down, hugging one another. On the massive video tote
board, the finish line photo showed Pinchbelly edging Josephina by the
merest pixel of a nose. The forgotten Gentleman Jim wound up finishing
dead last.

Sandman
Early in their relationship, Doctor Eccleston had told Mannheim she’d
never encountered an aura like the one that surrounded him: it was radiant
yellow, and streaked through with deep scarlet and lime, like veiny
fingers. She said it reminded her of the organ of some ancient beast—the
worm-ridden heart of a sabre tooth. Little Theo recognized the singularity of
Mannheim’s aura as well. It was growing, enlarging slowly, as his mind and
body failed to contain it.
It was anticipating, Doctor Eccleston told him, the final moment of
coalescence.
Mannheim himself did not know what it was his aura was
anticipating. He had never married or sired children, nor could he remember
ever having held any sort of ambition other than to perform his job at the
Royal competently and without fuss. He understood his subconscious was a
sort of blank wall, its repression complete. But Mannheim wanted to break
through. On the other side was an understanding which eluded him: why
had he arrived at this late point in life, having hardly made any impression
at all on the world around him?
On a gray, rainy afternoon, Mannheim arrived at Doctor Eccleston’s
and was ushered by the child directly in to the spacious office. The desk at
which they usually sat had been pushed against the wall. Mannheim was
made to take off his jacket, shoes, and socks and lie down on the dark leather
divan that now occupied the center of the room.
Doctor Eccleston connected diodes leading from his temples and his
wrists to the in-take machine. Once this was completed, Little Theo dimmed
the bulb and lit a tall, tapered candle. Doctor Eccleston placed a heavy, black
pillow over Mannheim’s eyes. The smoke was musky and sweet, and soon his
nerves calmed. As in their first interview, Doctor Eccleston sat beside him.
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“Fifty years ago,” began Theo, “there was a mother. She had a young
son. One night, he was sleeping. His mother walked into the room quietly.”
Mannheim heard him blow out the candle. Doctor Eccleston breathed
nearby. He sensed her close, hovering over his shoulders.
“She cut open her son’s arms,” Theo said.
Mannheim felt something sharp penetrate his shoulder—a nail?—and
he jumped. But there was no pain. The nail—if that was what it was—
scored its way down to the elbow, bisecting the vein, and then to the wrist. It
moved to his left arm, again starting at the shoulder, scoring the middle of it,
all the way down.
“Then she put sand inside,” said Theo.
Starting at the wrist, Mannheim felt Doctor Eccleston pressing on his
right arm vigorously with her palms, working their way up to his shoulder—
she did this several times, each time increasing the pressure with her palms.
Then she did the same with Mannheim’s left arm.
“She cut her son’s legs open,” said Theo.
The nail scored Mannheim’s right leg from the top of the thigh to the
knee, splitting the shin, all the way down to the ankle. Then the nail moved
to his left leg, again scoring the middle of it to the knee, through the shin, all
the way down.
“Then she put sand inside.”
Doctor Eccleston circled her palms around Mannheim’s right calf,
kneading upwards to his thigh—each time increasing the pressure. She did
the same with his left leg. Both these sensations and the boy’s excellent
reading served to hypnotize Mannheim, and he was already feeling very
heavy, and faint of breath. He knew what came next.
“She cut open her son’s stomach,” said Theo.
Mannheim felt the nail cutting open his belly, starting underneath his
bottom rib, circling down below the navel to his pelvic bone, and then back
around to the hollow space below the sternum.
“Then she put sand inside.”
Doctor Eccleston opened the flaps into his stomach, pushing his guts
upwards toward his heart to make room. He felt the muscles giving way,
opening itself for the filling sand. Doctor Eccleston packed in more and
more—by the time she finished, Mannheim’s belly was full, the skin over it
re-sewn and taut as a drum.
“Her son woke up in the morning,” said Theo.
A candle was relit. The smoke was strong, and pulled him back to the
divan in Doctor Eccleston’s office. With both hands, she gently removed the
pillow from Mannheim’s face. His eyes fluttered and opened.
“I can’t move,” he whispered. “Am I dead?”
Theo looked at Doctor Eccleston. “Is he dead?”
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“Your vital signs are fine, Mr. Mannheim. You’re just getting readjusted. How do you feel?”
“Heavy,” Mannheim said. He hadn’t budged. “So heavy.”
“That’s because you’re filled with sand,” Theo explained.
Slowly, Mannheim raised himself on an elbow. He tried to draw a deep
breath, and was racked by a series of dry hacking coughs. A substance that
looked like dust came out of his mouth. Doctor Eccleston ordered the child to
fetch a glass of water.
“I was somewhere else by the end,” Mannheim said. “It was the
changing room at the Royal. I was lying on a long table. The door to the
casino was open. Outside, there was a party, people dancing. I could see
couples in formal dress waltz by, right outside the door. The music was too
loud. How could they dance to it? I thought.
“Then a tall woman entered the room. She had short hair—nearly
white—and her shoulders were stooped. She was dressed like some kind of
doctor. I had collapsed during the dance, and they had brought me into the
changing room to recover. I was trying to tell the woman that I was all right,
but my mouth was full of pebbles. My throat and lungs were full of pebbles
and I couldn’t move!”
Eccleston finished recording his statement, and then tried to soothe
him. “You’ve experienced something transformative, Mr. Mannheim—a
privileged glimpse into another realm.”
“Is that my future?” Mannheim asked. He turned frantically. “Why is
everything still dark?”
Doctor Eccleston signaled the child turn on the lights, and they
withdrew to the waiting room, allowing Mannheim to put his socks and shoes
on in private. By the time he emerged, he could see again, although his
peripheral vision remained blurred. He felt slightly embarrassed, and
apologized if his behavior had been untoward. Doctor Eccleston assured him
that on the contrary, his intense vision proved that the measure had been a
success, and whatever its meaning, it should be taken quite seriously. “I
looked over the results from the in-taker, Mr. Mannheim. You had the
strongest reaction when you described seeing the dancers waltz by right
outside the door.”
“That’s when you were the most scared,” Theo explained.
(white space)
Later that evening, when Mannheim arrived in Gabriela’s office—she’d
asked him to come in early again—she remarked that Mannheim looked “a
little piqued.” “Are you feeling all right?” she asked.
“I’m fine.” Mannheim tried to smile, and ran a hand through his thin
hair, over his nose and ears. His fingers came back dry.
“Good. So what did you learn from the Countess?”
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“Nothing,” Mannheim said. “I do believe she knows something. But
she’s not telling.”
Gabriela sighed. “I’ve gotten nowhere on Chimsky’s end either. I’ve
looked through every surveillance tape since that night, and he’s been
dealing straight, thirteen or fourteen seconds per shuffle, like a machine.
We’re stuck for now.” She spun a pencil in her hand as she spoke. “We need
something—a witness, an informant. Something that will make him talk,
and won’t get us sued.”
Still parched from the afternoon in Doctor Eccleston’s chamber,
Mannheim told Gabriela he would remain vigilant, and rose to leave. But
she detained him a moment more. “On an unrelated note,” she said, pulling a
file from a drawer underneath the desk. “One of yours—Arturo Chan, pit
dealer. I don’t believe I’ve ever met him. Anyway, he’s been with us almost
six months now. Anything I should note in his review?”
“He’s an excellent dealer,” Mannheim said.
“Any complaints? From either staff or the clientele?”
“None that I know of.”
“Do the customers like him?”
“He’s quiet and polite. Many of our players prefer a serious dealer.
And he’s actually very funny when you pay attention. He won’t say anything
for twenty minutes, and then he’ll make some sort of remark that will leave
you wondering.”
“Good. We’ll say he’s passed his review with flying colors. Do you
think he’s going to stay with us?”
“Yes,” Mannheim said after a moment. “I think he likes it here—I
truly believe so.”
Gabriela shut the file. “Great. Go ahead and let him know he’s
through his probationary period.”
Mannheim nodded and left the office. As he walked down the stairs
toward the casino, the intricate spiral pattern on the carpet, which had never
before affected him unduly, made him feel queasy. He stopped and gripped
the railing to catch his breath, and unbidden, he recalled something he’d
unconsciously withheld from Doctor Eccleston and Theo that afternoon.
During his vision, the tall woman in the gown had leaned close to his ear, so
close that Mannheim could feel her breath tickling his earlobe. Her face was
Gabriela’s. Mannheim thought she was about to whisper a name, a secret,
something that would illuminate his situation. But instead, her tongue had
issued out and entered his ear, inserting a hot, hard little kernel of
something in the canal, a small pebble or pill of paper that remained there
after her tongue withdrew.
Downstairs in the casino, the music from the pit grew louder and
louder. Mannheim seized the railing with both arms and staggered down the
stairs.
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Barbara Makes a Bet
What Barbara desired was to never see Dimsberg again, but the more
time she spent away from Gambling Help, the more persistent he became,
calling her every couple days to “check in.” She even told him she was
changing her number, but to her chagrin, Dimsberg refused to believe her,
saying she was just confused, that she would come to realize this was one of
those times that try all recovering addicts.
“We’re all praying for you, Barbara,” he kept saying. “Remember
that.”
Barbara tried once to go back. She arrived twenty minutes late, so as
not to run into anyone in the parking lot. She got as far as the front door, but
stopped herself when she imagined the gruesome welcome she would receive
upon entrance: how they would embrace her and rub her hand, nod at her
knowingly, and try to make her feel as miserable and guilty as they did.
Since the night she’d bought the lottery ticket, there were two things
driving Barbara’s new state of mind. The first was the pleasant idea of
becoming a member at Hair & Now, which seemed like the direct
counterpoint to Gambling Help. The second was related to her work at the
call center. The mid-term election was days away, and the polling numbers
from her company were being paraded on the news as evidence the
Washington state gubernatorial race was 50-50. Yet Barbara strongly
disbelieved these statistics, despite having been in charge of collating them.
Her hunch that the incumbent would prevail had grown stronger in the last
week, coupled with a peculiar notion that—once gained entry—refused exit.
The Monday evening before the election, she remained in her office
until everyone was gone. Then she closed the door and placed a phone call,
dialing the number from memory.
“Hi, Chimsky,” she said. “It’s me. I have a favor to ask.”
She waited for him sitting in their old booth at Rudy’s. A whisky sour
was already in front of his seat when Chimsky arrived. His hair was slightly
disheveled, as if he had rushed to the meeting. Although Barbara could not
admit to harboring any residual romantic feeling toward her ex-husband, it
moved her a little to see how excited he was over her invitation.
“So?” he asked. “I’m all ears.”
“It’s a gambling matter, actually. I remember several months ago, you
said you lost a bet on a boxing match.”
Chimsky winced. “Thank you for reminding me, Barbara. But yes.”
“Does your bookmaker take other sorts of bets? I mean bets on things
other than sporting events.”
“For example?”
“Who’s going to win the Oscar for Best Actor, say.”
“The Oscars aren’t until March.”
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“Or who’s going to win the election tomorrow.”
“I see. And who do you think is going to win the election tomorrow?”
“I asked first.”
“I suspect,” Chimsky said, “my bookie would take a bet on just about
anything. Tomorrow’s election included.”
“Can you tell your bookie I’d like to place a wager?”
Chimsky was thoughtful for a moment. Then he smiled. “You know,
Barbara, you almost had me believing you would never gamble again. Hold
on a minute.” He left his drink on the table and strode toward the back
hallway. Barbara watched as he inserted a coin into the payphone and dialed
a number. As he waited, he smiled and winked at her, and Barbara waved.
Then he began talking, turning his back to her, the cord of the phone coiled
around his neck. He talked for less than five minutes. When he returned, he
was beaming. “It’s all set.” He wrote down a phone number on the back of
the happy hour menu, and slid it across the table to her. “His name is Fong.
Call him tonight. Just tell him who you are. I’ve explained everything.”
“Thank you,” Barbara said. “I mean it.”
“I miss you, Barbara,” Chimsky said. He held out his hand, palm up in
the center of the table. “Can’t we be friends now?”
Barbara laughed. She placed her hand over his and squeezed. “Of
course, Chimsky. Of course.”
“Can I ask you to do me a small favor in return?”
Barbara stiffened. “What is it?”
“Whoever it is that you’re betting on—would you mind playing $500 for
me as well?”
“Can’t I just tell you who I’m picking?”
“No,” Chimsky said. “I don’t want to know. I trust you.”
(white space)
On her way home that night, Barbara passed her lucky gas station,
and she pulled over to have another look at the state lottery display case.
Changing of the Card was no longer available, she noticed, replaced by a
seasonal one entitled Thanksgiving Jackpotpourri. Barbara was debating
whether or not she should buy the new card when she felt a presence sidle up
beside her.
She turned. To her utter disbelief, she saw it was Dimsberg.
“What a happy accident, Barbara,” he said, smiling. “Bumping into
you here of all places.” His shirt, with its single vertical beige stripe, looked
brand new.
“Are you following me?” she asked.
“What? No. It’s pure serendipity, Barbara.” He glanced at the display
case. “Anything catch your eye?”
“It’s none of your business,” she said, turning away. She was fuming.
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“Barbara, your gambling is our business. We’re Gambling Help, after
all. We’re here to help you.”
“If you continue to harass me, I’m going to file a police report.”
She tried to walk past him and out the door, but he held out an arm to
detain her.
“Barbara, please don’t act this way. We all care about you a great
deal.”
“Move your arm, Dimsberg. Or so help me God, I’m going to belt you in
the mouth.”
For the first time she could remember, Dimsberg appeared nervous.
His arm lowered. “If that’s how you feel, Barbara—”
She barged past him. Without looking back, she got into her car,
locked the door, and turned the ignition. The radio came on, startling her—
an ebullient DJ was introducing a new hit single called, bizarrely enough,
“The Glamorous Life.” Barbara quickly switched it off. Then she calmed
herself and drove off quietly, making sure there was no one in her rear-view
mirror.
When she got home, she poured a glass of wine, lit a cigarette, and
dialed the number Chimsky had provided. She asked for Fong, explained she
had been referred by Chimsky, and placed her bet on the election for
governor. She chose the incumbent at 6-to-5, for $1500—a thousand of her
own money, and five hundred of Chimsky’s.
(white space)
On the night of the election, Barbara stood inside her place of polling,
the auditorium in a local grade school, watching the results coming in along
with a small crowd gathered for the event. A few snacks and coffee had been
provided by volunteers, and she nibbled at a cookie absentmindedly. Its
frosting had grown a crust, sitting on the tray. Like the others, Barbara
fixated upon the updates from the various precincts—but she also wanted to
be in a public place if Dimsberg “accidentally” ran into her again.
The early numbers were too close to call. Nervously, Barbara finished
the cookie and started on the platter of crackers. She had hoped for a
blowout, with the outcome all but confirmed by eight pm, but now she knew
she was in for a long sweat. When she was younger, she would’ve found that
prospect exciting—she almost felt cheated if a win came too easily. Now, she
wanted the evening as free from stress as possible, and the updates did not
suggest that would be the case: a fifth of the precincts were in, and the race
was dead even. “It’s anybody’s election,” someone next to her said. She
looked up and it was a policeman, smiling at her. She laughed politely,
grabbed a handful of crackers, and moved quickly away.
At ten pm, the same policeman directed everyone to leave the building
as the polls were closing. The election was still too close to call. Barbara
walked out in the middle of a group of seven or eight people, and hurried to
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her car. She saw no sign of Dimsberg. She parked in the alley behind her
building just in case, and entered through the service entrance, to which only
residents held the key. Avoiding the lobby, she climbed four flights of stairs
to her floor, and once inside her apartment, bolted the front door.
Immediately, she turned on the television, opened another bottle of
wine—a nice Merlot—and settled into the couch. With over eighty percent of
the precincts in, the tide was finally swelling in favor of the incumbent—this
news awakened Barbara, and she couldn’t sit still, her fingers and toes
tapping in anticipation. It was a feeling she’d grown unaccustomed to, these
last two years she’d spent in purgatory. But the tables were finally turning.
At half past one in the morning, when the outcome was officially confirmed in
her favor, Barbara, moved to excitement, applauded the gallant loser’s
stirring concession speech. She knew that luck, good or bad, arrives in
streaks, and she had always been among the streakiest gamblers she knew.
Now Barbara could tell she was getting hot again, and she wiped grateful
tears from her eyes.

Thanksgiving Dinner
Chan and Dumonde divided their winnings from Roosevelt Downs
unequally—Chan was happy to give Dumonde the lion’s share so long as that
meant his old boss would be leaving town. Still, Dumonde lingered, saying he
wanted to spend Thanksgiving, what he called “my favorite holiday,” with his
friend Chan before striking out on his own. Chan, who had become used to
Dumonde puttering around the apartment, agreed he could accompany Chan
to the unofficial Royal Casino Staff Thanksgiving Dinner, annually hosted at
the home of Leanne and Bao. Chan learned from his colleagues that it was
an intimate affair, with never more than seven or eight attendees, including
Mannheim, a fact which gave Chan pause. But Dumonde promised Chan he
would not mention any of their past dealings together. He would say he was
an old friend from their school days in Westchester, out for a short visit. In
addition, Dumonde swore to Chan he would leave Snoqualmie immediately
after.
This last condition was one Chan insisted upon. The Tuesday before
Thanksgiving, Chan had arrived at his door from grocery shopping and heard
the phone ringing inside the apartment. He thought Dumonde might be
home, but the rings continued unabated, and when Chan unlocked the front
door and picked up the receiver, he was surprised to hear a female voice greet
him.
“Mr. Chan? This is Faye Handoko. We spoke previously at Scribes,
several months ago.”
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“Yes,” Chan said, immediately alert. “Please hold on a moment.” He
put the phone down and quickly scanned the apartment to confirm Dumonde
was not hiding somewhere. Then he said: “Sorry, Ms. Handoko. Go on.”
“We talked regarding a story my late father had written.”
“I remember.”
“I’ve discovered some information you may be interested in. About the
car.”
“Her car?”
“Possibly,” she said. “I thought you’d want to know.”
“I do. Very much so.”
“Good. Let’s meet to talk about it. How about on Friday, after
Thanksgiving—around two?”
“At the same place?”
“Let’s meet somewhere a little more quiet this time.”
(white space)
On Thanksgiving Day, Dumonde spent the better part of the afternoon
in Chan’s small kitchen, fussing over a curried pumpkin pie. Chan was
worried they might be late, but when they arrived at Leanne and Bao’s
attractive apartment, they found themselves the first guests. Two bottles of
wine were open—one red and one white—and after a glass of each, Dumonde
regaled their hosts with fictitious stories about high school life with Chan in
Westchester. Mannheim and the other guests trickled in—a cashier and a
poker dealer, neither of whom Chan knew.
Chan had only ever seen Mannheim at work, and was surprised how
pale his boss looked outside of the Royal’s warm glow. There was a kind of
ghastly, unfocused energy to his behavior as Mannheim greeted him, shook
hands with Dumonde, and inspected the foods, all the while saying how
delighted he was they were all together. While Leanne and Bao finalized the
tofurkey and white-bean dressing in the kitchen, and Dumonde was
explaining himself to the cashier and the poker dealer, Mannheim touched
Chan’s sleeve and pulled him aside.
“Chan, you’ve been with us for six months now. How do you like our
neck of the woods?”
“I’ve greatly enjoyed my time at the Royal, sir.”
“Call me Stephen,” Mannheim said. “We’re not in the pit, are we?” He
was drinking a glass of wine with one hand and waving an empty glass with
the other. “Gabriela wants you to know you’ve passed your probationary
period. We both think you’re doing a fine job.”
Chan laughed nervously. “Thank you, sir—Stephen.”
“I hope you stay with us for a very long time,” Mannheim said. Then
he paused, sighing. “Like you, I have spent a large part of my life in casinos,
Arturo. I feel at home inside them. The constant atmosphere of uncertainty,
of unknowing, appeals to me. Oddly, I am less interested in gambling. I will
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dabble, of course, who doesn’t?—but I play the basic strategies and never
vary my bet. I used to play more, but once, I suffered a very bad loss…”
Mannheim paused again, and appeared puzzled. “I swear I can’t remember
the details. But it was very bad, very substantial.”
Chan wondered about this old bet. Was Mannheim even talking about
gambling?
Placing his glasses on the sideboard, Mannheim looked around before
leaning closer to Chan. “I prefer being behind the ropes, you see, watching
the action from a safe distance. I have the final word without incurring any
of the risk. And I always back my dealers, Chan, one-hundred percent. You
can deal with perfect confidence on my watch.”
Chan nodded. “We appreciate your support, sir.”
“We do have a good crew, don’t we?” Mannheim gazed around the
living room. “I like that we can come together outside of work and enjoy one
another’s company so. Excuse me for a moment—I have something
important to tell you, but first I must refresh my glass.”
Chan leaned against the wall to await his boss’s return. He could hear
Dumonde in the kitchen, talking with Leanne and Bao about the
preparations for dinner. Several minutes passed, and he began to wonder if
he’d been abandoned. The other guests were spread around the couch,
laughing about something the cashier had done at last year’s event, and he
considered approaching them. Then Mannheim appeared, holding drinks for
himself and Chan.
“I was told by those in the know only twenty minutes more,”
Mannheim said.
For a minute, they chatted politely about their respective states of
hunger. Then, when no one had said anything for too long of a time, Chan
reminded Mannheim: “I’m curious about this matter you wanted to tell me.”
“I have been following a couple of mentors, so to speak,” began
Mannheim. His voice lowered to a whisper. “We discovered something
important together. Let me pose the question: where is time at its most
relative?”
“I can’t say, sir.”
“In a casino! Yes? That’s what we realized, Chan. The body wears
itself thin from the tension and nerves of not knowing. But most powerfully,
the mind, body and soul are devastated by losing, Chan. Prolonged losing
crushes the spirit. And I have spent more than half my adult life in casinos—
despite being a mere observer, this continuous, terrible agony of losing has
taken its toll. In my case, it is slowly destroying my mind.”
Chan was startled. “I beg your pardon?”
“In other cases, it’s the lungs. Or the legs. But there are those who
seem unaffected by all this anguish. These are the real lucky ones. Some
even seem to grow younger, while the rest of us speed to our graves.” He
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peered at Chan closely. “Are you one of these? You’ve worked in casinos for
twelve years and yet you don’t look a day over twenty-eight.”
“That’s very flattering, sir. But what do you mean about your mind?”
Mannheim looked around, and then whispered very gravely: “This is
my last Thanksgiving, Chan. I’m dying from dementia of the brain.”
Chan was dumbstruck. Haltingly, he began: “I’m sorry, sir—I really
am. How—?”
“I’ve only got a few weeks left according to the medical authorities. I’m
telling you because I don’t want this secret between us. I know you won’t
make a commotion out of it, like the others would, Chan—they would only
pity me, and throw parties on my behalf. As much as we all like one another,
they see me as their boss, outside of their experience in some way. But we
can trust each other, Arturo.”
“Certainly, sir.” Chan was moved by the request. When Mannheim
extended a hand, he quickly took it. “I promise to never throw you a party.”
Mannheim smiled and released Chan’s hand. When he spoke again,
his tone was more measured. “Is there something in your locker? In the
changing room at work?”
“What? No,” Chan said. “I usually dress at home.” Neither spoke for
a moment. Then Chan said quietly: “You’re holding up commendably well,
sir. All things considered.”
They were interrupted by a loud clamor from the dining room. “It’s
almost time!” Leanne said in glee.
“I’m going to put in a good word for you, Chan, before my time is up. I
know you’re interested in Faro.”
“I am.” Chan felt urged to reciprocate Mannheim’s openness toward
him. “I would like to deal to the Countess.”
“The Countess!” Mannheim laughed. “She hasn’t aged the entire time
I’ve known her.”
Chan’s reply was forestalled by the voice of Dumonde, exhorting the
guests to gather around the banquet table.
“Oh, by the way,” Mannheim added before the two men rejoined the
others: “Who is this Dumonde fellow? I like him.”
(white space)
After everyone had settled into their seats, Bao rolled a large silver
platter into the room. The guests applauded as Bao and Dumonde lifted it
and placed it in the center of the long table. Then Leanne rose, and asked if
anyone wanted to lead them in an interdenominational prayer of gratitude.
Chan avoided eye contact in the silence that followed, and was hardly
surprised when he heard Dumonde’s voice beside him: “I’ll say a few words if
you’ll allow me.”
Chan bowed his head and hoped for the best.
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“I am thankful to you, Chan, for introducing me to your friends, and I
hope I am not being too presumptuous in calling you all my friends as well. I
suspect we have been brought together today for a very important reason.
Yesterday, we were strangers and now we are united, the oddest of families.
“We give thanks for this past year—an eventful one, hopefully, full of
the unexpected turns that make life strange and delightful. We give thanks
for the bounty laid upon this table, under whose hand no poor creature was
hurt. Thank you, Leanne and Bao, for inviting us together on this worthy
occasion, and preparing this wonderful feast.” He raised a glass toward
them, and Leanne beamed. “Finally, on behalf of us all, I would be remiss in
not thanking you, Lord, for your most baffling creation—the world of risk.
The bet, and the free will with which to exercise that option. Thank you,
God, for coolers and heaters—the devastating loss and the miraculous win!”
“Hear, hear,” said the poker dealer, whose name Chan had learned was
Rumi. The cashier, Max, began applauding, and everyone joined in. “To
luck!” they cheered, and drank heartily, before descending upon the meal.
By half past nine, the guests had made their way to the living room
and were sprawled out on the sofas in various stages of fullness. Dumonde’s
pie had been completely devoured. Rumi looked like she could hardly move,
and Max was yawning. Mannheim was drinking with Dumonde, exchanging
stories from their respective pit careers. Chan glanced at his watch,
wondering if it were time to leave, when a knock came at the door. Bao
answered it, and Chan heard him exclaim, “Why hello there!” Looking up, he
saw over Bao’s shoulder that Chimsky and someone else had arrived. They
were ushered in, and Chimsky introduced her as Barbara, “the ex-love of my
life.” Both seemed in excellent spirits. Bao and Leanne brought the
newcomers plates of food, and they ate while chatting. Chimsky was going
around the room with Rumi, polling the various parties on some idea he was
proposing.
“Arturo,” Chimsky said. “Just the man I wanted to see. Rumi has
been kind enough to agree to deal us a true Thanksgiving treat: a dealer’s
choice poker game. I’m seeing who wants to participate. Max is out. He
hates poker. Bao’s going to bed but Leanne says she’s in. Mannheim says
he’ll play, believe it or not. Barbara’s in, of course. Dumonde says he’s
willing if you are. So how does a game of poker sound to you?”
“I don’t know,” Chan said. “What are the stakes?”
“We’re playing five-dollar antes. The rest is up to the dealer.”
Dumonde came up to them, holding a drink. “Come on, Chan,” he said,
placing his arm around Chan’s shoulders. “It’s my last night in Snoqualmie.”
“It wouldn’t be much of a game with just four,” Chimsky said. “We
need you two.”
“Exactly,” Dumonde said. “Let’s make the best of it.”
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Chan looked over at Mannheim, who was now sitting alone by himself
on the couch, lost in his thoughts. Then he considered his own wallet in his
back pocket, still plushly lined with the winnings from Snoqualmie Downs.
“All right,” he said finally, to their grins of approbation. “I guess we can play
for a bit.”

Dealer’s Choice
A surface of blue felt was unrolled, pulled taut, and clothes-pinned to
the legs of the dining room table. Rumi, the dealer, sat in the middle on one
side. The players drew cards for the seating arrangement and around Rumi,
clockwise, sat Mannheim directly to her left, then Barbara, Dumonde,
Chimsky, Leanne, and finally, to Rumi’s immediate right, sat Chan. A dealer
button rotated in the same order around the table, with the person governing
it calling the game. Rumi dealt the cards, in return for which she was toked
from each pot by the winner—“the only person in the room guaranteed to
walk out ahead,” as she happily described her situation.
During the first orbit, Leanne rolled a joint from materials she
removed from a compact wooden box on the sideboard. Chan was surprised
Leanne could be so open about smoking in front of their boss, but when the
joint reached Mannheim, he took several puffs himself. “Why not?”
Mannheim said. “We’re all friends here.” Chan decided to follow suit when
the joint reached him. Several of the other players were already deep into
their glasses—Mannheim and Chimsky, specifically—and he did not want to
be the only sober player in a game that would most assuredly be marked by
reckless play. Chan had not gambled since Snoqualmie Downs, and he felt
overdue.
The session began with a series of small uncontested pots. Chan did
not receive a playable hand until the dealer button settled on its second orbit
in front of Leanne. She called Deuce-to-Seven Lowball. Additionally, she
established that the hand should be played Pot Limit—“to spice things up.”
After tossing in his $5 ante, Chan squeezed out his hand and was delighted to
find Rumi had dealt him a pat—albeit rough—Nine: 9-8-6-5-3. He bet $20
into the pot and was raised to $50 by Chimsky. Everyone else dropped.
Chan eyed Chimsky and immediately did not trust him. He watched
Chimsky fiddling with his chips, and made the call.
Chan told Rumi he was standing pat.
“In that case, I’d better draw,” Chimsky said. He elected to exchange
one card with Rumi. Chan immediately bet $200. He was hoping Chimsky
would fold, but instead, Chimsky reached for his chips and lined up the call—
then, dishearteningly, he continued to add even more chips to the wager.
Chimsky pushed a towering stack into the middle of the table, announcing a
raise the size of the pot—$500.
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Chimsky, of course, could be bluffing. He was chatting with Leanne
about last night’s shift, but Chan thought he was trying to appear more
casual than he was feeling.
After waffling ten seconds, Chan said he would call.
“Good call,” Chimsky said. He flashed an Ace. “Thanks for the brick,
Rumi.”
Courteously, Chan fanned his hand face-up on the table, and gathered
in the sizeable pot Rumi was pushing towards him. There was over $1200 in
it. Chan stacked the chips deftly with both hands, sharing $20 of it with
Rumi. Chimsky, acting none the worse for wear, pulled out his wallet and
rebought another $500.
Thereupon, the game grew wilder in complexion. Glasses were refilled,
a fresh joint rolled, and dwindling stacks were replenished with ready cash.
In this atmosphere, the button fell to Dumonde, and to Chan’s annoyance, he
called Five-Card Stud, Deuces Wild, a game Chan had never known anyone
else to enjoy.
He surrendered his hand—a Jack with a Seven in the hole—very early,
then watched as the pot ballooned to $1000 between Dumonde and
Mannheim. On the last street, Dumonde bet $900 with four Hearts showing,
and the action fell to Mannheim and his two Aces. Chan saw Mannheim was
almost undoubtedly beaten, and he hoped to see his boss fold—quickly. But
instead, Mannheim appeared to be preparing his remaining chips to call!
“I’ve gone this far,” Chan heard him say.
No! Chan thought emphatically. Fold!
Mannheim was in the act of pushing his chips across the line. But just
as he was about to, he paused, cocking his head slightly, as if he sensed
Chan’s mental remonstrance. But then he sighed, and pushed his chips in
anyway, all in a heap. “I’ll pay to see it,” he said.
Dumonde smiled, his white teeth gleaming. He turned over the Ace of
Hearts in the hole. “I never bluff,” he said politely as he gathered in the rest
of Mannheim’s chips.
To Chan’s dismay, beginning from this mistake, Mannheim’s selfcontrol steadily eroded over the next hour. Chan watched his boss go on tilt,
playing every hand to the end, splashing in pots when he should have long
given up. Equally erratic was his behavior. When it was his turn,
Mannheim repeatedly called Sandman, a nonsensical variant of Guts that
Chan was sure his boss had made up on the spot. On another occasion, after
losing a large pot to Barbara, Mannheim began to mutter a rhyme under his
breath—
“Excuse me?” Barbara asked.
“I was just saying,” said Mannheim: “’No one knows where the hobo
goes when it snows.’”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
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“Years ago, customers would say it after they lost a big hand.”
“It sounds unlucky to me,” Barbara said, and Chan silently agreed.
But he could only bite his tongue as he saw—hand by hand—Mannheim
losing and rebuying twice more for $500 each time, now repeating whenever
he lost the unpleasant incantation which appeared to draw nothing but
further misfortune to him.
(white space)
Near three in the morning, Leanne was felted by a cruel river card in a
Hold’em hand, losing all her chips to an apologetic Barbara. Because Leanne
was the host and no doubt desired to see the game conclude now that she had
busted, the remaining five players agreed they would play just one more
hand. Leanne remained in her seat, consoling herself with a nightcap. The
button sat in front of Chan.
“Well?” Rumi asked. “What shall it be?”
Chan thought back to his favorite game, playing penny ante with
schoolmates. “How about Lowball?” he said. “We’ll each ante $50 and play
for table stakes.”
Dumonde whistled. “Nice, Chan. Ending with a bang.”
“What about wild cards?” Chimsky said. “It’s the last hand.”
Chan turned over the possibilities: Deuces, one-eyed Jacks, suicide
Kings. But none of them felt right. Then the image of a card occurred to
him. “Rumi, please put the Joker back in the deck.”
Chimsky’s eyes lit up. “Perfect, Chan.”
Rumi dealt the cards, five to each player. Chan inspected his hand,
and his spirit rose when he saw that it contained so many of the little cards
he’d hoped for: A-2-2-3-4.
Chan looked up, and Dumonde, sitting directly across the table,
winked at him, before opening for $200.
Chimsky immediately called.
It was now up to Chan. He threw in the $200, and so did Mannheim
and Barbara. With the antes, the pot now contained over twelve hundred
dollars.
Starting with Mannheim and proceeding in turn, every player
exchanged one card with Rumi except Mannheim, who drew two.
Chan discarded the Deuce of Diamonds, all the time watching the
other players’ reactions. Mannheim appeared annoyed as he checked.
Barbara’s check, on the other hand, looked determined, like she held some
sort of middling calling hand.
When it came to Dumonde, though, he did not hesitate. “I’m all in,” he
announced, moving at least two thousand dollars into the pot.
Chimsky had over $1300 in front of him. Quickly, he counted
everything up and pushed his chips in next to Dumonde’s. “You can’t have it
every time,” he said as he called.
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The action fell to Chan. He placed his left hand over his new card,
and, very slightly, he lifted the edge off the felt with his thumb, revealing the
corner a millimeter at a time. The first thing he detected was the color of it.
Red. Then, that it was a small card. Chan’s heart leapt. It was the Six of
Diamonds! He’d made the second best possible hand!
Chan was now confident the pot was his. Surreptitiously, he eyed his
stacks—in three neat rows, Chan estimated he had nearly $1700 in front of
him. He looked at the huge pot in the middle of the table, and was about to
join his money with the other players’, when his gaze passed over Dumonde.
His old boss was carefully inspecting the fingernails of his left hand,
something Chan had never seen him do before.
Dumonde caught Chan’s gaze, and quickly lowered his hand. “So
Chan, you look like you’re at least thinking about calling. But remember: I
never bluff.”
This statement gave Chan further pause. It began occurring to him
that despite making a hand—the second best possible hand—it still was not
good. Dumonde was either warning him, or trying to goad him into calling.
Either way, Chan knew he should fold. For a brief moment, he shut his eyes
and focused on Dumonde’s thin, white set of teeth. They felt sharp to Chan.
Chimsky cleared his throat. “Chan, please—I hate to be impolite, but
sometime tonight.”
Chan apologized. After another moment, he silently folded.
“I’ll join you,” Mannheim said, pushing his cards into the muck.
Barbara passed as well. “I don’t think my hand’s good anymore.”
At showdown, Chimsky promptly turned over his cards. “I’ve got a
Six,” he said, revealing the 6-5-4-3-A. “I hope that’s good.”
Chan did not think so. Dumonde was grinning, showing his new set of
teeth.
“Good hand, Chimsky—but you’re not going to believe this.” Dumonde
fanned his cards elegantly on the table. “I’m holding the nuts.”
Chan was elated—he was right to fold!
Dumonde began collecting the massive pot Rumi was pushing towards
him. Even as the others were rising and stretching, Chimsky fumed in his
chair—“It’s the story of my life!” he exclaimed.
“Come on, Chim, we’re all adults here,” Barbara said. “Let these poor
people go to sleep.”
Chan was still buzzing. He could hardly believe he had so narrowly
avoided Chimsky’s fate—by all rights, he should have lost all his chips. As
they drove back to the apartment in an exhausted, post-haze glow, he could
not conceal his glee from Dumonde, and they chatted amiably about the last
hand. “You’re getting sharper, Chan,” Dumonde told him. “Still,” he added,
smiling, “I wouldn’t have minded if you’d called.”
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The next morning, Chan awoke past noon, bleary of eye and slightly
nauseous, to find, to his immeasurable relief, his apartment vacated as
promised. The events of the previous night—his talk with Mannheim, the
poker game—were already fading in his memory, like a dream. On the coffee
table was a note, written in Dumonde’s fine hand. It thanked Chan for his
graciousness, and promised a “significant” mention in his book, My Life in
the Pit, in a chapter about Daily Doubles. Sitting on the couch in the living
room, which felt larger now without Dumonde’s presence, Chan carefully
folded the note and placed it in the flyleaf inside the Goodman book, which
had been Dumonde’s favorite, as a kind of souvenir of his stay.
That night at the Royal, Chan dealt freely and easily for the first time
in two months, and throughout his shift, his tables stayed full and lively,
many of the players leaving substantial winners.
(white space)
The following afternoon, Faye Handoko told Chan it was the
peculiarity of their first meeting that drew her interest. “My father was an
investigative reporter when he was younger,” she said. They were sitting at
a small table in the back of a bar called Rudy’s, underneath the shadow of a
mounted moose head . “He met with informants fairly regularly. He called
them work friends.” She paused to sip her drink. “But nowadays, the paper
prints mostly wire copy. You’re the first person who’s ever asked me about
one of his stories.”
Faye was, as in their first meeting, small, dapper, and this time,
dressed more casually, in a sweater off one shoulder and jeans. “I’m glad you
called,” Chan told her. The bar was empty that afternoon, and they spoke
softly.
“You said when we met previously the old woman’s car was a silver
Rolls Royce Phantom,” Faye continued. She pushed two documents across
the table, faxed forms. “I took the liberty of contacting someone in the
Department of Licensing who owed me a favor. It turns out there are only
two vehicles matching that description in the entire Snoqualmie County
database. The first is owned by a high-end limousine company. The second
is privately owned.” Before Chan could look at the documents, she placed her
hand over his, halting him. “Remember,” she said. “This information is
strictly confidential. My friend could lose her job.”
“I understand,” Chan said.
The Phantom belonging to the limousine company was a recent
vintage, and not the one he was after. Chan flipped the page. This one
described a 1965 model Phantom V, silver in color, registered to a Thomas
Eccleston. The name puzzled Chan. Then he realized that Thomas Eccleston
must be the Countess’s driver.
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“Recognize anything?” Faye said, pointing to the place of residence
listed for the vehicle—1442 Majestic Avenue. It was the address of the Royal
Casino.
“What does it mean?”
“It suggests the owner has no permanent place of residence. My friend
said that’s what people sometimes do when they live out of an RV or camper.
They make an arrangement with a relative or a business to collect their
mail.”
“What an odd notion,” Chan said. “The Countess with no home.” He
imagined her and the driver living in the Phantom, stopping only to gamble
at the Royal. No wonder no one knew where she lived!
Faye shrugged. “It’s certainly unusual.” She looked around the bar,
before leaning close to Chan. “So,” she said, “have you learned anything more
about her system?”
Chan recalled the night of his pursuit, and shook his head. “Only more
questions. As far as I’ve heard, she hasn’t played a hand in several weeks.”
“What’s she waiting for?”
Chan shrugged. “I’ve no idea.” He placed his straw on the table, next
to his empty glass, and glanced over at their waiter.
Chan had recognized him immediately. It was the same spiky-haired
boy he’d sat with at the public library, months ago. The boy’s re-appearance
now, while he was chatting with Faye, served to raise in Chan’s mind an odd
sense of the connectedness of things. The coincidence wasn’t surprising—
Snoqualmie at its heart was a very small town. But it was the contingency of
moments, of events, and of people that struck Chan. He took a deep breath,
shutting his eyes momentarily, and when he re-opened them, Faye was
looking at him from across the table, a quizzical and bemused expression on
her face.
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HIGH LIMIT SALON
There exist untold pathways that twist between the world of the infinite and
the soul of man, most of which remain undiscovered. The three most direct
are dreams, first and foremost; second, art; and lastly, the wagering of
prodigious sums of money.
—Les Caprices du Hasard (The Vagaries of Chance), Marquis de Rocheford,
1887.
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Body & Soul
In the midst of a spectacular heater, one with no signs of cooling,
Barbara promised herself she would be smarter this time. After setting aside
enough of her winnings to pay two months’ rent, she calculated she still had
sufficient funds to consider joining the members-only club in the old
Snoqualmie Theater: the place called Hair & Now. When she returned to the
location the Monday after Thanksgiving, she saw the large windows were
now draped in lavish, gold-tinted Grand Opening banners. An arrow lit by
flashing bulbs enticed her to enter and Barbara did, feeling curious and
apprehensive about her new venture.
There were several people chitchatting in the lobby—young, fit and
dressed in chic leotards—who looked up as she entered. She smiled
nervously at them and then saw with relief that the enormous red-haired
man she had spoken with previously, Simon, was working the front desk. He
recognized her immediately and rose to greet her, saying “Hello! Welcome
back! Barbara, isn’t it? So glad you returned.”
“I like what you’ve done here,” she said, looking around. The lobby
was freshly tiled in a lush green-and-white checkerboard, and tall
houseplants surrounded the doorways leading to the salon and gym. “Nice
touch with the ferns.”
“My idea,” Simon said, smiling. “I’m hoping you’ve returned to sign
up.”
“I think I might’ve talked myself into it,” she said. She took one of the
brochures from the reception desk and opened it, pointing at the Body & Soul
package. “I want this.”
Simon clasped his hands together. “That’s fantastic, Barbara! You
won’t be disappointed.”
Barbara paid for twelve months up front, $2000 in cash, counting out
the twenty $100 bills on the counter quickly and efficiently. Simon
respectfully watched as the pile of bills accumulated in front of him and then,
collecting them, he inserted the sheaf into a yellow envelope he placed inside
a desk drawer. He wrote out a receipt, and handed it to her, along with a
blank form attached to a clipboard. Barbara spent a moment filling it out
with various personal data.
“Your last name is Chimsky?” Simon said, looking it over.
“Yes. It’s not my name—I’m divorced.”
“Is your ex-husband a dealer? We may know him.”
“I wouldn’t be surprised,” Barbara said. “He comes into contact with a
lot of people.”
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“Yes, of course.” Simon was silent as he perused the rest of the form.
When he was finished, he shook her hand vigorously. “Welcome to the club,
Barbara. We’ll have everything in order for you by tomorrow.”
The next afternoon, Simon escorted her to her personal locker in the
spacious and carpeted changing room. The carpet was maroon, accented by
overlapping gold circles. Imprinted on an embossed plaque above her locker
was her name (“Barbara C.”), followed by her membership number (#17) and
the current year (1984). Several of the lockers close by had plaques on their
doors, but the rest were empty. Simon assured her word of mouth was
quickly spreading through Snoqualmie, and that they would have a full
coterie of members very soon—by the following spring.
“We only have room for two hundred,” he said. “After that, we expect
to have a very long waiting list.”
In her first week of membership, Barbara spent much of her time on
the second floor, in the café. She went there on her lunch break to take a
light meal, a salad and half an egg salad sandwich, and began meeting the
other members as they trickled in. Member number one was a businessman
who lived upstairs in the same building as the the club, and Barbara rarely
saw him. Member number two was an older, gray-haired woman named Sue
Murphy, and they quickly hit it off. Sue told Barbara she was the mother of
one of the primary investors in the club, a son she referred to as “my sweet
Henry,” whom Barbara did not know.
Dutifully, Barbara attended an aerobics class every third day, despite
protests from her ill-toned body. Simon was a very energetic and generous
instructor, while Quincy was more quiet and cerebral. Barbara also quickly
availed herself of her two salon visits per month, where she entirely gave her
hair over to the whims of a talkative stylist named Monty. His thin, perfect
eyebrows reminded her of a silent film actor. He convinced her to get a
feathered perm with frosted tips, and Barbara hardly recognized herself in
the mirror afterwards, her face framed by the ghostly new halo. She was
nervous about her co-workers’ reactions, but they seemed genuinely
impressed—in the weeks to follow, several of her colleagues got their own
perms and dyes, and the office, which had previously looked like a relic from
the 1970s, was transformed into what one of her interns described as “new
wave.”
Each day after work, Barbara returned to the club, going around with
Sue Murphy and introducing themselves to new members. She plunged into
her life at Hair & Now as she had plunged into new endeavors in her past—
with full vigor and intensity—and she soon knew most everyone. The people
struck her so different from the ones she knew at Gambling Help. They were
vibrant, full of life, and passionate about things: she could tell by the way
they moved and the way they spoke, quickly and energetically. They never
seemed to be on the verge of tears, nor close to revealing any shameful secret,
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which Barbara greatly appreciated. Soon, along with Sue Murphy, she
became the de facto head of the welcoming committee at Hair & Now, both of
them lying somewhere in that liminal space between esteemed charter
member and unofficial staff.
(white space)
Once a week now, Barbara and Chimsky met at Rudy’s in their usual
spot—they had settled into what she felt was the most satisfying point in
their relationship thus far, including their marriage: a deep, convivial care
without, as she thought of it, any of the bullshit. Chimsky, of course, desired
more, but their weekly drink sufficed for the time being. Inevitably, their
talk would turn to Chimsky’s latest gambling endeavors, but Barbara did not
allow herself to be drawn back into his web, no matter how certain he was of
this or that outcome.
She did not tell him about Hair & Now until she had been a member
for several weeks, after she had gotten her hair styled and was confident she
had not made a mistake. Chimsky was immediately and obviously taken
with her new look, and kept commenting on how fresh and inventive she
appeared—“like someone from MTV,” he said. When she told him where
she’d had it done, he was surprised, but wanted to know everything about the
place.
“You said it’s run by a couple guys,” Chimsky said. “Named Simon and
Quincy?”
“Yes. They said they know you.”
“That was in another capacity.”
“Well, tell me or not, Chim. It’s up to you.” It was a chilly Tuesday in
early December, and quiet at the bar. As was their normal practice now, they
were sharing a large bowl of noodles with their drinks.
“Do you have any idea where their money comes from?” Chimsky said
after a moment.
“Will it affect my opinion of them?”
“It could. That’s why I hesitate to say.”
“Is it something illegal?”
“Nothing too untoward,” Chimsky said. “But remember my little
trouble with the bookmaker a few months ago? Remember how I put you in
touch with someone to place your election bet?”
Her winnings from the election had been delivered in a stuffed
envelope—Chimsky had picked it up for her, at his insistence that he was
going over to Fong’s anyway. Now she pushed her chair back from the table
and crossed her legs. “They’re bookmakers?”
“Not them exactly,” Chimsky said. “But the person who’s bankrolling
them—his name is Fong. Or Murphy.”
It was Barbara’s turn to be surprised. She imagined the polite, older
woman—Sue Murphy—and all her talk about her “sweet Henry.” Could it be
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the same person? She couldn’t see why not. “That’s very interesting. But no,
I’ve never actually met him. I’m friends with his mother.”
“Really? That guy has a mother? Anyway, I just thought you should
know what you’re getting yourself into.”
“Well, I’ve got nothing to do with that. The club is legitimate, and
that’s what I care about. As for the gambling, I only intended to ever make
that one bet.”
“I didn’t mean to alarm you,” said Chimsky. “I’m sure it’s all above
board.”
“It’s beautiful inside—very tasteful. You should drop by sometime and
take a look,” Barbara added politely, although she was unsure whether she
really wanted her ex-husband in that part of her life.
Thankfully, he seemed dismissive of her suggestion. “That’s your
thing, Barbara. I’m not exactly the healthy type, if you haven’t noticed. I’m
just happy you’re happy.” He raised his glass and drank it in one gulp. “I’m
especially glad you’re no longer going to that other thing.”
“Chim,” Barbara said. “Please. I needed Gambling Help once. But
this is what I need now.” She smiled at him and leaned back in her chair. It
was interesting news, what Chimsky had told her, but she found that, if
anything, it made her more intrigued about Hair & Now and its owners than
before. The idea that they were engaged in the world of gambling behind-thescenes seemed to her, in her new state of openness, to be a fact loaded with
meaning—it was as if all her interests in life, past and present, were
converging at one time, and in her mind, the club shone with an additional,
darker luster now.
(white space)
The next day, Barbara entered the club doors and Quincy, who was
sitting behind the front desk, flagged her down as she was heading upstairs
to the café.
“New members?” she asked. It had become customary for Simon and
Quincy to let her know who had signed up so that she and Sue could look out
for them.
“Yes, several,” Quincy replied. “It’s been a good week. But one in
particular—a man. He put you down as a referral.”
Barbara had told several of her colleagues about the place, and
wondered if one of them hadn’t decided to take the plunge. Or had Chimsky
changed his mind? “Who? Let me see the name,” she said.
“It’s right here.” Quincy shuffled through the paperwork on the desk.
He pulled out a form and turned it so that it faced her on the counter. “He
came in this morning. Do you know him?”
For a second, Barbara scanned the page without its information
registering. Then she saw the name signed at the bottom of it, and her blood
froze. Written in jagged block letters was Arthur A. Dimsberg. He was 48
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years old, lived in East Snoqualmie, and had listed as his reasons for joining,
“exercise, healing, and the company of new friends.”

Another Audition
After his meeting with Faye, Chan began driving to the Royal two
hours earlier than was required for his shift in order to espy the Countess
and her driver as they arrived for their nightly engagement with the Faro
table. Chan did this even on his off night, loitering at the boundaries of the
casino entrance, dressed in his dealer garb so as not to draw undue attention.
Regarding the Countess, Chan noticed only the slightest deviations in time
and dress from evening to evening: sometimes, the Phantom was a minute
early or late, which Chan attributed to traffic. Despite the color of her gowns
changing, the cut remained the same, as if all her dresses had been made by
a single hand. He noticed both he and the Countess preferred rich, deep
hues, shades of red in particular.
Her driver—Thomas Eccleston, Chan assumed—appeared to have only
one outfit: a gray chauffeur’s jacket with two columns of brass buttons
tapering from the shoulders down to a thin waist, and gray blousy pants
stuffed into shiny black calf-length jackboots. Over the period of Chan’s
observation, a thin, black mustache was starting to form on the driver’s
upper lip.
The driver went outside twice an evening, to have a smoke and look
over the car. The rumor was that he was mute, and Chan saw no one
attempt to converse with him at any time, although he was cordial with the
valets, inclining his head in passing.
During this period of observation, Chan carried a note he’d composed
to the Countess, using one of the blank sheets left behind by Dumonde. After
several attempts, the letter of introduction read simply:
Esteemed Madam,
I am interested in learning your system at Faro.
Would you consider teaching me?
Signed, Arturo Chan, Pit Dealer.
Chan was not used to obtruding, making himself a nuisance (or worse)
in a stranger’s eyes, and for two nights, he failed to deliver the note, excusing
himself for the reason that it was a particularly busy time in the pit. But
when he carried the message with him to the casino on the third night, he
was determined to convey it at the first opportunity. He knew the driver’s
pattern: the man would go outside at one am for a cigarette and to check on
the Phantom, and Chan made sure to engineer his downs with Mannheim so
that his break corresponded with this time.
At five minutes to one, Chan sat on the couch in the lobby, vaguely
flipping through the pages of a recent Casino Times. His eyes were on the
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entrance vestibule, a high arch surrounded on either side by a suit of armor.
Several minutes passed before the driver emerged. Chan watched him walk
by, then rose from the couch and followed him through the revolving doors.
He saw the driver standing several feet away, underneath the awning, his
back to the casino, smoking. Chan steeled himself and made his approach.
“Excuse me, sir,” he said. The driver did not turn around, and Chan
plunged on: “My name is Arturo Chan. I’m a pit dealer. I have a note I
would like conveyed to your madam.”
Still, the driver smoked calmly, appearing not to hear at all.
“Sir?” Chan tried again. “Mr. Thomas Eccleston?”
The name did the trick: the driver gave a little start, and turned to
look at Chan, seeing him for the first time. He extinguished the cigarette
under his heel, parted his lips, and spoke very thinly and softly: “How is it
that you know my name?”
“My apologies,” Chan said. “I discovered it through your vehicle’s
registration.”
“It’s not my vehicle,” the driver said. He looked around to ensure no
one was near. “What is it you want?”
“I would like to learn from your mistress,” Chan said. “Her system of
gambling.”
The driver’s thin mustache twitched. “You’ve made some sort of
mistake,” he said. “She has no students.”
“Nevertheless, could you pass along this message on my behalf?” Chan
held out the note. “I would like her to decide if she will speak with me.”
The driver looked at Chan again. Then he took the note and put it in
the front pocket of his jacket. “You can be assured she will hear about this,
although I can hardly vouch for a favorable response—or any response at all.”
“Thank you, Mr. Eccleston. That’s all I ask.”
The driver turned and walked away without closing remark, the heels
of his boots resounding hollowly against the pavement. Chan watched as he
slowly circled the Phantom, buffing small spots on the tire well and bumpers
with a handkerchief. When it seemed like he wouldn’t be done soon—
perhaps he was purposely delaying—Chan left and returned inside.
(white space)
The rest of the week, Chan made it a point to make himself available
at the Royal at one am. At that hour, Eccleston would stride through the
lobby and go outside to smoke and inspect the car, but there was no
indication he was aware of Chan’s presence on the couch, much less that he
had any information to pass along. Watching him come and go, Chan
wondered whether he shouldn’t inquire as to the effect of his note, and was
beginning to entertain the idea it had been for naught—maybe the Countess
had read and dismissed it. Or she hadn’t read it at all.
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Sitting in his usual place, Chan was mulling over these possibilities
one evening—a strangely quiet Friday, the last day of November—when, at
five minutes to one, a shadow passed over the couch. He looked up and the
driver stood over him, hands on hips.
Outside, the driver indicated with his head.
Chan silently obeyed, following him through the doors, and when they
were alone under the awning, the driver said to him, “Please listen carefully.
My mistress has read your message. After several days of consideration, she
has decided to offer you—against my urgings—a one-time audition.”
Chan was unsure if he’d heard correctly. “An audition? What kind?”
“A dealer audition. She would like to play a hand on your deal.”
“When? Where?”
“Tomorrow night,” the driver said. “In the pit. At two am, when we
leave the casino. We will stop by your Blackjack table.”
“But what is this about?” he asked. “What happens if I pass? And, for
that matter, how do I pass?”
“Your first two questions I cannot answer,” the driver said. “As for
your last question, the answer should be fairly obvious. You will deal her one
hand, and of course, she must win the hand.”
During the rest of his shift that night, Chan could hardly keep his
attention on the paltry five-dollar bets the players at his table were making.
Finally—finally!—he’d created for himself an opportunity—a dealer audition,
no less, something he had never failed to pass before. Yet, this audition had
to result in a victory for the player, and this was a factor that, by all logic,
was beyond his means to control.
Or was it? Recently, Chan had perceived inklings that there was some
aspect of influence that was within reach: at the race-track with Dumonde,
he’d seemingly willed Charlie’s Kidney and Pinchbelly to triumph; then in
the Thanksgiving poker game, on the last hand, he’d seen through
Dumonde’s normally unflappable stare.
Could this influence translate to the dealing of cards? It had never
before, and Chan had stopped trying long ago to will winners and losers into
the hands of his customers. Invariably, the smiling, the most generous would
be the ones to whom he administered horrible, improbable beats, while the
angry players, the ones who entered casinos with chips on their shoulders,
would not lose for an entire shoe, building tall stacks they would cash out
without tossing him a single dollar. And so it went that evening, despite
Chan’s renewed attempts to visualize the next card in Blackjack for the
benefit of the players he favored.
Undeterred, Chan tried again when he got home. He thoroughly
showered, then turned off the lights and lit a pine scented candle. From the
book shelf, he removed a deck of cards and fanned it face-up on the coffee
table. He closed his eyes and meditated on each card, visualizing its face, the
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arrangement of pips, the particular shades, the suits. When he was confident
he knew the exact appearance of each card, he began dealing out hands of
Blackjack. The player—he imagined the Countess with her driver standing
close behind—received a Nine and an Eight for Seventeen. Chan had a Ten
showing. Chan closed his eyes and concentrated on his second card,
visualizing it as a small card, a Five or Six—no, Chan had to be more precise.
He focused on a Six of Diamonds. He turned it over and it was a Deuce of
Clubs. Not bad. He hovered his hand over the next card in the deck,
imagining it as a bust card. The Jack of Spades. He imagined it until he
could see it clearly: side-profile, one-eyed, brandishing a scepter. He held the
vision for as long as he could. Then he flipped the card over: it was the Seven
of Clubs. “Player loses,” Chan muttered.
He dealt the rest of the deck this way, focusing on specific cards he
wanted to appear. Unfortunately, a card completely different would turn up,
making his hand instead of the player’s, or busting the player instead of him.
He was close on several occasions: a pip or two off, or the right color but
wrong suit. Chan decided he would continue until he achieved a perfect
match.
It took four times through the deck before it happened. Chan
visualized a Five of Diamonds, imagining it getting larger and larger, until
red drowned his entire field of vision. He seized the next card off the deck
and turned it over, and there it lay.
(white space)
At two am on Saturday night, Chan saw them approaching, the
Countess and her entourage. There were only two players at his table, the
mother and daughter—both regulars—and Chan watched over their
shoulders as the retinue slowly wound its way through the casino and toward
the pit. Dampness formed on his brow as the entourage neared and
eventually halted several yards from the table. A buzz arose over this detour
from the Countess’s pattern—Chan could not hear them, but he saw her
signal to her driver, and the two broke off from the party, shuffling toward
him.
“Welcome to the table,” he said, as heat colored his cheeks and neck.
Chan could feel Mannheim hovering behind him, watching.
In her gloved left hand, the Countess grasped a single black hundreddollar chip. Everyone watched as she placed it in the betting circle, and then
looked at him expectantly. “Please proceed,” she said. Her voice was
powerful and undisturbed, and fuller than Chan had imagined.
Nonplussed, he quickly dealt out the hands. He had an Ace showing.
Playing ahead of the Countess, the mother and daughter received a
Seventeen and a Nineteen, and both stood pat. The Countess held a Ten and
a Five for Fifteen, but she did not even pause when the action fell to her. She
immediately waved off the offer of an additional card.
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Instead, she stared at Chan, as if saying, what now?
Chan slowed his breathing. Inhaling, he turned over the card beside
his Ace: it was a Deuce, giving him Three or Thirteen. Chan exhaled—now
he had a chance.
He closed his eyes and imagined a bust card, the King of Hearts. Faceon, long locks of hair, sword in hand, plunged into the skull. He pushed out
the next card in the shoe and flipped it over. It was a Nine instead, making a
hard Twelve.
Again, Chan paused. He looked at the Countess regarding him across
the table—standing behind her, exactly as he’d envisioned during his
practice, was the driver, one hand on the back of her chair, the other hanging
loosely at his hip. Chan closed his eyes and moved the next card out of the
shoe by feel. Once more, he focused on the King of Hearts: the long, flowing
locks, the sword, the suicide. He opened his eyes at the same moment he
turned the card over, and saw paint first (!), then that he’d dealt himself not
the King but the Jack of Hearts.
“Dealer busts!” Chan announced proudly, relieved.
The mother and daughter high-fived one another, while the Countess
hardly reacted at all, though she continued to stare intently at the cards on
board. Chan paid them, the mother and daughter winning $10 and $15,
respectively, and the Countess $100. The old woman picked up her two black
chips from the felt and slowly rose from the chair, whereupon the driver gave
her his arm to lean against.
In one deliberate, agile movement belying her age, she flicked one of
the black chips toward Chan, and he watched as it turned end-over-end
through the air, bounced once off the felt, and came to rest mere inches from
his toke box.
“Thank you, Madam,” Chan said. He bowed his head slightly, and
watched as she and the driver rejoined their retinue. Meanwhile, at his
table, the small crowd gathered around them began to disperse, and Chan
could plainly hear their talking.
“How old do you think she is?”
“A hundred.”
“At least!”
“She must be worth five million.”
“Easily.”
“Strange,” uttered Mannheim quietly. “You think you’ve seen it all,
and then something comes along and shatters all your pre-established
notions.”
“Sir?”
“The Countess. As far as I know, she’s never placed a bet in the pit
before—until now. I think she’s taken a liking to you,” Mannheim said,
patting Chan on the back, before walking away to tend the other tables.
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Fugue
It was winter now—wet, unceasing—and only inside the walls of the
Royal did Stephen Mannheim continue to feel like himself, alive and whole,
and certain he was both. His dealers, suspecting nothing, treated their boss
as they always had, with a casual cordiality expressed through inside jokes
and similar benign remarks. Chan remained deferential and polite, never
bringing up the subject of his impending death again. Mannheim felt solid
and substantial standing in the center of the pit, where time passed with no
reference to the world outside, where no difference existed between living one
or a thousand days more.
Whenever he exited the casino, however, Mannheim felt himself
splintering—physically and psychically. He had begun relying on extensive
notes, directions and lists he wrote reminding himself how to get home, his
schedule for the day, when and what he’d eaten so as to not forget a meal. It
was in these lost moments, when he would emerge into consciousness in some
strange location, that it was becoming more and more clear to Mannheim he
was nearing the end.
These moments—what Mannheim called his own private fugues—had
begun more than a year ago. Through his work with Doctor Eccleston and
Theo, Mannheim could now remember two of these episodes vividly—he
“came to” once sitting in an empty, darkened movie theatre, the end of the
credits scrolling on the screen, an usher with a broom gently nudging his
shoulder, saying, “Sir? The show’s over, sir.” Another time, he awoke in a
nightclub, music blaring and drink in hand, his wallet gone. Everyone
seemed to know his name—and called him Steve!—slapping him on the
shoulder even as he was trying to exit and regain his bearings.
Mannheim would find all kinds of detritus in his pockets—torn halves
of tickets, matchbooks, receipts, business cards—he would deposit these in a
drawer in his kitchen to forget about, despite his intention of eventually
piecing them together to form an idea of his whereabouts during these lost
moments. From the places he’d visited, like the theater and the nightclub,
Mannheim discovered his “fugue self” was far more social than his real one,
as if a complete lack of memory allowed him to be a person he wasn’t, but
perhaps could’ve been.
The morning after the Countess played a hand of Blackjack in the
pit—an event so remarkable it left the Royal buzzing in its wake—Mannheim
arrived at Doctor Eccleston’s in the afternoon carrying his entire junk drawer
in both arms. Doctor Eccleston had promised (for an additional fee) she
would work alongside Mannheim to aid in deciphering his mysterious
movements. In a previous life, she said, she’d been an accountant, and the
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beginning of their task that afternoon proved little more than the sorting and
categorizing of each item into date and kind.
Little Theo quickly grew bored watching this. Seeing the child’s
dissatisfaction, Mannheim explained that he was only weeks from the end,
according to both the doctor’s timetable and theirs, and it was time to get his
affairs in order. In the past several days, he told Theo, he’d visited his bank,
several lawyers, as well as Snoqualmie’s two leading funeral parlors.
“What did you find out, sir?”
“Yes,” Doctor Eccleston enjoined, peering up from a stack of receipts.
“What did you find?”
“Well,” Mannheim said, “even though I have hardly any assets to
speak of, the lawyers still encouraged me to write a will for the disbursement
of my personal effects.”
“May we have some of your stuff, sir?” Theo asked.
Mannheim laughed. “Of course. What would you like?”
“Surprise me,” Theo said after a pause.
“I’ll have to think about it,” Mannheim said. “In the meantime, Theo,
the funeral parlors—you can’t imagine all the options! Oak, mahogany, pine,
metal—whatever I want, the man said. The interior lining in any color and
any pattern, satin or silk. The shape of the handles, whether they’re silver or
bronze. Did you know you can even get an outer casket to contain the coffin,
in order to slow decomposition of the body?”
The child seemed entranced by this array of funereal possibilities, and
Mannheim did not disclose to them the disagreement he’d had with the first
undertaker about the cost of the burial, nor the fact he’d gone with a much
cheaper, nondescript aluminum model at the second place he visited. During
the past few months, Mannheim had carefully winnowed his bank account
down to the bare minimum, most of it going toward his extravagant dining
practices and to Doctor Eccleston, but he’d squandered much of his remaining
funds in the Thanksgiving poker game, and he did not want this information
coloring their opinion of him.
Instead, he redirected their attention to the task of sorting. “Have you
discovered anything?” he asked Doctor Eccleston.
She raised her glasses to her forehead and leaned back. “As far as I
can tell, these papers suggest you’ve had at least four of these episodes.” She
indicated the piles in front of her, neatly ordered on the table. “In addition to
the cinema and the discotheque,” she said, “we also have evidence you went
to the museum one afternoon, and to a comedy night at Rudy’s on another
occasion. You may have just wandered in—there’s a receipt from a gas
station next door, where you purchased some gum, and here is a matchbook
from a bar located right next door. Does any of that ring a bell?”
“Somewhat,” Mannheim said. The recollections were faint. As with
his first two episodes, Mannheim knew of the locations, although he hardly
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frequented them. They were all within a twenty-minute walk of his house.
“What I’m most afraid of,” he said, “is that I’ll die while I’m in the middle of
one of these things.”
Doctor Eccleston reassured him. “We will be extra watchful, Mr.
Mannheim—Theo and I from now on.”
Then the child spoke: “Why don’t you live at work, sir? Don’t you say
it’s the only place where you feel whole? Why don’t you live there instead of
your house?”
Mannheim laughed. “I can’t do that, Theo. Where would I sleep? It’s
a casino, not a hotel.”
“A casino is better than a hotel,” Theo explained.
(white space)
Theo’s idea, thrown out so peremptorily, began to gain traction in
Mannheim’s thoughts. After all, it did make perfect sense: there was no
building more familiar, more comforting to him than the Royal. When he
clocked in that evening, just in case, he carried a duffel bag filled with
toiletries, several changes of clothes, plus a blanket he put in his locker at the
beginning of his shift. Then he went to see Gabriela to inform her—although
she must’ve heard from day shift already— of the incident of the Countess
playing a hand of Blackjack in the pit. Mannheim told her he couldn’t make
heads or tails of it, other than perhaps the Countess had taken a liking to
Chan. “And I believe the feeling is mutual,” he said. “I think she’s fascinated
him.”
“She has that effect,” Gabriela said. “On a related note,” she told him,
“changes in the High Limit Salon are imminent. I spoke with Lederhaus on
Monday. I offered him general manager of day shift, getting him out of the
High Limit Salon. The hours will suit him better. He said he would think
about it but I’m going to press him. You’ll move right into his spot.”
“Thank you,” Mannheim said.
“Consider it an early Christmas present. This way, you can keep a
closer eye on Chimsky. I trust you,” she added with a conspiratorial wink
and Mannheim smiled, blushing.
Several hours later, his shift over, Mannheim returned to the changing
room. No one else was around in the predawn hour. He began inspecting the
doors inside the changing room, the ones reserved for the use of the custodial
staff. The first opened onto a closet, where brooms and mops hung on a rack
over a sink. The second opened onto another closet, this one containing
shelves of folded staff uniforms, vests of various shade, and a stack of pointy
celebration hats reaching all the way above the doorframe.
The third door, located in the far corner behind a row of long-unused
lockers, was locked. Mannheim tried each of his master keys, and after
several attempts, one succeeded in releasing the bolt. Carefully, he pushed
the door open and was enveloped in an ancient pungency—he had to cover his
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mouth. It was the smell of old pulpy paper, returned and intensified fourfold.
There was nothing else he could distinguish in the darkness, except for
several cardboard boxes stacked just inside the door on either side, forming
an entranceway. Mannheim reached out with both hands and felt along the
walls for a light switch. Then he remembered seeing a row of flashlights in
the first closet—after retrieving one, he returned to the room and crossed its
threshold, brushing aside several lush layers of spider-webbing in order to do
so.
Eventually, Mannheim discovered the boxes contained hundreds of
flyers printed on cardstock, advertising a Grand Re-Opening and Winter
Solstice Ball at the Royal Casino (formerly “The Silver Dollar”), dated
December 21, 1971. The scene depicted knights and ladies of the Arthurian
court, dancing and celebrating under a banner that read “Drink, Revelry, and
the Pursuit of Chance.” Inspecting the drawing, Mannheim realized he’d
worked that night, so long ago. He remembered his first boss, Joe Kowalski,
remarking at the time that Mannheim was the spitting image of the harpist
in the picture.

The Trouble with Dimsberg
Barbara knew it was only a matter of time before she ran into
Dimsberg at Hair & Now, yet it still surprised her to enter the café one
morning and see his long body folded over a chair, a mug of coffee in hand.
She almost didn’t recognize him. Gone were his outdated hat and frumpy
brown clothes. He had pulled back his stringy, gray hair into a bun,
underneath a red sweatband that foregrounded the top of his head, which
was completely bald except for a pair of headphones. A club towel was
draped over his shoulders, and he was clad in matching tank top and shorts
shaded in light pastels, white athletic socks pulled up to the knees, and a pair
of shiny white sneakers. His bare thighs, which were extremely thin and
hairy, repulsed Barbara, and her instinct was to turn and go back down the
stairs before he saw her.
Yet, she stopped herself. This club is mine, she thought defiantly—I’m
not letting him scare me off.
Instead, she walked up to the table, startling Dimsberg by dropping
her workout bag next to his chair.
“Barbara!” he exclaimed. He scrambled to shut off the Walkman
pinned to his waist. “Please, sit down.”
“Don’t bother. I’m only stopping by for a moment before my class.”
“Which one is that? Maybe I’ll join you—”
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“I prefer that you don’t, Dimsberg.” She glared at him. “And to be
honest, I don’t appreciate your joining this club. What happened to Gambling
Help? I thought you were committed to that.”
“I can’t do both?” he asked. A dark shade passed over his eyes. “The
last time I checked, Barbara, this is a free country. I have as much right to
be a member here as you, don’t I?”
“Of course,” she said. “You’re free to do whatever you want, that’s
true.”
She turned to pick up her bag, but Dimsberg kept talking. “And please
don’t think that your being a member had anything to do with my joining,
Barbara, other than making me curious in the first place.” He paused, and
when he spoke again, his voice was edged with stone. “You’re flattering
yourself if you believe anyone would pay $250 a month just to harass you.”
He switched on the Walkman and returned to his coffee. Barbara felt
chastened standing there, staring at the back of Dimsberg’s bald head, before
retreating down the stairs with her bag. She could not believe the encounter
had gone so poorly—she hadn’t wanted to give him the upper hand—
especially not on what she felt was her territory—and yet he had gained it so
easily.
As she walked downstairs, Barbara glanced at herself in the walllength mirrors that lined the stairwell, and her pallid reflection seemed to
reinforce Dimsberg’s harsh closing comment. She passed by the front
counter, ignoring Quincy’s farewell, and exited the club, sitting in her car for
several minutes before driving away, still steaming.
(white space)
During her next personal training session with Simon, who was
encouraging her while she performed a set of squats, he remarked on her
newfound fury and intensity. “What’s gotten into you?” he asked. “You’re not
just doing your work today—you’re attacking it. I like it.”
Barbara wiped the sweat from her face. “Can I be honest with you?”
she said. She and Simon had grown close over her sessions, and she felt open
discussing private matters with him. “Something personal?”
“Of course.”
“It’s the new member. The one who put me down as a referral.”
“Tall, skinny guy?”
“Yes. His name is Dimsberg. We share history between us. He was
the leader of a support group I was in. For gamblers.”
“I see.”
“I quit the group a couple months ago. I didn’t think I needed it
anymore. But he doesn’t agree.”
“Did he follow you here?”
“In a way, yes. He says I’m not the reason he signed up. But I can’t
help thinking I am, at least partly. At first, I thought he was stalking me
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because he was interested in me—romantically. But now, I feel like he’s here
to ruin my time, the same way he feels I ruined his.” Barbara hesitated. “I
know this makes it sound like I think his whole world revolves around me. I
just know I’m going to see him all the time. He’s going to make sure of it.”
“If I recall correctly, he’s a monthly. Maybe he won’t renew?”
“Don’t take this the wrong way, because I want so much for this club to
succeed. But I hope he doesn’t.”
“Well, Quincy’s been working with him. For some reason, he told
Quincy he’s very much into aerobics, but he’s stiff as a board. Why don’t you
let us see how serious he really is about exercise?”
Barbara laughed. “Are you going to break him?”
“Maybe we will. Quincy isn’t the biggest fan of his attitude either—
he’s only a monthly, but he acts like we’re his servants.”
Barbara did not encounter Dimsberg again for three days. The next
time she saw him, they were crossing paths on the stairs—she heading down
and him going up—and he looked twenty years older, stooped over and using
a cane to support himself, although he was still garbed in athletic gear and
wearing headphones. She attempted a wave. Seeing her, he stopped on the
stairs, straightened as best he could, and glared at her unapologetically as
she passed, offering no word or gesture of greeting in return.
Barbara had a very bad feeling about the encounter. “You guys sure
did a number on Dimsberg,” she said to Simon when she reached the front
counter. “He can hardly walk.”
“I was surprised to see him come in myself. Quincy told me he ought to
be in traction after all the lunges and standing sit-ups he had him do.”
She hesitated. Then she asked: “Does he suspect anything? I just
passed him on the stairs and if looks could kill—”
“No, don’t worry about that. Quincy said he was completely gung-ho
about accepting our Power Training Challenge. If anything, he’ll blame
himself for biting off more than he could chew.”
Despite Simon’s words, Barbara was not entirely consoled. After all,
Simon hadn’t seen Dimsberg’s nasty stare, something she could not forget
now that it was imprinted in her mind. She couldn’t recall ever being looked
upon with more venom, and she was dismayed to discover that even though
she detested Dimsberg, she cared that his negative energy—now more than
ever before—was permeating the fabric of the club, a place she had come to
feel was her personal sanctuary, coloring it in lurid, ugly streaks.
What concerned Barbara even more, though, was that this negative
energy would serve to disrupt her recent run of good fortune, like an
enormous wedge driven into a stream.
As she went through the motions in her Dance Aerobics class that
afternoon, her mind drifted from Quincy’s unflagging exhortations back to
her life before she’d left Gambling Help, when she was still in Dimsberg’s
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clutches. Barbara recalled the long, hapless nights, tossing in bed wondering
if she would ever experience excitement and joy again, and she shuddered.
Her new life, which a week ago had seemed like it would last indefinitely,
now struck her as so much pretty window dressing, with a pane as thick as
Dimsberg’s enmity separating her from everything that was good and
worthwhile inside.
(white space)
Driving home from the club that night, Barbara pulled in to the gas
station she usually bought her scratch tickets from, a sudden idea in mind.
Ever since her encounter with Dimsberg, she was fearful her rush was over,
and that she would start losing again—she would purchase a single $5 ticket
and see if this were the case. But as she exited the car, money in hand, she
noticed that on the curb outside the entrance, a group of young carolers had
congregated, headed by a stout white-haired woman ringing a bell, wearing
reindeer antlers, and a red-and-blue sweater trimmed in green. Beside them
stood a cast iron pot on a tripod with a sign over it that read “Goodwill to
All,” and as Barbara neared, she heard the woman’s voice, loud and
overpowering, over the children’s:

Oh, tidings of comfort and joy
Comfort and joy
Oh, tidings of comfort and joy.

Barbara listened for a moment—she had not heard this song for a very
long time, and she was surprised to find herself moved by it. She had never
been, after all, very religious: her father, a non-practicing Jew, had left when
she was too young to remember, and she had been raised by a mother who’d
been staunchly atheist. But now, listening to the soft melody, a calm slowly
descended upon her. When they finished, she reached out and dropped inside
the pot the five-dollar bill she had been clutching in her hand.
“Peace be with you,” the stout woman said, smiling.
As the carolers began singing again—another song she remembered,
“Silver Bells”—Barbara returned to her car, where it was still warm inside.
Her errand no longer seemed as urgent, and she decided she would wait until
tomorrow to see if her luck had changed. At least she could spend one more
evening, she thought, believing it hadn’t.

13,000 Years
One gray, dreary afternoon during the first week in December, Chan
awoke with a start from a dream where he was sleeping in his childhood
home. In the dream, the house was located in the hills, far from the murmur
of crowds and casino lights, and in the silence and stillness, Chan had been
frightened—there had been someone standing in the dark corner of the
bedroom, shadowed by enormous, dead trees. The presence made him want
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to shriek, but he hadn’t been able to turn his head, nor could he so much as
lift a finger. The figure moved next to the bed, looming over his shoulder,
just out of his vision. Somehow, Chan believed if he could just turn and see,
he would find a person with his grandmother’s face—yet it would be an
impostor.
“It’s a dream,” Chan had told himself. “It will be over soon and you’ll
see, there’s no one there.”
Now, facing the window, he perceived a light through the blinds, the
sound of a motor growing in intensity—the headlights of an approaching car.
They bathed the wall in an eerie glow, punctuated by horizontal slits. Chan
strained to listen as the groaning engine outside the window throbbed with
the pulse in his ears. He thought he heard someone approach the front door,
but he couldn’t be sure, and no knock came. Then, after a moment, over the
roar of the idling motor, he discerned quick steps retreating—a familiar
clacking of heels—and a slam of a car door. The headlights receded, then
vanished, and stillness returned. Chan wiggled his fingers and toes, then
turned in bed, and saw in the corner the shadow of a swaying tree, its long,
distended branches like icy fingers scraping the walls.
Chan slid his feet into slippers and padded down the hall to the
kitchen, where he filled the teakettle and placed it on the stove. Then he
walked to the front door and opened it. The parking lot was cold, a slight
rain falling. There was only the mist—no person, no message.
Chan was off that day, and having heard no word from the Countess or
her driver since his audition, he went to the Royal at 12:30 am under the
pretense of collecting his paycheck, after which he sat in the lobby to await
Eccleston’s break. The driver did not seem surprised to see Chan, and
inclined his head as he passed. Chan waited ten seconds before exiting, and
standing at a short distance, watched as the driver went around the vehicle
with his handkerchief. The only difference in his routine was when he
reached the trunk: taking out a key, Eccleston turned the lock, then looked at
Chan knowingly before re-entering the casino.
After his departure, Chan’s gaze returned to the Phantom. The long,
silver limousine sat before him, glowing invitingly under the casino lights.
He looked around to see if anyone was watching—the valets were all inside,
warming their hands. Very quietly, Chan lifted the lid of the trunk,
revealing inside a vast, empty space that could very comfortably and safely fit
a human body.
(white space)
Chan awoke several times during the journey—each time, the car was
moving smoothly around him, and each time, for some unknown reason, he
could not for the life of him stay awake. There was a luxurious, spacious
quality inside the trunk, inside its padded leather walls—it was far more
comfortable than the bed he spent afternoons tossing in—that the effects of
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the insomnia of the past six months, since he’d started working graveyard
shift at the Royal, seemed to overwhelm him. He took a kind of delicious
comfort in knowing that he was within a few feet of the Countess; he could
feel the warmth of her body as he passed his hand over the barrier that
separated them. And there was something else, too, some sort of spell woven
around the car. Every time Chan felt that he could almost reach out and
place his finger on it, his mind became dull and his eyes heavy.
Once, forcing himself to stay conscious, Chan had carefully undid the
latch that held the trunk in place. Holding the lid fast so as not to
inadvertently fling himself out onto the road beneath like so much excess
baggage, he raised it and glimpsed in the glare of the Phantom’s rear beams
the white lines of the highway disappearing behind them. He had lowered
the lid back into its housing and upon its closing had almost immediately fell
back into a dreamless stupor.
Hours later, Chan awoke and realized the car had come to a rest.
There was light—bright sunlight—shining on his face. The interior of the
compartment was lit through an opening into the car itself; a section of the
back seat was down, and Chan could see through the glare that the
passenger compartment was enormous, larger than he could ever have
suspected. He could see the legs of a table and a chair, and the lower part of
the gown the Countess had been wearing that very night. She was waiting
for him.
Carefully, Chan poked his head through the opening, and saw, across
the table from him, the Countess sitting and regarding him with interest.
“Sit down,” she said. Her voice was clear yet distant, like the toll of a
large bell from miles away.
Chan struggled through the opening, for although he was thin, he was
not a short man, and his limbs got in the way. The Countess watched his
attempts with some amusement. Eventually, Chan managed to get through,
and he rose and dusted himself off, pulled the chair opposite hers, and sat
down. The sunlight through the car windows had the effect of expanding the
space in the compartment, giving it the feel of sitting on a veranda, and if
Chan closed his eyes, he could almost feel hard cobblestone beneath his feet.
The Countess was regarding him curiously. This close, Chan was
struck by the intelligence in her withered face: her veined hands that sat
upon one another on the table, a magnificent lower jaw bespeaking centuries
of royal breeding.
“You were waiting for me to wake up?” Chan asked.
“We were,” she replied. “It is not every day we harbor a passenger.
I’ve seen you—even before you gave your message to Thomas. You appear to
have developed an unusual level of interest in our activities.”
“I have,” Chan said.
“Do you understand why?”
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“No—not fully. But I am interested in your way of gambling.”
“You are a dealer. So you must perceive more than most the vagaries
of chance.”
“I thought I did,” Chan said. “But I’ve never heard of the way you
play.”
On the table, the Countess separated her hands, turning them palm
up. “Show me your hands,” she commanded. “I must examine them.”
Chan complied, placing them on the table next to hers. Her bony touch
was strident and unaccountably warm as she took up his hands—Chan felt
faint, as if he were crossing some ancient threshold. Images of gambling
ritual—the drawing of cards, the rolling of bones, the turn of a wheel—swam
before his eyes, and he felt slightly nauseous. “There, there,” she said. She
stroked his hands with the nails of her fingers until the feeling passed. Then
she turned his hands over in hers, probing, feeling along the soft webbing
between each of his fingers.
“You have excellent hands,” she said.
“Thank you,” Chan managed to say. “You must know already—but I
would like to deal to you.”
“You will. Soon.” She relinquished his hands. “The moment will come
when a particular deck will be dealt,” the Countess said. “The game will be
Faro. The location will be in the High Limit Salon at the Royal Casino. I will
be one of the players. And you will be the dealer.”
“How can you know all this for sure?”
“We can never know anything for sure,” the Countess replied. “For
what we speak of is gambling.”
Chan accepted this. He understood any explanation that was more
certain would be in some sense unsatisfactory—the bond of chance was what
was now uniting him with this profoundly singular gambler.
“We will set into motion the necessary conveyances to bring you to the
High Limit room at the appointed time,” the Countess was saying. “All you
have to do is submit yourself to a series of directives that many may find
arcane—but I do not think you will find them so. I hope I am not mistaken in
saying an understanding exists now between us.”
She placed her hand on top of Chan’s and again, he felt the odd
sensation of being pulled by her through some murky psychic space. He
arose from the chair and crossed to her side of the table, to sit next to her,
and there was no going back now. Chan, with all the passion accrued from a
lifetime of dallying, of waiting upon something that had now so
unquestionably arrived, was ready. “Please,” he said. “Tell me everything.”
Over the following hours, he listened as the Countess related her tale.
(white space)
“In 1912, I graduated from Göttingen University,” she began. “I was
the first woman permitted to receive a doctorate in Mathematics from that
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famous institution. All the great thinkers of Europe were there in those
years before the war, and I learned at the feet of the greatest: Josef Kunst.
Under his guidance, I began studying repetitive patterns and series,
particularly of numbers, everything that is typically thought of as random
and assigned to what we call ‘chance.’ This includes behavior as seemingly
simple as Heads or Tails when tossing a coin, to the more complex
fluctuations in stock markets and world currencies.
“What we think of as chance, or probability, has been grossly
misrepresented by the standard statistical textbook in use today. We have
taught ourselves that all we know in regard to a coin flip, for example, is that
50% of the time it will come up heads, and 50% of the time it will come up
tails—this profound reduction does not even account for the 1 in 10,000
chance the coin lands directly on its side. This dismissal, that we have
exhausted our knowledge of outcomes, is not ‘true’ in any sense of that
difficult word—mathematically or otherwise. The standard explanation
depends on a hypothetical point in the future called ‘the long term’ that is, in
my experience, always ever unreachable, even for someone who has lived as
long as I. What I have discovered is that specific and reliable patterns do
emerge in situations when the potential outcomes are highly and artificially
constrained, as with a deck of cards and its 52 possibilities, two die and their
36 possibilities, or a coin, with its 2—or even 3—possibilities.
“Let me provide a deceptively simple example, one based on what highschool math teachers might describe as the so-called ‘gambler’s fallacy.’ A
coin is tossed ten times, and it comes up Heads each of the ten times. The
ignorant bettor, believing that Tails is bound to appear after so many
consecutive Heads, bets Tails on the next flip and loses, for the coin comes up
Heads again. The explanation provided by the high-school teacher is that
each flip is an independent event, with 50% probability of Heads and Tails
each time (excluding, of course, the miniscule likelihood of the coin landing on
its side). There is a fundamental flaw in this logic, a gap between our
knowledge and the laws of the universe which has served as the basis of my
research.
“One important aspect of this flaw stems from the fact that no coin is
exactly the same as any other coin, even when straight from the presses at
the mint, much less after years of common usage, with its everyday scratches
and discolorations—some sides are smoother than others, the weight is
unbalanced, et cetera. No coin is a true 50/50 proposition. (This also holds,
as you might suspect, for the ball and the wheel in roulette, a pair of die in a
craps game, a deck of cards in Blackjack—any physical object that is
supposedly ‘standard.’) The astute gambler, seeing a coin land Heads ten
times in a row, knows instinctively that it is more likely to land Heads than
Tails on the eleventh flip, both due to a bias in the coin, and also an
understanding that patterns of outcomes always occur in streaks.
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“For there is no such thing, mathematically speaking, as an
independent event. Everything coheres with what happens before, and also
what happens after. Time is a fluid substance, and can be manipulated to a
certain extent by our physical bodies, despite our retention of memories and
the fact that we decay. How much more true, then, is it for physical objects
such as dice, coins, and cards who do not have memory?
“Returning to our example, the fact is that it is just as likely, in ten
flips of an unbiased coin, for the pattern of ten consecutive Heads to emerge,
as it is for any specific pattern of five Heads and five Tails, as, for example,
five consecutive Heads followed by five consecutive Tails, say, or five Heads
followed by five Tails. But you are aware of this already, I am sure. What
you may not be aware of, however, is that specific patterns appear more than
others depending on what I can only call external agents. The appearance
and movement of every object or thing on this planet, from a paper clip to a
locomotive train, is to a certain extent determined by the interaction between
our planetary core’s magnetism and the gravity exerted upon it by the
various celestial bodies in our galactic vicinity. Different patterns emerge
more readily under different conditions—in a deck of cards, for example,
where each card’s weight is unique due to the amount of ink imprinted upon
it. The Ace of Diamonds is the lightest card, the Ace of Clubs the next
lightest, and so on—the Queen of Spades is the heaviest.”
“I have heard this mentioned before,” Chan said.
The Countess reached behind her on a shelf, and removed a deck of
cards from a small wooden box. Chan watched as she shuffled the cards with
her long, spotted fingers—there was no sign of arthritis he could detect. She
handed him the shuffled pack. “Deal these out face down into two piles,” she
said. “Based on their weight.”
Chan closed his eyes and held the pack lightly in his left hand. He slid
the top card off with his right, and weighed it gently in his hand, feeling it.
Then he put it down, and slid the next card off, comparing its weight to the
first. It felt the same, and he put it in the same pile as the first. The next
card, the third, felt just the slightest bit heavier and he placed it on its own,
in a second pile. Chan went through the rest of the cards in this fashion,
steadily increasing his pace, until there were two piles on the table, the first
with approximately three times as many cards as the second.
“Now let us see how you did.” The Countess took each pile and fanned
them face-up on the table. Chan was impressed to find that the first pile
contained all the cards from Ace through Ten. The second pile contained all
the paint: the Jacks, the Queens, and the Kings. There was only one
interloper in the second pile, the Ten of Spades.
“This card contains almost as much ink as the royal cards,” the
Countess said, holding it up. “If you can focus your concentration, you’ll be
able to tell the difference.”
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“I’ve never tried before,” Chan said. “I’ll be better.”
“You wouldn’t be much of a dealer if you didn’t improve,” the Countess
said. “You handle cards daily, repetitively. For you to be insensitive to their
weights would suggest you are not the kind of dealer I am seeking.”
“Thank you,” Chan said. “I’m glad I haven’t wasted your time.”
The Countess placed the cards back into the wooden box and closed the
lid. “Let us get down to brass tacks, as they say.” Her voice became low and
serious. “Three weeks from Sunday,” she began, “on December 21, winter
solstice will occur at precisely 1:59 am. For a few seconds, our location on
Earth will be at its furthest from the Sun, meaning the gravity exerted by
that celestial body will be at its weakest.
“Moreover, this upcoming solstice is unlike the standard solstice. You
may remember from astronomy class the phenomenon of celestial
precession—the precession of the equinoxes. Not only is our planet revolving
around its axis, its axis itself is revolving—one revolution every 26,000 years.
We are in the middle of this revolution, in the thirteen thousandth year, so to
speak. This upcoming winter solstice is a convergence of these celestial
events, a moment when the Earth’s gravity will be at its most skewed since
7000 BC.
“You could say,” the Countess added with a slight touch of humor,
“that I’ve been waiting for this solstice my entire life. Based on these
celestial factors and the extreme patterns which are more likely to occur
under these circumstances, I am predicting a very specific and particular
pattern to emerge during the dealing of cards at that moment in time.”
“I understand,” Chan said. “What is the pattern you expect on
December 21?”
“Around 1:59 am—in the three minutes before and after—a new deck
of Faro will be dealt. After seeing the first dozen turns in the deck, I should
be able to ascertain the order the remaining cards will appear in, based on
what has come before. As an example, one of the potential patterns—the
simplest to grasp—is all 52 cards in order of their weight. I suspect the
pattern that will emerge that night will be more complicated, for instance the
series Ace-Trey-Seven followed by Deuce-Four-Eight, and so on. Mind you,
these specific patterns will depend on the dealer as well. The more consistent
the scrambling, shuffling, and cutting performed on the deck, the more likely
the order of cards will conform to one of my calculated patterns.”
“Consistent in what way?” Chan asked.
“Consistently random. You should know as well as I many dealers are
profligate in their technique—the cards stick together, and remain alongside
one another even through multiple, inefficient shuffles. What I require of you
is to perform your job as cleanly and precisely as possible. Make sure the
cards are completely scrambled once you receive the set-up. When you
shuffle, one card from one hand must interlace with one card from the other.
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When you strip cut, you must remove thirteen cards at a time, each time.
And the one-handed cut onto the cut card must be exactly twenty-six cards
deep into the deck.”
“I can do that,” Chan said. “I will practice.”
“Certainly you will,” the Countess said. “But I hope I have not
adjudged incorrectly in presuming your entire dealing life has been practice.”
“I will do my best not to disappoint you, Madame.”
She waved off his remark. “It bears repeating, Arturo: this is
gambling. We can prepare our best—my calculations can be as
mathematically correct as possible, and your dealing can be as physically
precise as possible, yet the outcome remains fundamentally unknowable.”
She smiled and looked at Chan. “I believe I have made everything clear.”
“You have. Still, Madame, as you know, I work in the pit—not the
High Limit Salon. Nor have I ever officially dealt a hand of Faro.”
“Those are my concerns—not yours. I am going to create an opening in
the Salon for you. Focus on preparing yourself for that moment. When it
comes, it will be quick.”
Chan had more questions—many more—such as what she planned to
do, how she lived in the car, and why. But these matters of curiosity did not
seem necessary to raise at that moment. Instead, he nodded. The Countess
pressed a button on the console and spoke into it: “Thomas, I believe we have
come to a satisfactory arrangement. Please take us back to Mr. Chan’s
residence now.”

The Sacking of Chimsky
After spending several nights in the secret room inside the Royal,
Mannheim found he slept much better in his new quarters, which were quite
cozy and comfortable. Perhaps due to the boxes of old cardstock, the space
had remained very dry despite the natural dampness of Snoqualmie, and
Mannheim only had to clear it of cobwebs and the undisturbed dust of years
to reveal the immaculate surfaces underneath. He slept on a thick pallet laid
on the floor in the center of the room, and when the door was shut, he was
enveloped in utter darkness and the smell of pulp, an odor he now strongly
identified with this last period in his life.
Little Theo was glad to hear of the move. Doctor Eccleston, on the
other hand, seemed less enamored of Mannheim’s decision. “Of course, I am
primarily thinking of your comfort,” she said. “And the maintenance of your
hygiene.”
“It’s strange,” Mannheim told them. “I sleep better in that room than I
ever have in my house. And I wake up feeling refreshed and clean, not
disoriented. The only time I leave the Royal now is to come here, and the
experience of walking into the world is like I’m entering another realm, a
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murky swamp I have to wade through just to arrive here. Then I come
inside, and I feel like I do at the Royal. Like I’m home.”
“We’re happy to hear that,” Doctor Eccleston said. “It is true we have
become close these past few months.”
“I’m very grateful,” Mannheim said. “I think of you two as my closest
confidantes.”
Theo asked to look at his hand again. Mannheim was surprised: the
boy hadn’t read his palm since their very first meeting. As before, Theo
intently traced Mannheim’s palm with his fingers.
“What do you see?” Mannheim said.
“Your aura.” The child turned to Doctor Eccleston for confirmation,
and she nodded. “It’s expanding as we speak.”
(white space)
On Wednesday evening, as her entourage passed through the pit, the
Countess halted and sent her driver to inform Mannheim she would like a
word with him in private. Mannheim was surprised by this request, and
wondered what it could be about—they had not spoken since their previous
meeting. As before, they met near one at an empty table in the corner of the
Salon, but this time, she told Lederhaus to proceed with the next shoe
instead of waiting.
There was another difference from their previous meeting. She was
seated this time, an arm’s length from Mannheim, and she leaned closer and
said in her clipped, efficient tone: “I confess I was not completely forthright
with you on the earlier occasion of our speaking. I told you your dealer
Chimsky’s affairs were not my concern.”
“I remember,” Mannheim said.
“Yet I omitted something that may affect how you conduct your
business with Chimsky in the future.” She looked at Mannheim gravely, and
he nodded.
“Please go on.”
“Chimsky has been dealing to me six nights a week over a period of
eight years, and I am observant if I am anything—it is in my nature,” she
said. “I believe I am as attuned to a dealer’s normal rhythm of shuffling as
they are themselves—perhaps more so, as I can merely watch, while the act
for them has become automated. That night, Chimsky was not shuffling in
his normal way—for one particular deck, the one that resulted in the winning
hand. It was impossible not to notice.”
“You saw him do this?”
“I felt something was different,” the Countess said. “And it drew my
attention.”
“Did anyone else notice?”
“Lederhaus appeared to sense something too. But he allowed the hand
to go on.”
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“What about the other player at the table—Murphy?”
“As I told you previously, he was a complete stranger to me. But it was
apparent there was something going on between him and Chimsky. They
were trying too hard to convey the opposite impression.” The Countess
looked toward the Faro table, and then back at Mannheim. “I have told you
all I know about this matter.”
“Thank you, Madame,” Mannheim said. “Your information is very
important—critical, even—to our ongoing investigation. Would you be
willing to sign a deposition we can forward to the gaming commission?”
“If it comes to that,” the Countess said, “my driver will testify. He was
standing behind me the entire time and witnessed it happen.”
“Certainly,” Mannheim said. “That should be sufficient.”
“We will do as you ask on one condition.” The Countess lowered her
voice to a near whisper. “No doubt Chimsky will at the very least be fired
from his position.”
“Yes, and possibly jailed.”
“There will be an opening in the Salon then.” The Countess pursed her
lips. “I would like one of your pit dealers, Arturo Chan,” she continued,
“elevated into that position.”
From her manner, Mannheim thought she was not used to asking for
favors. “He’s only been here six months,” he began to explain. “And we have
an established schedule of promotion based on seniority.”
The Countess frowned and raised her hand as Mannheim spoke. “That
is mere policy,” she said. “Not law.”
Seeing her displeasure, Mannheim quickly added: “But we will take
your recommendation under advisement, Madame.”
“Please see that you do.”
“May I ask why Chan?”
“He is a good dealer,” she said, slowly rising from the chair. “And I
trust him—as I suspect you do already.”
Although it was quite late, Mannheim phoned Gabriela at home,
waking her up to convey the information he had learned, although he
withheld the Countess’s last request. Gabriela asked if Chimsky were
working that night, and Mannheim consulted the shift calendar and said yes.
She told him she was coming in, and to let both Lederhaus and Chimsky
know she wanted to meet as soon as possible, during the next dealer change.
After he hung up, Mannheim returned to the High Limit Salon and
told Lederhaus about the meeting with Gabriela. He seemed surprised, but
nodded, and said Chimsky was most likely in the break room. Mannheim
found him there, scrutinizing a Daily Racing Form and circling entries.
“Am I in trouble?” he asked when Mannheim informed him of the
meeting.
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“I won’t lie to you,” Mannheim said. “You must be for Gabriela to come
in so late.”
“May I ask what about?”
“Sorry, Chimsky. I can’t say. But we’ll both find out in due time.”
A half hour later, there were four people in the general manager’s
office: Gabriela sitting behind her desk, Mannheim standing beside her,
Lederhaus in the chair across the desk from Gabriela, his head bowed, and
the principal himself, Chimsky, standing with his arms clasped in front of
him, prayer-like.
“Let’s dispense with the preliminaries,” Gabriela began. “The reason
you’ve both been called in is due to a discrepancy in the dealing of a deck of
Faro approximately three months ago. This discrepancy occurred while you
were dealing, Chimsky, and under your watch, Lederhaus.”
Chimsky chuckled nervously. He folded and unfolded his hands. “Did
you catch an error?”
“No,” Gabriela said. “We noticed something deliberate. If you do not
recall the hand, the Countess and a new player named Murphy both called
the last turn and won.”
“Oh?” Chimsky said. He wiped at his forehead with the palm of his
hand. “Deliberate, you say?”
Gabriela leaned forward and placed a video cassette on her desk
blotter, within reach of Chimsky. “This video tape contains evidence you
preset the deck. Which, as I’m sure you’re aware, qualifies as tampering.
You may also be aware that this is a felony in the state of Washington. You
can take a look at the video if you’d like.”
“No,” said Chimsky, swallowing hard. “That won’t be necessary.”
“We could send this tape to the gaming commission, Chimsky. The
evidence is circumstantial, we admit, which is why we have waited. But
tonight, an individual present during the hand came forward of their own
volition, and stated to us they swore they saw you intentionally set the deck.
You can rest assured the commission will conduct an investigation, during
which time you would be suspended without pay. You might be exonerated—
but if you aren’t, we would be obliged to bring criminal proceedings against
you. Even if you avoided prison, you would never deal again.”
“I understand,” Chimsky said softly.
“The thing is, Chimsky, we like you. You’ve worked here for over eight
years, and everyone testifies to how outstanding a dealer you are. We don’t
want to railroad you—we just want to know the truth.”
“Will I still be able to keep my job?” he asked.
“Unfortunately, there is no possibility of that. It would send the worst
kind of message if our staff ever found out, which as you know is guaranteed
in a community like ours. But we might just allow you to resign instead of
forwarding this information to the gaming commission. Things will blow
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over, and you may eventually be able to get a job somewhere else—far away.
But only if you tell us what happened. For example, who is Murphy?”
Chimsky became agitated. “Believe me, I’ll tell you everything I can.
Murphy is a frightening man—I owed him money, a great deal of money. We
worked out an arrangement.”
Mannheim usually disliked Chimsky, but he found himself
sympathizing with the dealer’s sad recital of his gambling debt to Murphy.
The information Chimsky provided was sparse—he didn’t seem to know
much about Murphy, other than that he was a local businessman, a
moneylender and bookmaker.
“Was there anyone else present when you spoke to this individual?”
Gabriela asked. She was taking notes in the ledger.
“Murphy always has his bodyguards with him,” Chimsky said. “He has
two. You can’t miss them.”
“One’s on the tape,” Mannheim said. “He walks in with Murphy.”
“What was this arrangement you had with him?”
“I guaranteed he would win,” Chimsky said. “He was to come in and
play with his own money. I’d set the deck and he was to bet everything on
the final three cards in ascending order.”
Mannheim watched Gabriela as she took down this information. Then,
addressing him, she said, “Isn’t setting the deck in the way Chimsky
describes almost impossible?”
“Yes,” Mannheim said. “It’s virtually unheard of.”
“Don’t get me wrong,” Chimsky said. “I can’t do it with any reliability.
And that night, it was pure luck the cards came out in the right order. A
complete accident of chance. But it got me off the hook with Murphy.”
“And what would’ve happened if the hand didn’t play out the way you
promised?” Gabriela said.
“I would hate to speculate,” Chimsky said, looking from Mannheim to
Gabriela. “I just want to say that I appreciate the kindness and generosity
you’re showing me. Thank you for allowing me to walk away. You’ll always
have a friend in Chimsky.”
“You’re not out of the woods yet,” Gabriela said. “What about the
Countess? Was she in on it? She won more than Murphy, and tipped you
five grand.”
“She had nothing to do with the set-up,” Chimsky said. “She picked up
on what was happening and took advantage of it. ‘Get a hunch, bet a bunch,’
as they say.” He laughed nervously, and paused. “I actually thought she was
going to say something to Lederhaus that night—but she didn’t.”
“That jibes with her story,” Mannheim said.
“All right, Chimsky. If we find out you haven’t told us the truth, or
you’ve withheld information, this tape is going straight to the commission.”
Gabriela tapped the cassette with her fingernail, and leaned forward in her
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chair. “Consider yourself terminated, Chimsky. Effective immediately. You
will be permanently barred from ever setting foot inside these walls again.
Please remove our uniform now.”
Mannheim saw that Chimsky was shaken, and his heart went out to
him as Chimsky began unbuttoning his purple vest. Chimsky carefully
folded the vest and placed it on the desk in front of Gabriela. “Your nametag
too,” Gabriela said. Chimsky unpinned the laminated card that read “Sam
Chimsky, High Limit Dealer” and placed it on top of the vest. He looked
naked in his plain white shirt. It was true—Chimsky had no identity but
that of a dealer, and now he was stripped bare.
“I am truly sorry. But know that I loved the Royal and I have betrayed
her trust, and for that, I will forever live with regret. Thank you again for
allowing me the dignity of leaving.”
“That will be all, Chimsky. Good luck.”
Mannheim shook Chimsky’s hand. “Best of luck, Chimsky,” he said.
They watched him leave, and Mannheim wondered if it would be the last
time he would see the dealer—at least in this world.
“Now,” Gabriela said, turning her attention to the cowed Lederhaus,
who had been silent for the entire proceeding. “We have enough grounds to
terminate you as well based on the fact you were Chimsky’s supervisor. But I
made you an offer in good faith on Monday and it still stands. How do you
feel about moving to day shift now?”
By the time he left her office that night, half an hour later, Mannheim
was officially in charge of the graveyard shift in the High Limit Salon. When
he asked Gabriela about who should replace the disgraced Chimsky, she told
him to select whomever he liked from the pit—he was in charge now, and
“I’m not going to be looking over your shoulder—unless you make me,” she
said with a smile. Mannheim told her he would think about it and inform her
the next day, although when he returned to the secret chamber in the
changing room that night, he already knew he would say Chan’s name when
the time came. It was with this thought, in the comforting embrace of the
smell of old pulp, that Mannheim drifted off into a deep, uninterrupted
slumber.

An Understanding is Reached
“I’ve been fired—they’ve thrown me to the wolves!”
Barbara listened to her ex-husband’s tale in silence. They were at
Rudy’s on her lunch break—he had called her at work that morning, saying
he had something very important to tell her, something he could say only in
person. Now, sitting across from him, she placed a hand on his wrist. “I’m so
sorry, Chim. I know that job meant a lot to you. But something better will
come along.”
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“Not anytime soon,” he sighed. “No casino in this area will hire me
now—no casino worth working at, anyway. I may have to move back to Las
Vegas. Or even Reno.” He shuddered at the mention of these places.
Barbara knew Chimsky had previously worked in Nevada when he first
immigrated to America, and that he detested it, desert towns “full of
Neanderthals,” as he would say.
Chimsky had often told her that when he arrived at the Royal in 1976,
he considered the job and Snoqualmie his final destination. First and
foremost, he enjoyed the clientele, a motley collection of oddities and
obsessives. They encouraged his wild stories and appreciated his manner of
speaking. Barbara met him there in the pit, one night in 1979. He was
dealing to her when she’d gone on a rush, turning a small stake of $40 into
over five hundred. She’d tipped him generously and gone to the lounge to
drink some of her winnings, and on his break, he had followed her to
exchange numbers. Their courtship was brief and intense, fueled by a
common interest in gambling, and took place at Rudy’s, Snoqualmie Downs,
and the Royal when they were in public, and usually in his rooms at the
Orleans when they weren’t. He had a Siamese cat, Rajah, they both doted
upon, and within two months, on the morning after a particularly exciting
day spent at the track—they hit the Daily Double!—they’d gone to the old
Snoqualmie Courthouse and gotten married.
Unbidden, these remembrances came now, while Barbara looked at
Chimsky across the table. He was nearly inconsolable, his head in his hands,
looking nothing like the person she’d married. “Oh my God,” he cried. “What
am I supposed to do now?”
“Hush, Chim,” she said gently. “Maybe it’s a sign—that you should try
something else.”
“I can’t do anything else!” he said, suddenly furious. “You’re right,
Barbara—you’ve always been right. Since we split up, you’ve changed for the
better. You’ve gotten your life in order. Me, I’m still where I’ve always been
at. Except now, I don’t even have a job. I need to be like you, Barbara. I
need to transform myself.” He looked at her, his face twisted with pain. “I
can’t believe I’m saying this—but gambling has ruined my life. I can see that
now.”
Barbara stared at Chimsky as he concluded his pronouncement. She
thought about how they started out gambling together as a team, how excited
they would get when they would win, how important gambling was to them
both. It wasn’t merely a pastime—it had been their life-blood. She began to
laugh. “Please, Chim. You quit gambling? Get serious.”
“Fine, fine,” said Chimsky after a moment. “But at least a brief
hiatus.”
“That sounds much more judicious. You’re just going through a bad
patch, Sam. You’re due for something good to happen.”
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“Do you really believe that?”
“Yes, Chim, I do.”
He drank from his glass slowly, and then he set it down on the table.
When he spoke again, he sounded more like himself. “Can I ask you for a
favor, Barbara?”
“Of course, Chim. Just say the word.”
“Can you go to the Royal in a couple weeks,” he said, “and pick up my
last paycheck from the cashier’s cage? I don’t think I can stand showing my
face in there, with everyone seeing me and talking about me behind my
back.”
“No problem,” Barbara said. “It’s the least I can do.”
“The next time you see me, I’m going to be better. I promise.”
He was silent again, staring at his glass. Barbara watched him
carefully—he seemed to be deciding something for himself. Then his face
became less strained, and a playful smile appeared on his lips.
“What did the Chimsky say to the Royal after he was fired?”
“I give up, Chim.”
“I can’t deal with you anymore!”
Barbara chuckled. It wasn’t a good joke, but it was a good sign.
Chimsky was going to be all right.
(white space)
After work on Friday, the 21st of December, instead of going to Hair &
Now, Barbara drove to the Royal Casino, a place she had not visited in the
almost three years since the divorce. She entered the revolving doors, walked
through the entrance vestibule, and emerged into the casino proper. Since
the last time she had been there, a clear night sky, replete with constellations
and a luminous full moon, had been painted on the tall ceilings, giving the
room an impression of great vastness. There were several dozen customers in
the place at the moment, milling about, sitting at machines. She walked
across the floor, soaking in the quiet early evening buzz in the casino, feeling
pleasantly enlivened.
First, she collected Chimsky’s paycheck from the cashier’s cage and put
it in her purse, a task which took all of five minutes. Then Barbara looked
around, and an old and familiar urge tugged at her. Shouldn’t she place a
few bets, and see how her luck was running? She had refrained from any sort
of gambling since Thanksgiving, and she felt she should have a look, at the
very least. She began drifting through the aisles of slot machines, seeing if
any caught her eye. Eventually, she found herself near the pit, where traffic
was light. The Blackjack dealers, standing idly over empty tables, tried to
make eye contact with her as she passed, and she diverted her gaze. She was
drawn to the four tall, rectangular Roulette boards at the end of the row of
table games, two of which were lit at the moment. Roulette was one of her
favorite games. She had always enjoyed watching the wheel, how you could
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place your chips even as it spun, how the dealer waved a hand over the board
when your time had run out.
Approaching the two active wheels, she suddenly realized that seated
at the closest one, with his back to her, was—of all people!—Dimsberg. She
could tell by his head, its shiny bald top and the bun perched on the back of
his skull. He was still dressed in his aerobics gear, as if he’d come straight
from the club. His cane lay on the ground under his seat. There was an
empty chair next to him and Barbara, instantly desirous of making him feel
uncomfortable, pulled it aside and sat down. So absorbed was Dimsberg in
his play that he did not notice until Barbara lightly tapped him on the
shoulder.
“Isn’t it against the rules,” she asked, “for you to be in a casino?”
He looked up, saw her, and then returned to the stack of chips in front
of him—Barbara estimated around $300. “Who’s following who now?” he
asked, out of the corner of his mouth. “Like you told me, what we do outside
the group is none of anyone’s business.”
“Once an addict, always an addict, right?” Barbara said in her most
cutting manner.
“Aren’t the seats for players only?” Dimsberg asked the dealer.
“Who says I’m not playing?” Barbara rooted around inside her purse,
and fished out three crumpled twenties. “Just reds, please,” she told the
dealer, a short, barrel-chested man whose nametag read Derek. “I’m only
going to play the outside.”
“Certainly, ma’am.”
She received her twelve $5 chips—redbirds, as she fondly called
them—and looked at the board. She saw Dimsberg had bet various numbers,
and also had ten dollars on Even. She took two red chips off the top of her
stack and placed them on Odd. He pretended not to notice. The wheel spun
and they both watched intently as the ball rolled, then fell and landed in the
slot for 27.
“Red 27,” the dealer announced, and he took Dimsberg’s bet and
shifted the chips to her.
The next spin, Dimsberg bet $20 on Black. Barbara took four $5 chips
and placed them on Red. This time, Dimsberg glared at her, but said
nothing. The wheel spun and the ball fell.
“Red 19,” the dealer said. Again, he took Dimsberg’s bet and shifted
his chips over to her.
“I see what you’re doing,” Dimsberg said, “and I don’t appreciate it.”
“Like you told me at the club, it’s a free country. I can bet any way I
want, and you’re free to leave this table whenever you’d like.”
On the next roll, Dimsberg waited as long as possible to make his bet,
then slid $50 onto Red. Barbara just got in her bet on Black before Derek
waved his hand over the board to stop the betting. The ball clattered from
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slot to slot, and finally settled on 13—black 13. Dimsberg was nearly
apoplectic watching his money change hands to her again.
Barbara knew her toxic presence was affecting Dimsberg’s luck—he
should have left, but pride was rooting him to the spot. “Let’s see if you can
hang with me, then,” he said angrily, and pushed all of his remaining chips—
over $200—onto Even. Barbara looked at the board and saw the last six
rolls, including the three she’d won on, had turned up Odd—surely, an even
number was due at some point. Yet she hardly hesitated in fading
Dimsberg’s bet once again, moving all her chips onto Odd.
She stared at the ball as it rolled around the spinning wheel—the ball
one way, the wheel the other. Eventually, it lost its battle with gravity,
rattling from slot to slot as the wheel began to slow. Barbara closed her eyes,
awaiting the pronouncement from the dealer.
“Black 17!” Derek announced.
When she opened her eyes, she saw Dimsberg, chipless and red-faced,
and he looked as if he were about to overturn the wheel. As she collected her
money, he rose painfully from the table and limped away on his cane. She
watched him head toward the lounge, his shoulders stooped and quivering
with anger.
“Boy, you sure did a number on him,” Derek said.
“Thanks. I think my work here is done. Can you color me up?”
“Of course.”
While Barbara waited for her chips to be counted down, her mood of
triumph began to dissipate. She had to admit she felt slightly guilty about
what she’d just done to Dimsberg—perhaps she’d gone too far. No doubt he
had come to the Royal expecting to remain unseen, to gamble his small
stakes anonymously for a couple hours, enough to satisfy his craving without
losing (or winning) very much, or drawing undue attention to himself. But
then she had come along and their rivalry had caused him to bet recklessly—
now he was out of money. She collected her three black $100 chips from
Derek, tossed him two redbirds, and decided maybe she would head over to
the lounge and see how Dimsberg was doing.
“Did you come to gloat?” he asked when she found him sitting by
himself at the bar. He had a glass of soda in front of him, a forlorn,
untouched straw in it.
“Actually, no,” Barbara said. “I came to apologize. Can I sit here?”
“It’s a free country.”
“I seem to be hearing that a lot lately,” Barbara said, climbing onto the
stool next to him. When the bartender came by, she ordered a gin and tonic,
but Dimsberg refused her offer to buy him a drink. “I’m sorry,” she said after
the bartender had left. “I shouldn’t have sat down at your table. And I
shouldn’t have played against you the way I did. That was uncalled for.”
“Really?” Dimsberg said. “Or are you here because you feel guilty?”
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“I do feel guilty—that’s true,” said Barbara. “But I’m not as bad a
person as you think I am. And I don’t think you’re as bad a person as you
think I think you are.”
Dimsberg looked at her sideways. “You certainly have a way with
words.”
She laughed. “You want to know how sorry I feel?” She reached inside
her purse, felt inside for the three black chips, and placed them on the
counter. “Here’s your money back, Dimsberg. Take it.”
“No,” Dimsberg said. “I won’t. You won those fair and square.”
“You won’t take them?”
“I accept your apology,” Dimsberg said. “But not your charity.”
“Well, if that’s the way you feel.” Barbara took the three chips into the
palm of her hand. “I don’t know what I’m supposed to do with these now.”
“I know what I’d do if I were you,” Dimsberg said. “You’re hot—
obviously. I’d keep gambling and see how high I could go. Maybe you won’t
ever lose again.”
Barbara laughed again, and this time Dimsberg almost reciprocated,
although he restrained himself to a smile. “Thanks for the great advice, oh
vaunted leader,” she said. Then she added, more seriously: “And your advice
has helped me a lot, Dimsberg—please believe that. I left Gambling Help
because I was good again, and I wanted to feel that way on my own.”
“Fair enough. I might leave myself one day—but I still have a long
way to go, as you can tell.”
“I wish you the best, Dimsberg, and I hope you get as clean as you
want to be. I know we can’t be friends. But we don’t have to be enemies.
Can we at least be cordial when we see each other at the club? I promise I
will.”
“All right,” Dimsberg said. “It’s a deal.” He paused and watched her
finish her drink. Then he said, “Are you one-hundred percent sure we can’t
be friends?”
“Yes,” Barbara said. This time they both laughed. She left some
money on the counter to pay for their drinks, then stood and hugged his bony
shoulders. “Goodbye, Dimsberg,” she said. “I’ll see you at the club.”
He doffed an imaginary cap to Barbara as she left the lounge. When
she looked back, he was sitting straighter than before. Then he inclined his
head and began sipping from the straw.
For the next several hours, Barbara prowled the tables, moving from
game to game whenever she felt herself beginning to cool off. For the most
part, she kept winning. From one Blackjack table, she won $350. From
another, $220. She took these winnings to the Roulette tables and doubled
them by betting exclusively on Odd. Then she began to play Baccarat, a
game she hardly knew. Here, she won another $500. At this point, she was
betting $50 to $100 per hand. Finally, with over $1200 in front of her,
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Barbara decided it might be time to cash in. She kept $1000 behind and, for
the first time that evening, she placed a $200 wager. Impulsively, she bet on
Tie—an outcome which had yet to come up during her play at the table—and
then proceeded to watch as the Player’s hand was flipped over to reveal a 7-2
for Nine. Then the Dealer’s hand was flipped over, revealing a K-9—another
Nine!
“Player ties,” the dealer announced.
The unlikely 8-to-1 win increased her bankroll to $2800. More than
ever, Barbara felt she should leave. After losing two consecutive hands that
whittled her chips down to $2000, she forced her body to rise before she lost
the rest. She tossed the dealer two $25 chips and left the table, heading
directly toward the cashier’s cage. The line was long, and as she waited,
Barbara looked at her watch for the first time: to her astonishment it was
almost half past midnight! Over six hours had passed since she’d first
entered the Royal. Dazed and still buzzing from her rush, she fingered the
four purple $500 chips in her grasp, rolling them in her palm, relishing their
feel. Her eyes roved over the casino floor, and eventually came to rest on the
entrance to the High Limit Salon. It was a room she’d always ignored
because she’d never possessed the means to enter it. But tonight, she had
two grand in her hand and the line was moving too slow for her liking.
Why not?

Cursed
A week after his private conversation with the Countess, Chan
appeared for work and was directed by Mannheim, who was wearing a new
suit, to exchange his black vest and nametag at the cashier’s cage for purple
ones that designated his promotion to the High Limit room. Chan was
floored. Indeed, even as he pulled the new vest over his white shirt, Chan
could hardly believe the Countess had moved so fast in fulfilling her promise
of elevating him to the High Limit Salon. More than ever, he found himself
convinced of her powers—mathematical and otherwise.
Chan’s promotion drew the attention of his colleagues in the pit, and
he was heartened to hear Leanne and Bao whistle, cheer, and applaud as he
walked across the worn casino carpet toward the entrance of the High Limit
Salon. He turned and smiled at them, waving, before he disappeared inside.
He had never before set foot in the room and as he entered, his shoes
sank into the rich, plush carpet. Compared to the brazenly lit pit, the room
was dim, and the color of the carpet—deep burgundy—emphasized the
impression of murkiness and bloodiness. It took a moment for his eyes to
adjust. Then Chan saw there were three tables, each separated by a tall,
marble brazier. To his left was the Baccarat board. To his right was the
wheel. And in the middle was the Faro table. At the last, Chan saw the
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Countess seated in her high-cushioned chair with her back to him, the driver
beside her.
Mannheim was standing behind the Faro table, and seeing Chan,
excused himself and approached. He was in an exceptional mood. “How
quickly things change,” he said. “Who would imagine you and I in the High
Limit room, just half a year ago?” He patted Chan’s shoulder. “You’ll split
half your time between Baccarat and Faro. You’ve dealt Baccarat before,
right? That’s where you’ll start.”
Chan was glad to begin his shift dealing Baccarat, although it had
been several years since he’d last dealt it. There were only two players at the
table, a man and a woman, betting between $100 and $500 per hand in a very
deliberate fashion, and Chan was able to settle into the game. On one hand,
he earned himself a green chip when he drew a third card to Player, making
a Nine to beat the Banker’s natural Eight. “Nicely done, new dealer,” said
the woman, who was dressed like an executive. She raised her glass toward
him. “Welcome to High Limit.”
At 12:30, Chan was tapped out and he shifted over to the Faro table.
He was extremely nervous as he sat down, with Mannheim hovering behind
him and the Countess there, observing him closely, the slightest hint of a
smile on her lips. His fingers trembled slightly. Mannheim handed him a
new set-up and Chan broke the seal on the deck, then fanned the cards face
up on the table and counted them. Then he took the leftmost card, the King
of Spades, and deftly overturned the entire deck in domino fashion, before
counting all the backs. All the while, Chan could feel the eyes of the
Countess on his hands, watching him wash, shuffle, and cut the deck, and
slide it inside the shoe.
The deck went slowly, with a hitch or two when Chan struggled to
remove a card through the thin slit in the top of the shoe. On the second
occasion, Mannheim told him not to worry, that he would soon get a feel for
the unusual device. The Countess did not make any bets during the deck,
and the other players—there were two others, local retirees Chan had seen
before—made only small wagers occasionally. Nobody offered to call the last
three cards. After dealing the hock, Chan scrambled the deck, shuffled it
again, and reinserted it inside the shoe.
By this time, his fingers had loosened and become supple, and he was
mastering the amount of pressure necessary to issue a card through the small
opening at the top of the shoe. Again, the Countess placed no bets during the
deck, and wagering remained light throughout the deal, no more than $100
or $200 per turn. When Mannheim asked if anyone wanted to call the last
turn, one of the players bet $100 on a final sequence of Ace-Trey-Seven—the
first card was a Seven, and the player, an old man, groaned and said, “Oh
well.”
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It was now one in the morning, and Chan was tapped out by the next
dealer. He moved back to the Baccarat table, where the same two players
from before had been joined by a very young spiky-haired man in an
enormous, gray, pin-striped suit, the shoulder pads in the jacket prominent
and misshapen.
Chan recognized him immediately.
The boy had about $1500 in front of him in black chips, the room
minimum, and he refrained from betting for an entire shoe, saying he did not
like the way Chan looked and was waiting for the previous dealer to return.
As Chan reshuffled the shoe, the boy asked him to call for service, a
request with which Chan was obliged to comply. A server came by and the
boy ordered a Manhattan, to be made with a specific kind of vodka.
Mannheim, who was still shadowing Chan on his first night, cleared his
throat. “Sorry, sir, but would you mind providing identification?”
Nonplussed, the boy rooted inside his pockets. “I don’t appreciate
being treated this way,” he said as he handed over a card. “Perhaps I should
take my business elsewhere.”
Mannheim did not hand the card back. “According to this license, Mr.
Peterman, you are thirty-six years old. I have a hard time believing that.”
The boy’s face colored. “Are you saying I’m a liar?”
“I’m saying there’s been some sort of mistake. Unfortunately, we
cannot allow you to gamble here.”
By this time, Chan noticed several husky security guards, clad in all
black, appearing inside the threshold to the room. They drew the attention of
the other players, but the boy remained transfixed in his chair. “Can I have
my ID back?” he said.
“You cannot. We are obligated by law to retain IDs we deem false.”
“This is unheard of!” the boy exclaimed. “Please call the manager.”
“You’re speaking to him,” Mannheim replied.
“Then call your boss. I would like to file a complaint.”
Mannheim signaled to the security guards, and Chan saw them
approach the table. Finally noticing them, the boy began grabbing at his
chips. “This is an outrage!” he said as he shoved them into his pockets. “You
will hear from my lawyers.”
By this time, everyone was watching the altercation at the Baccarat
table. The two security guards surrounded the boy, who was still seated, and
the first lifted him bodily from the chair while the other held onto his legs.
They carried him out, and by this time, he was screaming insensately: “I
curse this room! And everybody in it!”
After this undignified departure, the room took several minutes to
quiet down. “Another night in paradise, hmm?” Mannheim said to Chan,
squeezing his shoulder, before leaving to oversee the Faro table. Chan dealt
the next shoe of Baccarat, and it proceeded in a subdued manner, with the
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two players left still chatting about the incident, and not paying much
attention to the cards.
(white space)
The curse of the spiky-haired boy seemed to cast a pall over the High
Limit Salon for the next few weeks. On Chan’s second night, he dealt two
entire decks of Faro without a single bet winning, and some of the players
joked he was the one who was cursed, since the boy had last sat at his table.
The Countess laid no bets for an entire week, continuing to watch every
movement he made carefully. Then, during Chan’s second week in the Salon,
she played one hand of Faro, betting a single $500 chip on an Ace to appear—
and losing. Chan looked toward her for some sort of explanation—had she
been merely bored?—but she regarded him sternly, as if the errant card were
his fault.
In the afternoons at home, Chan continued to meticulously practice
dealing from a makeshift Faro box he had constructed from a shoebox,
focusing on the cards until his eyes watered and the images of the cards
began to blur. But every night at the table, he continued to deal losing hands
to the customers, and one evening, he overheard some players discussing how
he was already getting a reputation as “the new cooler” of the High Limit
Salon, a moniker which mortified him. For her part, the Countess remained
aloof, returning his looks with a studied insouciance that was hardly
comforting.
Chan’s confidence was at a low ebb when he appeared for work on
Friday, December 21, the night the Countess had calculated for the
cosmological event. At home, Chan had cleaned himself thoroughly and
carefully styled his appearance.
“You look just like you did during your audition,” Mannheim recalled
when he saw Chan that night. “Positively severe.”
Despite Chan’s preparations, however, he still seemed poison to the
players at his tables, who lost over and over, with only an infrequent win to
stave off their exodus. And on his second down at the Baccarat table,
between 1 and 1:30, Chan had to suffer the ultimate embarrassment of
sitting the entire half-hour with no players.
At 1:30, Chan was tapped out and returned to deal at the Faro table.
Two players immediately left when they saw him sit down. At the end of his
nerves from hearing himself talked about and treated in such a manner, as a
kind of anathema to good luck, Chan again suffered issues getting the Faro
box to comply with the actions of his fingers. Noticing this, Mannheim told
Chan to calm down. “We’re in no rush,” he said, but Chan could not help
feeling they were.
After three hands, he stole a glance at his watch and it was 1:32,
twenty-seven minutes until the moment the Countess had specified.
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He resumed dealing the deck of Faro, and as before, there was very
little action. Then Chan was momentarily distracted by the sight of a new
player entering the High Limit Salon. Her open face and manner struck a
strong chord of recognition—had he played poker with her over
Thanksgiving? He had. Her name was Barbara, and she was Chimsky’s exwife. Chan watched as she approached the table, pulled aside one of the
empty chairs, and seated herself.
“Welcome to the table,” said Mannheim. “Barbara, isn’t it? Chimsky’s
friend?”
“Oh, it’s you two!” she said. She looked at their nametags. “Nice to see
you again, Stephen. And you too, Arturo.”
Chan smiled at her. She exchanged four purple $500 chips for twenty
black $100 chips, and asked about the betting minimum. Chan noticed the
Countess was regarding Barbara with some impatience, and he quickly said
it was one hundred dollars. Barbara nodded and began to play. Very soon,
within a couple hands, she was betting $300 or more at a time in random,
haphazard fashion. Her fast and loose style appeared to amuse the Countess,
and Chan allowed himself to slightly relax, resulting in a more fluid dealing
style.

The Changing of the Card
At 1:40 am, at the completion of the deck in play, the Countess tapped
her fingernail against the edge of the table. “A new set-up, please,” she
requested.
Chan collected the cards and passed them to Mannheim over his right
shoulder, in exchange for a fresh deck. Chan twisted the pack to break the
seal and removed the deck from the box. He fanned the cards face-up across
the blue felt in a perfect semi-circle. Everyone at the table saw that the new
deck was complete, and contained all fifty-two cards in the expected order:
the Spades first, from King through Ace, followed by the Hearts, the
Diamonds, and then the Clubs.
Lifting the leftmost card, the King of Spades, under his left pinky,
Chan flipped the deck over, domino-style. Then he inspected the backs of the
cards. All were identical—an intricate, interlocking fleur-de-lis pattern in
light blue—and again, everyone present saw there were exactly fifty-two
cards.
After Mannheim confirmed the deck was complete and ready to be
played, Chan washed the deck thoroughly, scrambling the cards using wide
circular motions of both hands, counter-clockwise with the left, clockwise
with the right. When he was satisfied the cards were fully mixed, he
collected and squared the deck.
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The Countess had been exact in her directions: during the three riffle
shuffles, each card under his right thumb must perfectly interlace with each
card under his left. Chan carefully performed two riffle shuffles in this way.
Then he squared the deck in preparation for the strip cut. Holding the edge
of the deck in his right hand, widthwise, he stripped from the top of the deck
three times, each instance pulling between the thumb and forefinger of his
left hand exactly thirteen cards. Then he performed the third and final riffle
shuffle, and squared the deck again.
Now there was only the one-handed cut left to execute. Chan stilled
his breathing and concentrated on the fleur-de-lis pattern on the back of the
deck. Then, with his right hand, he nimbly snatched the top half off the deck,
exactly twenty-six cards deep. He could tell by feel he had done it. He placed
these cards onto his yellow cut card, and then put the remainder of the deck
on top. He squared the deck one last time, and then inserted it into the shoe.
By the time this entire procedure was finished, it was 1:41 am.
Chan began dealing the fresh deck. The first card, the soda, was an
Ace, which Chan discarded. The players were then allowed to place their
bets for the first turn. The Countess refrained, as she had informed Chan
she would. Barbara, meanwhile, placed a series of $100 bets on twelve
different cards, playing Faro much like she would play Roulette. The next
card off the deck, the winner, was a Deuce, followed by the loser, a Seven.
Mannheim duly noted these events on the case-keep.
Overall, Barbara won $100 from her dozen bets. “That’s it?” she asked.
“I need to change my strategy.”
“You should,” offered one of the players, a white-haired woman in a
pink polo shirt, the collar up. “You’re not going to win anything that way.”
“Maud, let her play how she wants.”
“No,” Barbara said. “She’s right.”
On the next turn, Barbara changed her wagering to three $500 bets, on
Trey, Five, and Seven. Chan revealed the next card off the deck, the winner,
and it was the Trey of Spades. Barbara clasped her hands in delight. Chan
paid her $500 for her win, and she tossed him a $25 chip in return.
“Thank you,” Chan said, inclining his head politely.
“There’s plenty more coming,” Barbara said. “I can feel it.”
The Countess looked at her, as if to say you cannot conceive the half of
it.
Over the next dozen turns, Barbara continued her hot streak, winning
half the time, $500 each time, and losing only once. By 1:54 am, Chan
estimated she had close to $8,000 in front of her, three towering stacks of
black chips she shifted and reconfigured continuously.
Finally, on the fifteenth turn, the Countess moved her left hand slowly
forward, pushing a stack of twenty purple chips into the betting circle,
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$10,000 total. She bet on the Seven to appear. Seeing this, Barbara quickly
placed five $100 chips on the Seven as well.
Chan hesitated, glancing over at Mannheim’s case-keep, but whatever
pattern the Countess recognized eluded him—the order appeared completely
random. He heard Mannheim behind him, breathing shallowly, expectantly.
After the players finished betting, Chan slid the next card from the shoe and
it fell to the table.
It was a Seven—the Seven of Clubs. “Yes!” Barbara cried. The
Countess calmly watched as Chan made the payouts from his tray, matching
her stack of twenty purple chips and Barbara’s five black chips.
On the sixteenth turn, the Countess declined to bet. The other players,
including Barbara, bet as they had before, this time on the Nine. The first
card out was the Nine of Spades, and they all hooted—but then the next card,
the loser, was also a Nine, the Nine of Clubs. Chan was obliged to take half
their bets on behalf of the house. “Nobody told me this rule,” Barbara said as
she saw her $500 reduced to $250.
The player named Maud told her it was the house advantage.
On the seventeenth turn, the Countess resumed wagering, $20,000
this time, on the Six. Barbara followed her with $1,000, and Maud joined as
well, betting $500. Maud’s partner, an old man in an ill-fitting ball cap, bet
on the Eight after an examination of the case-keep. Chan slid the next card
out and it was the Six of Hearts—the Countess was right again!
“I’ve learned my lesson,” the old man said as he glumly watched Chan
pay the other players. “I’m following your lead next time.”
The pattern had been established. On the eighteenth, twentieth, and
twenty-second turns, the Countess did not bet and neither did the three other
players. But on the nineteenth, twenty-first, and twenty-third turns, the
Countess steadily increased her wager—from $40,000 to $80,000 to
$160,000—and each time she won, and so did Barbara, Maud, and the old
man.
After the twenty-third turn, a flustered Mannheim asked the table to
pause as he assessed the situations. Chan counted down the players’ stacks
in his mind—the Countess had $350,000 in plaques and assorted chips in
front of her, Barbara had near $25,000, and the old couple had over $10,000
between them. Their winning had drawn the attention of the other
customers in the High Limit Salon, and the Baccarat and Roulette players
had stopped their gambling and gathered around the table to watch the
action.
“Is there a seat open?” several asked, including the woman who had
toasted Chan at the Baccarat table on his first night, but Mannheim told
them to please wait until the completion of the shoe, which contained only
two more turns. Chan could tell his boss was becoming discomposed—and
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perhaps excited—about the size of the bets and the strange pattern in which
they were being wagered, with the entire table in unison.
The five cards left in the deck, according to Mannheim’s case-keep,
were as follows: 7-9-J-Q-K.
Chan indicated the players should make their bets for the twentyfourth turn in the deck. Everyone’s eyes fell upon the Countess, but instead
of refraining, as she had done on every even-numbered turn up to that point,
she moved her entire stack, ten $25,000 plaques and an entire rack of purple
chips—$350,000 in total—onto the Seven. Pulled in her wake, the other
players, Barbara, Maud, and the old man in the ball cap, all moved their
respective chips onto the Seven as well.
The crowd held their breath. Chan placed his fingers on the top card
in the shoe and slid it out, cleanly and without fuss. He was now confident it
would be the Seven of Clubs even before he turned it over, and indeed it was.
The crowd roared. Unbelievably, Chan had to call for his tray to be
refilled in order to pay out the extravagant sums now being won. When the
dust settled, the Countess had $700,000 in front of her, twenty oblong, green
plaques, milky like jade, rising to her neckline even as she sat erect in her
high-backed chair. Her left eye glittered with the fever of gambling—or
perhaps it was the effect of low gravity. No matter—there was no material
difference between these concepts now.
A single turn remained in the deck. It was a minute until two, and
Chan thought he could feel some change—some sort of shift in the
atmosphere in the room. It’s gravity, he thought. Everything is gravity.
“Would anyone like to call the last turn?” Mannheim asked. His voice
sounded distant and nervous.
Again, all eyes fell upon the Countess. “I would,” she said. “I call the
Jack-Queen-King, in that order.”
“How much is your wager, Madame?”
She waved her hands over her empire. “Everything,” she said.
Although Chan was hardly surprised by her bet, there were numerous
exclamations heard throughout the crowd. When Mannheim hesitated, she
asked: “Is the house able to handle my action?”
“Yes, Madame.” Mannheim’s voice had grown very grave. “In this
room, one can bet any amount at any time.”
“I’m not stopping now,” Barbara enjoined. “I call Jack-Queen-King,
too. All fifty grand here.”
“And us as well,” said Maud and her partner. “$20,000 total.”
When the bets were arranged on the table, Mannheim told Chan to go
ahead. His boss’s voice was so solemn and quiet now that Chan couldn’t be
sure anything had actually been said. He shut his eyes and imagined the
first card in the sequence, the Jack of Hearts, in all its emblematic glory:
side-profile, blonde locks, brandishing a halberd, getting larger and larger in
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his field of vision. Using just the tips of his fingers, Chan swept the top card
through the slot and it fell on the table.
It was the Jack!
The crowd erupted again. Then the old man pointed out that the hand
was far from over, and a hush settled over the room. Chan steadied himself,
gently placing his fingertips on the next card. He closed his eyes and
imagined the Queen of Spades—her imperious eye, her hands clutching
flowers. There was something unsettling in her expression, and Chan could
not fixate upon her face without it changing, the eye winking at him, the chin
turning away from him, ever so slightly. But it was too late to stop now—
even the Queen could not resist the force of the cosmos, Chan thought, before
he flicked the card out.
He could tell by the weight something was wrong. When he opened his
eyes, the card that lay on the felt was not the Queen of Spades, but rather the
King.
There was a sharp, collective intake of breath. Chan stared at the
board, incredulous as the crowd began to murmur. He looked toward the
Countess and she appeared as stunned, as stymied as he—the color had
drained from her face and, for the first time, she looked all of her 100 years.
“Are you serious?” Barbara said. The reality of her last bet—$50,000—
was seeping in, and she slammed her open palm on the table. “Please tell me
I didn’t just do that!”
“We got exactly what we deserved,” Maud said, disgusted.
“It’s this dealer,” the old man in the ball cap groaned.
Chan remained rooted in his seat. The King lay there on the table,
plain as day. All the bets wagered and lost—he could clearly see the plaques
and chips piled on the table before him. Yet as he continued to stare at the
awful King, Chan began to disbelieve the reality of the moment—these are
mere trappings, he thought.
“Come on, Chan,” Mannheim said behind him. “Let’s get this over
with.”
Mannheim’s words sent a sliver of insight shivering through Chan—he
distinctly felt the idea come from outside of himself. The hand was not over,
not officially, until the last card, the hock, was dealt. If the card underneath
his fingers was not the Queen of Spades—as it most assuredly was—this
Faro hand would qualify as a misdeal.
All of the active bets would be returned.
Chan heard the Countess’s words: focus your concentration. Once
more he closed his ears and his eyes, and the murmuring around him slowed,
calmed, vanished. An utter silence fell. Then from this void, there began
emerging other noises, distant and faint, getting louder. The chittering of
voices not quite human. Some were laughing and cheering. Others were
crying, sobbing plaintively. There was a momentary burst of applause—loud
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clapping and hooting—over an unsettling, grinding noise underneath, like an
old machine winding down. Like the gnashing of teeth.
Chan saw himself sitting in the dealer chair. He was inspecting
himself in very fine detail, down to the most miniscule point on his iris. Each
molecule was alive, moving, and from their mixture would emerge snatches of
moments. Barbara playing poker at Thanksgiving, brandishing a card with
zest, cheerful and happy. Dumonde jumping up and down on the grandstand
next to him, making it tremble underfoot. Mannheim smiling with fondness,
taking his hand and shaking it, telling him he was hired. There were
thousands—tens of thousands—of such accumulated moments, and Chan
relived them in all the intensity of their experience, the entire span of his
consciousness.
Years passed—or the briefest part of a second. He was walking down a
dark hallway, toward the clack of tiles behind a study door. The door was
ajar, and streaks of orange and blue light seeped from the edges, bathing the
walls. From inside, the man with the painted eyes was shouting “Three!” in a
high-pitched voice, over and over. Chan placed both his hands on the door
and pushed it open. The orange and blue light dazzled him, and he shaded
his eyes. At the gaming table sat the Countess, and she was young, a child
no more than ten. She was laughing, playing a hand of Stud Poker versus
the painted man—her thin fingers moved freely and easily over the cards,
snappish and quick-paced. She hovered her index finger on the back of her
hidden card for a brief moment. Then she seized the card and flung it on the
table—
Mannheim placed a hand on Chan’s shoulder. “It’s time, Chan. Let’s
see the hock.”
Chan opened his eyes. The Countess seemed the only person still
attending to the formality of revealing the final card. She looked at Chan
curiously, the same way she had first regarded him so many months ago:
Can you?
Chan lowered his hand slowly and extended his index finger, hovering,
over the final card. Then, with the faintest, deftest movement, he issued the
card through the slot. It spun out, revolving lengthwise in the air, describing
an ancient, flawless arc as it fell toward the table.
What the people crowded around that table witnessed (although many
more would attest to having seen it after) was the card, while descending on
its journey to the felt, clearly loaded with paint—for it was the Queen of
Spades still. But as it neared the table, the image blurred, becoming arcane
and incomprehensible. The color was draining from it, leaving trails Chan
swore he could see. By the time it settled gently on the green felt, light as a
feather, there was hardly any color on the card at all.
The card was now the Trey of Spades!
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There was an audible gasp as the card appeared—it was the Countess
sucking in her breath between her teeth. Chan stared in amazement at the
card.
“It can’t be,” Mannheim was saying behind him. “I saw the set up—we
all saw it!”
“What just happened?” a voice asked from the crowd.
“It’s a misdeal!”
“What?”
“A misdeal! A misdeal!”
“We all get our bets back, don’t we?” Barbara said amidst the
cacophony. “Please tell me we do.”
“I don’t understand this,” Chan heard Mannheim say. “It doesn’t make
any sense!”
Chan turned his head. “Sir,” he said. “What should we do?”
“Hush!”
“Quiet, everyone!”
“Ladies and gentlemen, please!”
The room was silent, awaiting Mannheim’s words. He composed
himself, straightened his tie, and told Chan, “Go ahead—spread the deck and
count it down.” Then he moved to the phone and called upstairs to
surveillance.
Chan carefully collected the deck, squared it, and gently fanned it faceup on the table, with no expectation as to what would emerge. The first thing
he noticed was that the Queen of Spades, which he was certain had not
appeared during the deal, was situated early in the deck, where the Trey of
Spades had originally been. The murmuring in the crowd grew as they saw,
like Chan, that somehow the positions of the two cards—the Trey and the
Queen—had switched mid-deal.
Otherwise, the deck was entirely complete, with all fifty-two cards.
“They can’t even begin to say how,” Mannheim said after he got off the
phone. “But surveillance confirms the deck was legitimate both before and
after the deal. They also said there was no mistake made on the case-keep.”
“We could have told you that,” said Barbara.
Mannheim cleared his throat. “Ladies and gentlemen, your attention!”
Chan thought his boss sounded different now. “I officially declare this hand a
misdeal. All players are allowed to rescind their bets.”
Above the peal of applause, Chan heard a very distinctive noise, like
the cawing of a crow. The Countess’s mouth was wide open—she was
laughing so hard she had to hold her chest with both arms. Thomas
Eccleston, standing behind her, had raised his dark glasses to his forehead,
and was still staring at the board in astonishment.
Chan could breathe again. He felt light-headed, as light as the last
card falling toward the table, transforming as it fell.
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Chan was immediately tapped out after the hand. He turned to
Mannheim and told him that his standing so close had been what enabled the
card to change. “For a moment, there was a pathway—I believe it was yours,
sir.” Then he hugged Mannheim, which he had never done before, and took
his leave for the final time. “Goodbye, sir. And good luck.”
Afterwards, Chan drove home and collapsed into bed. For the first
time in Snoqualmie, he was able to sleep in his apartment, soundlessly and
dreamlessly, and when he awoke the next afternoon, he felt refreshed,
relieved, and very, very hungry.
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EPILOGUE—A NEW SET-UP
After the commotion died down—and it did not for several hours—the
hands resumed again, and once relieved of his duty, Mannheim went for a
walk by himself around the old Royal grounds, smelling the air, the vastness
of the heavens, for the last time.
As he did on his first day, Stephen Mannheim entered the casino
through the mirrored revolving doors. The walls and floor of the bright lobby
were paneled in cedar, and the suits of armor lining the walls surprised and
delighted him. He took a moment to inspect each, feeling their sharp
contours with his fingers. Then he walked underneath the massive, raised
portcullis, emerging on the other side into the pit.
Slowly, he made his way down the ramp, his feet sinking into the ornate
carpet, and crossed the periphery of the casino floor, to a door marked Employees
Only.
He turned the knob and entered. Inside, the walls were grey, and lit by tall,
floor-standing lamps. There was a stove and a sink in the room. His old pit dealers
were gathered around a table—Leanne and Bao were there—and they looked up as
he entered and immediately surrounded him, wanting to hear his account of the
Faro hand that was already growing into legend. Mannheim told them what he
knew:
“Somehow, Chan switched the Queen and the Trey.”
He could have said more, that he felt sure his standing so close to Chan had
affected the course of action. Chan had essentially confirmed this fact afterwards.

But to offer this seemed needless.
He spoke with them for fifteen minutes, the length of their break, and
then the next group came in, this one including Derek and Rumi, and
Mannheim retold his story. This cycle repeated for four sets of dealers in
total, until near dawn, when the first of the new shift began to appear
through the doors. He did not know them in the same way, and he left them
to be apprised of last night’s action through second-hand information.
Slipping away, Mannheim found himself returning to the changing room and
the quiet of his inner chamber, laying on his back on the pallet on the floor.
As he began to doze, he could hear, from the cosmos, the faint sounds
of weeping and gnashing of teeth.
In the darkness, he regarded his old body, laying on its back on the
pallet, and he could see his aura escaping—as clearly as Doctor Eccleston and
Theo had seen it. It bathed the walls in streaks of warm orange and blue,
illuminating the entire room, radiating and pulsating out into the changing
room, through the hallways, up the stairs, into the casino. He experienced it
washing over the tables, the walls, the ceilings, the suits of armor—every
crevice, chip, and inhabitant inside the Royal.
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Far off, a phone began ringing.
The figure on the floor stirred, drawn by the tolling bell. Like the
merest shade of being, pulled forward to shuffle on leaden feet.
The bell rang and the body must answer, down the long tunnel leading
from the changing room. At the far end of the hall, a small, half-sized door
lay shut. The pathway toward it was lit by very old oil lamps, and the smell
of the burning oil mixed with the thick dust of desiccated bones and paper
penetrated into the lungs of the body, filling them with ash.
From the other side, the doorknob began rattling on the half-sized
door. This vision greatly suggested the winding down of things. The mouth
ventured to open, to articulate the question “What is going on?,” but it was
already full, grains of sand spilling out and onto the floor, packed inside all
the way down through the throat to the pit of the stomach. No longer able to
support itself, the body fell, the knees shattering on the cold floor. There was
no pain, only the rattling of the doorknob—a final click, and for one brief
moment of clarity, Mannheim felt himself surrounded by beings, murmuring
amongst themselves over the grey shell before them.
Then hands were laid upon him, and Mannheim was no more.
(white space)
Several weeks later, Doctor Eccleston and Theo were sitting in the
shop, still talking about their great fortune.
“It’s astonishing,” Doctor Eccleston said. “You are rich, child—rich!”
“I wonder if Mr. Mannheim knew all along.” Theo looked older now,
dressed in new clothes. “He changed everything for us.”
The night of his passing, Dr. Eccleston had called Mannheim to tell
him the good news. There had been three lottery tickets in his junk drawer,
over a year old, and she’d taken them to their place of purchase, a twentyfour hour gas station, to ascertain their value. The first two were losers, but
upon the third, the clerk’s eyes had widened and he gasped, “I can’t believe
it!” He’d come around the counter to shake her hand, yelling to someone in
the back. “She’s here! She’s finally here! We’ve been waiting,” he told her
with a smile, “for a very long time!”
The jackpot amount was for an almost ludicrous 1.2 million dollars.
Then, two days after Christmas, after the services were over, a lawyer
had come into the shop, and informed them that upon his death, Mr. Stephen
Mannheim had left a will which distributed his personal effects between
Doctor Eccleston and Theo Summerville. Mannheim’s house belonged to the
bank, the lawyer said, but the rest of his possessions would be sold in an
auction, with proceeds after service fees to go directly toward Theo’s college
education. The will further stipulated any additional monies would be placed
in trust under Doctor Eccleston’s guidance, until the child turned eighteen.
With the ticket safely redeemed and the processing of its jackpot
underway, Doctor Eccleston felt she was finally entitled to relax, although
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the phone kept ringing from local and even national news media. One of the
most curious, a woman named Faye, had even come to the shop under the
pretense of being an interested new client, although Theo had immediately
seen through her. “You don’t have to pretend with us, ma’am,” he had told
her. “We’ll tell you everything you need to know about Mr. Mannheim.”
This particular afternoon in the first week of the New Year, Madame
and Theo received another unexpected visitor. He was a young, dark-haired
man Theo had never seen before, dressed in a grey chauffeur’s uniform—his
name was Thomas, and Doctor Eccleston was his mother. This was a fact
which delighted young Theo, who’d never heard mention of Thomas’s
existence before. Thomas told them he had come to say good-bye, as he and
his employer were leaving Snoqualmie for good.
“Where will you go, mister?” Theo asked.
“Göttingen. It’s an old city in Germany. My employer is a scientist,
and there’s a new line of inquiry open to her there.”
Doctor Eccleston, for her part, said she was so glad Thomas had come
to see her before he left—so glad and so happy.
The mood was festive, and Thomas stayed for over two hours, talking
excitedly with both of them about the future. Doctor Eccleston could not stop
smiling. By the time Thomas left, it was dark outside, and Theo was
surprised to see it had snowed, a fine blanket covering the ground.
(white space)
Neither the Countess nor her driver ever appeared in Snoqualmie
again, a fact which surprised many in the casino, but not Chan. As the
months passed, the incident of the changed card faded into legend around
him, becoming a historic relic like the Countess’s old chair, which joined the
suits of armor in the entrance vestibule. He knew there had been two
previously documented cases of exchanged cards, both in the last century,
and this third would, in time, join them as a true historical oddity.
But for Chan, the experience never lost its luster—on damp
Snoqualmie nights, the experience of its magic warmed him, and reminded
him of the unknowability of the world, and its sweetness.
You may still find him in the High Limit Salon at the Royal, his tables
full and lively, and many of the players leaving substantial winners.
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